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ABSTRACT

The successive reduction of govemment-imposed barrìers to hade and the active

integration of the economies of many countries have resulted, among others, in the

increase and intemationalization of anti-competitive practices. Cartelization practices are

the most harmful t¡pe of anti-competitive activities, and they gause many negative

effects, including: short and long-term restrictions against non-cartel producers to

compete freely; price increases to the detriment of consumers; decreases in technological

and better service imovations; and market foreclosure for non-cartel competitors from a

trade perspective. These restrictions apply not only to consumers and businesses at the

domestic level, but they are also among the most harmful barriers to intemational trade.

Limitations on existing domestic and international tools to deter intemational cartels are

resulting in joint efforts of the intemational community to address the problem. This

thesis concludes that among the options to fight ìnternational cartels, the negotiation ofa
multilateral agreement is one of the best solutions, rather than bilateral and regional

cooperation in the antitrust ârea.

This study involves an analysis of the practical implications of cross-bo¡der anti-

competitive business practices in the form of cartelization. It will also engage in an

analysis of the scholarly discussions in the antitrust area, as well as an examination ofthe
materials of international organizations, including decisions, resolutions,

recommendations, ald reports. A comparison of proposals and options for cooperation

will also be part of the study for this thesis.
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INTRODUCTION

Competition in business is, in many respects, the impulse of advancement.

Improvements in the means of production (technology), improvements in the quality of

service, cheaper prìces, and more choices for customers all result fiom competitivo

business. An OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development)

publication defined the major goal of competition policy as:

Competition policy has as its central economic goal the presewation and promotion of
tåe competitive process, a process which encourages efficiency in the pràchction and
allocation of goods aud services, and ov€r time, through its eifects on'inaovation a¡d
adjusûnent to tech¡ological cha:rge, a dynamic process o=f sustained 

""ooo_i" 
groo,th.ln

conditions of effective competition,- rivals have equal opporh.nides to coäpete for
business on the basis and quality of their outpurs, a¡rd reäu¡ces dqrlo¡.ment follows
market success in meeting consumers, dema¡d at the lowest possible cost. i'

To protect that competition process, every country introduces its competition

policy to control the anti-competitive business practices. Restrictive national (arti-

competitive) practices have long been criticized in every iurisdiction. As the economies

of countries became mo¡e integrated, due to factors, such as row tariffs within the

framework of GATT (and rater within the wro) and the conapse of a giant closed

economy of the Soviet Union, states began to prefer lìberal, open economies. Opening up

public hade barriers increased cross-border business transactíons. with the increase of

cross-bo¡der trade in goods and services, there emerged forms of anti-competitive

business practices with a¡ intemational dimension. Intemational anti-competitive

practices may affect more than one country in two different ways: as a participant of

l-R wgi¡¡auch, competrrion Law in lhe wro: The Rationarefor a Framework Agreemenl (lvien: NWV
Neue¡ Wissenschaftlicher Verlag: Vr'ien, 2004) at 1g.



business in those countries or without presence in those countries by doing business in

one country but affecting another.

whìle states may benefit from trads liberalization by the reduction ofpublic

barriers, private barriers to trade slow down the flow of intemational trade. By private

barriers we msan cartelization, monopolization, market allocations, and other types of

anti-competitive business practices to raise prices and limit access to markets. These

result in the improper allocation ofresources and shift ofprofits from consume¡s to

producers- Many researchers have expressed the view that cross-border private anti-

competitive practices will undermine the benefits of trade liberalization.2 But few others

think that private barrie¡s to trade rarely occur, thus they do not impede trade and market

access.t This thesis argues that the latter argument underestimates private anti-

competitive practices. For example, a study found that imports affected by the cartels

comprised approximately 6.7 per cent ofall developìng countries' imports in 1997, or a

total of uS$81 .1 billion in goods and services.a Also, a recent OECD survey addressed

mo¡e than one hundred cartelization cases investigated in oECD member countries and

about 20 non-member countries between 1996 and 2000.s The magnitude of welfare

losses caused by the cartels amounted to billions ofdollars aruruaJly. These examples

show that intemational anti-competitive practices had reached the point where they have

t Daniel J. Gifford & Mitsuo Matsushira, A¡titrust or competition Laws viewed in a Trading context:
Harmony or Dissonaace, in Jagdish N. Bhagwati & Robert E. Hudec, eds, 1996, Fair Trade-and
HarmonÞetion, at 269; see also Iåid at 15, cited h clair wilcox, -4 chørrerfor world rrade (1949) at 105
'weiDrauch, srpra nôte I a1 63, cited in Da¡iel K. Ta¡.rllo,'Norms a¡d Institr¡tions in Global òompetition
Policy" (2000) 94 Am J. tDr'l L. at 48? and 484.
a w-¡o , Reporr (¿002) of the working Group on the lnterqction between iiade and competition policy,
Reporf Presented to the General Council on 9 December 2002,W-f tWGTCpl1, at 49.5 oECD, competition committee, Jqi-gå ting Hard-core cartels: Harm, Efectiye sØctions ønd Leniency
Programme,19 June 2002, þerenafler Hard-Core Cartels:Leniency programmef, onltrie: OECD
<http://www.oecd-org /dataoecd,l4l/44/t841891.pdÞ (date accessed: S June 2006j-



already been negatively affecting international trade. Among intemational antì-

competitive practices, cartelization is recognized as the most harmful to consumers,

producers, intematìonal trade, and competition process as a whole.6 The theme of this

thesis is that cartelization practices are capable ofnegatively affecting international trade

to a serious extent and that collective cooperation by states is the key point for their

deterrence This thesis will attempt to address the following questions: what are the

definition and criteria for determining intemational and domestic ca¡tels; what is the

significance ofbarriers to intemational trade caused by intemational cafels; what

existing tools and forms can be used to remedy intemational cartels and how effective are

they; how importa¡t is the exchange of information for the investigation of cross-border

cartels; and how successful are the existing forms ofmultilateral and b ateral

cooperation.

From this study we came to the fortowing conclusions. There a¡e severar levels of

cooperation for the deterrence ofcafielization practices including bilateral, regional and

multilateral. AJthough bilateral and regional cooperation have been useful to some extent

in cartel prosecutions, they have major rimits i¡ information exchange, prosecutions

outside its member countries, lacking mechanism for resolving disputes, and resorving

the case ofdeveloping and least developed countries which lack resources and

competition laws. Multìlateral cooperation based on international antitrust agreement

with its dispute settlement mechanism is considered to cover those limitations ofbilateral

and regional arrangements which will bring one of the best solutions for the deterrence of

intemational cartels. This thesis argues for multilateral cooperation based on intemational

",9øço, 1ec2^mendations of the counc conceming Efective Actions ag(linst Hard core cørters,25
March 1998-C(98)35,4FINAL, at A, lhereinafter OECD Recommendations agøinst Cqrtelsl.



antitrust agreement; it further advocates competition approach rather than trade law

approach for this agreement and considers the wro as an app¡opriate venue for

intemational arìtitrust agreement.

Structure of the Thesis

This research is based on a¡ anarysis of the practicar implications ofcross-border

anti-competitive busfuress practices in the form of cífiielization and addressing them

through existing tools and proposed options.

In the first chapte¡ the definition, nahre, and effects of cartelization practices wilr

be given. cartel activity has already been affecting intemational trade negatively and it is

no longer purely a domestìc phenomenon. Based on this, the second chapter wilr cover

the interaction oftrade and competition issues in the quest to clarift their similarities and

differences in o¡der to better understand the problem. A bette¡ understanding of the

problem is important at least for two reasons: first, to find a solution, and secondly, to

increase the knowledge of the trade community which has been involved in addressìng

the competition problems. In the third chapter, we analyze the usefirlness of the existing

tools for the deterrence ofcartels and how they might be improved. This chapter is

devoted to the analysis of domestic tools, whereas chapter four w r look at the

i¡temational efforts to deter cafels. It will cover the exìsting intemational efforts,

including notification, cooperation and coordination durìng the investigations,

consultations, and conciliation. Divergent national laws hamper active involvement in the

process of cooperation. This chapter will also cover the canadia¡ experience with

intemational cartel enforcement. since the exchange of information is one of the main

subject matters ofinternational cartel investigation, the next chapter wili be devoted to a



detailed alalysis ofthis issue. The final chapter wilr examine cu¡rent efforts to negotiate

a multilateral agreement on competition issues.



CHAPTERONE

NATUR,E AND IMPACT OF CARTELIZATION PRACTICES IN
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

1.1 Background

According to Recommendations of the organization for Economic cooperation

and Development (OECD), the term ca¡tel mea¡s:

.. . an anticompetitive agreement, anticompetitive conÇ€rted practice, or anticompetitive
arrangement by competito$ to fix p¡ices, make rigged bids (collusive tenders), estabtisb
output restrictions or quotas, or sha¡e or divide markets by allocating custome¡s,
suppliers, territories, or lines of commerceT

This recognizes cartels to be the most harmful and egregious violations of

competition law. They injure consumers in many countries by raising prices and

restricting supply, making goods and services unavailable to some purchasers and

unnecessarily expensive for others.s

In cases whe¡e anti-competitive practices in one country affect another country,

with the purpose to protect domestic consumers and fight against anti-competitive

practices, a country often extends its jurisdictional claim over such activities occ¡rring in

a foreign country's jurisdiction. Application of domestic laws extraterritorially comes

under doctrines of "effects" ând of "enterprise unity", as t}'ey have evolved in the us.

EC, Japan and Canada.

The effects doctrine developed in the u.s. courts. According to this doctrine the

U.S. a¡titrust laws (based on the I 890 Sherman Act) may reach a foreign anti_

competitive act affecting the u.S- markets, even when the anti-competitìve act did not

7 OECD Reco.mendations agqinsr Carrels, ibid. at A
E lbid. at A



occw within the territory of the u.S. This doctrine was first applied in the Alcoa case in

ß45.e

According to the enterprise unity doctrine, the antihust laws ofone counfy can be

applìed to foreign-based entities for the acts of their affiliates present on the national

territory. In the E.c., the European court of Justice has fust developed this doctrine,

partìcularly in th e Dyestffi case.lo

Howeve¡ negative reactions fiom the intemational community especially for the

extension ofu.s. antitrust laws extraterritorially in light ofthe.,effects doctrine,,, can be

seen in the adoption ofblocking stafutes, claw-back statuteslr and diplomatic notes of

protest. For example, the British sÀþping contra.cts and Commercial Documents Act

1964' the British Protection ofrrading Interests Ad 19g0, the Austral ian Foreign

Proceedings (Excess ofJurisdiction) Act 1984 and the ca¡adian Fo reign Extraterritorial

Measures Act 1984.12

These reactions prompted countries to investigate anti-competitive activities of

enterprises by the way of co-operation among antitrust agencies. Thìs co-operation was

pursued through the conclusion ofbilateral agreements.

To iilustrate ca¡tel activities fiom an historica.l perspective, one ca¡tel that lasted

for five years managed to raise the price of graphite elect¡odes by 50% in certain ma¡kets

and to extract monopoly profits on a¡r estimated $ 7 billion in world-wide sales.13

e 

^{J_n,ired 
Stares v . Aluminium Company of Amerira, l4g F. Zd 416 (Zd, Cn. .Ç,45)

'u Wein¡auch. søprø note I at 79.
rl Claw back statutes allow a foreign defendant to sue in its domestic courts to recover h¡/o-third,s the
d-amages, paid as a result ofa judgment in a U.S. coun.
'" shipping contracrs and commerc¡al Documents Act 1964 (J.K.), c.g7; protection ofrrading Interestslcl 1980 (U.K.), c,. lli Foreign Extrq.teft¡torir¿l Measures Act,R.S.C., c. F_29, (19g4) (Ca.); Foreign
P,roceedings (Excess ofJurisdiction) Act, No. 3 (l9B4) (Austl.).
" Weinrauch, supra note I at 66.



Another example is the vitamins casela, a conspiracy between swiss, German, canadian,

and Japanese companies which controlled everything with regard to wo¡ldwide sales of

vitamins A, P2,B.4,B.5, C, E, beta carotene and vitamin premixes. Cartel members

allocated market shares, supplied contracts and sales volume among themselves and fixed

and raised prices of vitamins worldwide. As a result of the u.s. investigations F.

Hoffinann-La Roche a¡d BASF AG plead guilty and paid fines of $500 million and s225

million, respectively. six Swiss and German executives fiom HLR and BASF were

convicted for their role in the reported conspiracy.ls

1.2 Definitions, Nature and Impact of International Cartels

In 1998 the oECD counc adopted "Recommendations conceming Effective

Action against Hard Core Cartels,' and defined the term of cartelization. Ì6

In this description, cartelizalion is an act done by competitors, 1.e., business

enterprises ofthe market, which is anti-competitive in nature involving the above

mentioned restrictive practicas.

This description of intemational cartels, also applies to domestic cartels, which

have the same qualities but operate only within their domestic market. The OECD

council, in its above mentioned Recommendations, considers ha¡d core cartels to

promote "the most egregious violations of competition law".I7 From an inte¡national

perspective, effective actions against them are emphasized for two important reasons.

First, "their distortion of world trade creates ma¡ket power, waste, and inefficiency in

li F: -Ujo-'or stinlst Lirigation, Nos. Misc. 99-197, MDL 1285 (D.D.C.); See also rrpra trote I ar 66." s n. Hammond, "A sun:rmary overview of rhe Antit¡ust Division's criminal Enforcement prograrn ;
(New York State Bar Association A::.nual Meeting, 23 January 2003) [unpublished] online: U.S.
D€pa¡hent ofJustice <http //www.usdoj.gov/atr/public/speecneyz0ôog6.hm> (date accessed: 7 February
2006).
1,6 OECD Reco^mendarions against Cartels, supra nore 6 at A.

tDlA



corÌntries whose markets would otherwise be competitive',; secondly, ,.they generally

operate in secret, ând relevant evidence may be located in many different countries".ls

From this description, the most important cha¡acteristics ofhard core cartels are:

- a oonspiracy among enterprises, as former competitors in the ma¡ufacturing,

distribution or services sectors;

- restrictive business practices, as most harmful among anti-competitive acts; and,

- operations that extend to many different countries.

A clear description ofan intemational cartel is offered by Margaret Levenstein

and valerie Suslow: "1) it must involve more than one producer (otherwise, we consider

it an extensìon of monopoly power case); 2) it must include firms 1ìom more than one

country; and 3) it must have attempted to set prices or divide up markets in mo¡e than one

country.'19

Types ofrestrictive practices conducted by cartels a¡e price-fixing, ouþut

restriction, market and customer allocations, and collusive tendering.

Price-fixing usually means raìsing prices above the competitive level, which

results in consumers purchasing less ofthe cartelized product while paying more fo¡ it.20

This clearly shows the tra¡sfer of wealth from consume¡s to producers by the illegal

action of cartel members. There is another more harmful economic effect, apart from the

misallocation of financial resources. Because of the passive participation in the market by

a sheltered cartel not having to compete in a free market, ,þroductive" and ,.dynamic,,

lDtA.
re Margaret Levenstein and Valerie Suslow, "Private lntemational Ca¡tels aûd Their Effect on Developing
Countries", backgrormd paper for the World Bank's World Development Report 2001 ,

CCN\4/GF/COMP^ D (2002)34, at 7 .
2D )ECD, Report on the Nature and Impøct of&ard core carrels and sønctions agø¡nst cartels under
NatÌ.ona.l Competition Laws, Ap'j19,2002, DAFFE/COMP(2002)7 , at 6 lhereL''after OECD Report on
Impact of Cartels).



efficiencies will decrease; such a decrease is due to the reduced pressure to innovate and

to control costs. 21

Market and customer allocation is another restrictive practice by cartels. In order

to gaìn profits proportionately, members of the cartel geographically allocate sales

markets and customers.

collusive tendering (or bid rigging) is alother restrictive practice by cartel which

involves:

a) competing companies agree to refrain from tendering o¡ to withdraw their

submitted tenders so that another company can win the tender;

b) the competitors take tums being the winning tender, with the others submitting

high bids; in this way they equalize tenders won by each over time; or,

c) competing companies agree among themselves about who should win, and the

others submit artificially high bids to make an appearance of active competition.22

For example, bid rigging was the subject matter of the USAID (United States

Agency for Intemational Development) Construction case. Four companies were

convicted for engaging in bid-rigging practices on water keatment construction contracts

funded by USAID in Eg1pt. According to the report from the US antitn:st agency, fines

totaling more thar $ 140 mìtlion were imposed in addition to over 910 million in

restitution to the US govemment.23

Cartelizatton activity does not choose any specific sector ofthe economy and can

be observed across a wide range ofsectors ofany economy. Research conducted under

2'Ibid.

" OECD & Wo¡ld B attk, A Frameworkfor the Design ønd Implementation of Competition Løbt qnd policy,
(Pa¡is: OECD. 1998 ), (l T"Decembet 1998), aI23 fhereiø.after A FranøworËl [unpublished].

rlaIllmotro, s¿¿pl4 note lJ.
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the auspices of the world Ba¡k, devoted to the study of intemational cartels and most of

the collected cases were prosecuted by the us and EC competitìon agencìes during the

1990's. According to this study, these cartels operated in a variety ofindustries, including

chemicals, metals, paper products, transpofiation, and services.2a

Intemational cartels involve companies from tvr'o or more countries. According to

the same study, a lypical intemational cartel had firms from two or three countries; some

cartels involved companies fiom four or fìve, and in the case of shipping cafels, as many

as thirly countries.2s In August 1996 the Antitrust Division of the u.S. Department of

Justice began prosecution of two cartels in the contexts of cartels offood and feed

additives: Cítric Acid and Lysine Cartels.26 A U.S. firm, German and two Swiss a¡d a

French based Dutch firms as well as several foreign nationals were inv olved, in the citric

Acid c¿orel, which fixed prices a¡d allocated sales volumes in the u.S. and elsewhere for

citric acid, an organic food additive used il beverages, cosmetics, medicine, detergents,

chemicals, and textiles. This cartei lasted from July 1991 to June 1995 and annual sales

of citrìc acid exceeded $1.2 billion worldwide; prices were raised to u.s. customers by

more then 30%, resulting in hundreds ofmillions ofdollars in added revenue for the

membe¡s of the cartel.

2a simon J. Evenett, Ma¡garet c. Levenstein, and Valerie y. suslow, "Intemational cartel Enforcemeût:
Lessons form the 1990's", World Bank Policy, Research working paper series; No. WpS 26g0, (30
September 2001) at 5, 6,
tt Ib¡d. ut 6.
26 u.s. Departrnent of Justice, Inrernation'l competition policy Advßory committee to the Attomey
General and Assßt(tnt Attornq) General for Antitrust, Final Report, (2000), at chapter 4
"Intemational Anti-cqrlel Enforcement and Interagency Enforcement cooperqtioi' lherenafter,.ICpAC
Final Reporf'l otine: u.s. Department of Justice <http://www.usdoj.gov/ìtrlicpaclfinalre¡rort.htm> (date
accessed: 2 March 2006).

l1



rn The Lysine cartel, such restrictive practices as price fixing and market allocation

were conducted for the sale oflysine, a livestock feed additive. During the first months

alone of this conspiracy, prices went up on average 70%o.

One might wonder what percentage intemational cartels account for, alongside

domestic cartels. According to the available data fiom the u.s. cartel investigations,

approximately twenty-five percent of the more than 625 criminal antihrst cases filed by

the Deparhnent ofJustice since fiscal year 1990 were intemational in scope.27

It is recognized that cartel activity is the most harmful among the anti-competitive

acts.26 For example, the U.S. antitrust agencies (Antitrust Division of the USDOJ and

FTA) see the prosecution of cartels as their top priority.2e According to the OECD's

competition committee survey among its Members between 1996 a¡cl 2000, a total of

1 19 cases were reported. unfortunately, it was not possible to estimate the harm caused

by most ofthese; still, the amount of commerce affected byjust sixteen large ca¡tel cases

reported in the oECD survey exceeded USD 55 billion world-wide. Furthermore, the

survey showed that the ca¡tel mark -ttp, i.e., utificial raising ofprices by a cartel, ca¡ vary

significantly across cases, in some very large and as much as 50o% or more; therefore, the

researche¡s concluded that the magnitude ofharm from cartels is many billions ofdollars

annually.3o Available information from cafel investigatìons is limited to only the u.s.

a¡d E.c. reports; thus it is difficult to estimate the harm caused by most cartels. However,

27 lbid atCh.4.
2,8 OECD Reco^^endations against Cartels, supra note 6.
" S.D. Hammond, "A¡ Overview of Recent Developments in the A¡tit¡rst Division's Crimi¡al
Enforcement Program" (ABA Midwinter Leadership Meeting, Kona, Hawaü, 10 Jaruary 2005) onliae:
u.s. Departme¡t ofJustice <htÞ://www,usdoj.gov/atrlpubli clspeeches/207226.htm> (dáte accéssed: 20
Feb¡ua¡y 2006).
30 Simon J. Evenetg Ma¡ga¡et c. Levenstein, a¡d valerie y. suslow, "Intemational cartel Enforcement:
Lessons form the 1990's", Wo¡ld Ba¡k Policy, Research working paper series; No. \ pS 26g0, (30
September 200l) at 2.
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william J. Kolasþ, former Assistant Attomey General for the Antitrust Division of the

USDOJ, noted that ". . . it is clear much of the harm from cartels falls on developing

countries, which are often significa¡t purchasers of cartelized products or servìces and

must pay grossly inflated prìces"3r.

1.3 Effects of International Cartels on Developing Countries

consídering the fact that most countries ofthe world are developing countries,

especially in terms of their import-export economies in general, developing countries

play important roles in intemational t¡ade. About two thirds of the wro's 150+ members

are developing countries and there are currently fifty least-developed countries on the trN

list, thjrfy-two of which to date have become WTO members.32

Numbers show that developing countries are significant parts ofthe world

economy; but when it comes to the examination of intemational cartels in developing

countries we encounter frustrating problems. There is almost no publicly available

information about investigated internationa.l cartel cases by developing countries. only

data from the u.S. Department of Justice and the European commission on investigated

intemational ca¡tel cases are available. Thus, only intemational cartels operating in the

most developed countries were successfully prosecuted. With few exceptions, ali

statistica-l data, case files, and academic research conceming intemational cartels are

devoted to those limited cases investigated by competition authorities in the U.S.,

Canada, 8.C., Aushalia, Japan and few other developed countries.

llry r 9wing, competitíon Rules for the 21'¡ century: principles from America's Experience (TheHagte-.
K.luwer Law Intemational, 2003), at 43, citing william J. Kolasþ, Deputy Assistaat Àttomey òeneral,-
NotTh Atlantìc competition Policy: converging Towards what?, zddressbefore the BIICL såcond A.áual
Intemational and Comparative Law Conference, London, Englatd"}day 17,2002.
" "Who are tbe developilg countries ir rhe WTO?" online: WTO
<http://w$..w.wto.orglenglish/tratop_e/devel e/dlvr'ho-e.htm> (date accessed: 3 March 2006)_
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Does this mean thât the intemational carter is a phenomenon pecuÌiar to the most

developed countries?

The answer is difficult. If we answer positively, our reply might be inaccurate

because enough ¡esearch has not been done on those international cartels that exist in the

developing counrries. If we answer negativel¡ our repry might be inaccurate too, because

many of the developìng countries do not have competitìon laws, especially the least-

developed ones; and even in those countries that have adopted competition laws,

enforcement is weak to non-existent- This is because ofthe scarcity ofresources,

including but not limited to finance and sk'red staff. From this perspective, we can argue

that ân international cartels that exist in deveroping countries but have not been

investigated does not mean that such activities are only pecuriar to developed countries.

Therefore, considering the lack of available data and research, we can only

measure the impact ofknown (investigated) intemational ca¡tels on deveroping countries.

According to the study done for the World Bank, in 1997 developing countries

imported $8i'r b'lion ofgoods from industries subject to price-fixing conspiracies by

cartels during the lgg.s; a¡d these imports represen ted 6.7%of imports and r.2%o of

GDP in developing countries. They represented an even rarger fraction oftrade for the

poorest developing countries, for whom these sixteen products represented g.g% of
imports' However, this data does not ¡epresent the comprete varue ofharm by aI carters

because only information from sixteen intemational cartelization cases was ava abre, of
forty cases investigated or currently being investigated by fte u.S. Departrnent ofJustice

and the European Commission in the last decade.33

33 Levitstain, supra rrote lg at2.
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Apart from direct financial impact, there are otl-rer [pes of anti-competitive acts

employed by cartels, for example, blocking entry into ma¡kets. The price- fixing

conspiracy in the E.u. steel beam market befween I 988 and 1994, restricted information

about technology using the patent tools, thereby blocking the entry ofnew enterprises

into the market.3n Anothe. example is fhe Graphite Etectrocles case where producers fiom

the U.S., E.U. and Japan agreed to restrict non- conspirators , access to certain graphite

electrode manufacturing technology.3s Levenstein and suslow argue that these kinds of

activities might be particularly effective in limìting entry ûom developing country

producers who are new to intemational trading.36

Analyzing all data avallable, we can conclude that thorough resea¡ch on the

impact of intemational cartels to developing countries is still to be done and that

developing countries should also share (fulfill) the responsibility ofvigorous

investigation of intemational cartels with developed countries because ofthe following

reasons:

a) financial harm amounts to billions ofdollars per year that affect developing

countries;

b) concems related to market foreclosure by inte¡national cartels ¡esult in reduced

competition, and ín tum a non-competitive market leads to reduced pressure on

innovation and slow economic development, which is already an issue among

developing nations; and,

3a IbÌd. at lo
3-s.|CPAC Ftnal Report, supra note 26 ar Ch. 4

'o Levinstain, søpra note 19 at 10.
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c) it is in the interests of developing countries to make sure that private barriers to

trade by enterprises a¡e eliminated during the difñcult process of lifting public

barriers to hade, to take full advaritage ofthe benefits oftrade riberalization.

we have analyzed the definition, nature, and impact ofcartelization practices on

intemational trade. Add¡essing the issue of cartels that affect intemational trade requires

understanding the interaction of competition and trade issues. Additionally, examinìng

the types of anti-competitive activìties that go beyond nationar borders affecting

intemational trade is a¡ essential part ofunderstanding ofthe interaction of trade and

competition issues, which will be addressed in the following chapter.
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CHAPTERTWO

TRÀDE AND COMPETITION POLICIES

2.1. The Interaction of Trade and Competition policies

one ofthe major negative effects of cartelization practices is on international

trade. From this perspective, the problem of intemational cartels carmot be reviewed

separately from intemational trade. In the process ofdiscussions of intemational

competition issues at diffe¡ent levels, including academia, i¡temational and inter-

govemmental organizations, there emerged a need for understanding the consistencies

and divergences of intemational trade and competition issues initially, in order to address

the problem adequately. since different trade and competition policies of count¡ies make

the address of intemational cartels very complicated, by understanding the consistencies

and divergences, the international community will be able to prepare the ground for

future intemational agreement. Additionally, examining the types of anticompetitive

activities that affect intemational trade is important because the intemationalization of

these activities starts from domestic anticompetitive activities.

In many cases, these convergences and divergences have been presented as a

result ofanalyses of different levels, such as intemational trade and national competitìon

policy or national trade policy and international competition issues or by comparing the

purpose of one policy and practical implications of another. Therefore, fiom our

perspective, it is mo¡e ¡eleva¡t to compare trade and competition policies on equal terms

rather than comparing domestic to intemational issues (for example, national competition
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issues to inte¡national trade), where it surely reveals many inconsistencies and

convergences because of the non-equal comparìson.

From this perspective, it w'r be relevant to start lÌom the interrelation ofnational

hade and competition policies; secondry, national ,,ade and competition poricies, as

complicated by remedy raws aad exemptions that exist in the practice of the countries;

and then we wilr examine intemational trade (liberarization) and intemationar

competition policies.

The objective of a riberal nationar trade policy is reduction of govemm ental

barriers to trade; the objective ofnational competition law is to ensu¡e that the market is

competitive, leading to efficient alocation of ¡esou¡ces a¡d in¡ovation. ,r.tu-.s 
means that

both policies should be mutually supportive ofeach other because in the process of
lowering public, r.e., governmental barriers to trade, we shourd also eliminate private

barriers by enterprises. Results of trade liberalization can be hampered by private

restraints that raise prices, preventing access by foreign competitors into the domestìc

market, and its goods and services by means of import and intemational cartels, abuse of
market powe¡ or exclusionary agreements. Historicary, trade riberalization poricy has

focused on governmental measures .,at 
the bordet',, whereas competition policy has

focused on "behind the border" activities, assuring competitive conditions within the

national markets.3T

However, such harmonization ofthe trade and competition policies reveals

divergences ifobjectives and cunent ¡ores ofboth t¡ade and competition poricies are

analyzed on the basis of existing policies held in both developing and developed

r? OECD, Trade Dt ectorale. ReDorr of the Joint Group on Trade and competition on consistencies andIncons¡stencies between Trade ànd t
(9S)25ÆINAr (Feb . 25, lggg), ut 4lÅlpsetition 

Policies', 25 Febnlqry I gg9' cort¿',rn',oa¡rElcri""
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countries. Protectionism in trade policy, including tariff and non{arìffbarriers protscting

producers from import competition and export promotion porìcies, raise competition

concems. Govemmental protectionism will give an opporrunity lor domestic private

enterprises to collude and raise prices in an uncompetitive market, to the detriment of

consumers; furthermore, due to the market power, companies will tend to abuse thei¡

position by concluding exclusive distribution agreements a¡d tie-in sales, evenhrally

charging high prices abusing its monopoly position.

In its tum, competition policy also reflects governmental policies by excluding

expofi cartels from the application of antitrust laws. For example, the u.s. sherman Act

does not apply to export cârtels which do not affect u.s. markets. In canada, section

45(5) of the competition Act provides "...the courl shall not convict the accused if the

conspiracy, combination, agreenent or arrangement relates only to the export ofproducts

from canada", unless it limits the exportation or ìts value, affects or restricts businesses

exporting fiom canada or lessens or prevents services facilitating export fiom canada.3'

Inte¡action of intemational trade and competition policies remains a cont¡oversìal

topic. The objective of intemational trade policy is open trade, though ttris is not stated

explicitly in GATT or in any wro agreement.3e Arthough competition issues have been

regarded as domestic, they have been expanding intemationally as trade in goods and

services is intensiffing among nations. one example is intemational mergers. one way of

penetrating an export market is to estabrish a physical presence in that market by merging

with an existing firm; in 1999, cross-border mergers accounted for $ 720 bíllion.ao with

38 Comperiion Acr, R.S.C.. 1985. C-34.
Je K Kennedy, competiî¡on Law and the worrd rrqde organization: the Limits ofMurtirarer'rism
(London: Sweer & Maxwell. 2001 ). ar 2.
40 Ibid. ar 12, citútg The Econonisì, oct 7 ,2O0O a1 t24
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$3.4 trillion in mergers announced world-wide.al Another example is intematìonal

cartelization among producers of the same product to raise prices and restrict output,

observed in the Vitamins and the graphìte electrodes cases.

In this þerspective, the main objective of intemational competition policy is to

deter and prevent cartelization and abuse ofany dominant position by means ofco-

operation among competition agencies of different countries. If two producers from

different jurisdictions are conspiring to limit competition, then the competition agency of

one country will not be able to investigate that cartel without co-operation fiom the

second country, where one member of the cartel usually resides. Ending and preventing

intemational alti-competitive activities will result in a globally competitive market for

that particular sector of an economy which previously was subjected to output restrictions

and market allocation among ca¡tel members. Since the objective of intemational trade

policy also focuses on opening up markets, then removing barriers to trade and increasing

of international competition become objectives of both intemational trade and

competition policies, making them inter-complementary.

2.2 International Anti-Competitive Practices Affecting International Trade

ln this part we will define types of anti-competitive conduct affecting

intemational trade. First, we will clarifli those domestic anti-competitive activities

affecting intemational trade; these domestic activities work in two ways: first, activities

in one country affect markets ìn another countries; secondly, obstructing market access in

one's own country for competitors from foreign countries. Following the examination of

domestic anti-competitive activities, we will move to intemational ones.

4\ Ibid. at 12, çit$tE ICPAC Fínal Report para.\.03, n.3, at 44
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According to national antitrust raws, anti-competitive conducts are generalry

divided into four major groups: horizontal and verticar agreements, mergers and abuses

of a dominant position.a2 Those antì-competitive activities that have a¡ intemational trade

dimension also develop from within national forms ofconduct; therefore, the analysis of
the types of anti-competitive activities affecting intemational trade, in this chapter, wilr
follow the same order as national types.

Horizontal ag.esments a¡e between companies whìch compete with simila¡

products in the same market at the same stage of production; whereas vertical agreements

a¡e between companies at different stages ofsupply and distribution. Export cartels and

import cartels are two t,,?es of domestic horizontal agreements that affect intemational

trade.

Verticar agreements that affect intemationar hade are as folrows: excrusive

distribution agreements, exclusive dealing ag¡eements, tie-in sare agreements, refusals to

deal, discriminatory pricing predatory pricing and loyalty rebates.a3

Mergers between fwo or more companies in different jurisdictions are usually

considered as affecting intemational trade. However, a merger of two or more companies

wìthin one country also ca¡ affect foreigt markets, when merging companies have a

greater portion of ouþut sales in a world market.

The same is true as regards abuse ofdorninant position.

a2 Weiuauch, sapra note I at 30.
" LINCIAD. hvestne't. Tecb¡ologyand EnLerprise Developmenr program - llorld Investment Report

iti:r:{,í:#'rßÅ1ry;rcorporationtr 
Marke, s,i"i,"*)i¿-öîipi,n,il, ,o,- r,oruhed on t Atþust
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2.2,1 Export Cartels

This is an explicit or implicit agreement or aranganent between exporters ofthe

same product to fix prices, to restrict output, to allocate markets for the purpose of

gainíng more profit in relation to goods or services to be sxported to a foreign country.

According to the OECD repof, clear definitions ofexport cartels are given from

two different perspectives:

Export cartels are usually classifred by the nationality of thei¡ members and by their
objectives. National cartels consist only of f'ms within a single country, while intemational
ca¡tels include firms f¡om two o¡ more nations- Cartels can also be classified by their intended
sphere of influence. In its 1974 Report, the Committee defined 'þure" export cartels as those
cartels which cover exclusively competition on foreign markets, while 'mlred" export cartels
are those which affect competition both on foreign and domestic markets.aa

Since there are two forms of export cartels, first, the national form will be

anùyzed, which will be followed by its global type.

As noted above, national export cartels are aüangements between exporting firms

for the purpose of such anti-competitive activities as fixing prices, restricting output and

allocating of markets of foreign counhy where members ofthe cartel export their goods

and services. However, not all co-operative affangenents among exporting firms are

considered to be export cartels; only those which seek to restrain competition through

cartel-like behavior, such as price fixing, ouþut restriction, and market allocation.

Price fixing activities by ca¡tel members include the following forms: Agreements

on 1) prices to be charged to customers; 2) to eliminate price discounts or to establish

uniform discounts; 3) to remove products offered at low prices from the market i¡ order

to limit supply and keep prices high; 4) not to reduce prices without notifting the other

4 oEcD, competition committee, competition and rrqde policies; rheir Inferoction (19g4), online:
OECD <http://ww'w.oecd.orgldataoecdl7 /51/237 5610.pdÞ (date accessed; l0 March 2006), Íhe¡einafte¡
Repoft on Interacîionl.
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cartel members; 5) to adhere to published prices; and 6) to use a unifonn price as the

starting point for negotiations.a5

The effects ofan anti-competitive act by a national export cartel a¡e di¡ected to a

foreign market, not a domestic one. Therefore, many countries give immunity rights to

export cartels fiom applicatìon ofthei¡ own antitrust laws, as long as they do not affect

their domestic markets. Exemptions and immunities fiom antitrust laws will be discussed

in mo¡e detail in the chapter devoted specifically to the issue of exemptions.

Export associations of competing firms are officially allowed according to the

a¡titrust laws ofmany countries. The ¡eason is that such associations can offer smali and

medium-sized firms efficiencies of scale by means of expertise in penetrating foreign

markets, familiarity with foreign markets, promotional assista¡ce and cha¡nels of

distribution. Export associations provide good tools for export expansion ofbusinesses

and they are allowed as long as they are not involved in anticompetitive activitìes such as

price fixing and market sharing in foreign markets.

Between the two World Wars the share of export cartels (intemational and

national) was significant. According to a study done by an OECD Committee, prìor to

world war II, export cartels controlled from 30 to 50 per cent of world trade.a6 Data from

tåe u.s. Department of Justice shows that there were 179 intemational cartels in i940.a7

The OECD committee concluded that, prior to world war II, most oECD countries did

not have competition laws arid policies. The post war period was characterized by

4.s Framework , supra ÊoLe 22 at 22-21,* R"port on lnteraction, suDra note 44 at 24
41 Ibid. at24
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adoption of competition laws in many countries, resulting in the break_up of many

intemational cartels; and this in turn contributed to the expansion of world trade.48

Data on the share of export cartels is limited. Therefore, we had to use the data

from the study of I 984 OECD report. Its data on the share of export cartels among total

expoits was availabie for Germany, the united Kingdom and the united states. The share

of the national and intemational expoft cartels in total exports for Germany was

approximately two per cent in 1982, in the u.K. a maximum of five per cent, and in the

U.S. less than two per cent in 1981.4e

As regards data on the product or industry coverage of export cartels, the OECD

committee report obtained information for five countries on1y. For example, in Denmark

industry coverage of export ca¡tels included agricultural aad dairy products, air transport,

linoleum, film rights and paint sectors; in Germany, electronics, chemicals, electrical

engineering, food and the iron a¡d steei industries; in Japan, in 19g3 there were a total of

fifty+hree export ca-rtels, with textiles accounting for twenty-seven, machinery and

equipment for nine, miscellaneous products for fìve; in the U.K., engineering goods,

consumer goods, producer services and consumer services; in the U.S., pnor to 1973

wood pulp, chips and fiber, still a¡rd motion films, pìcture negatives, textile machinery,

liquid sulphur, clay, anthracite coal, bit coal, phosphate rock, and agriculturar products

(generally fruit and vegetables, frozen poultry, milled rice, beef tallow, raw cotton), and

afrer 1973 predominantly agricultural products a¡d raw materials.so

In fact, the report of the Committee on the study of export cartels concluded:

ot lbid. utz4
ae lbid. at25
so lbid. at25



. . . on flìe basis of experieoce ilr some Member countries, that the expectations underlying
policies to encourage national export cafels a¡d exempt them from competition taws ii
thei¡ home countries have not been fulfilled and that small firms, who would be expectedto benefit from redrìctions in overhead costs of exporting, have receivej üttle
assistance.sl

The success of the cartel is understandable according to a simple formula,

according to which its success depends on the size of the share ofoutput which it is

representing. If it accounts for a small percentage ôf output, its abiliry to raise prices will

be diminished because of the competitive prices established by other competitors who a¡e

not members of that cafel.52 Therefore, when a cafel includes almost all of the domestic

producers, or even producers from many jurisdictions, and íts sha¡e of the same product

represents a significant percentage ofthe total output, then such a cartel will be able to

practice cartelJike behavior, raising prices, restricting ouþut and allocating markets

between cartel members. In this case, such a cartel may affect the domestic market as

well, because of its sales not only to foreign markets but also within domestic markets

too-

As defined above, intemationar cartels include firms from two or more nations

having the intention to raise prices, restrict output and allocate markets in their sales

across the ma¡kets of several countries. According to the data collected from the study of

OECD, UNCTAD ard other organizations, the typical intemational cartel of the 1990s

had firms ffom two or tbree countries; some cartels included fims from four or five

countries, and, in the cases of shipping cartels, as many as thirty countries.s3

cartelization is accomplished through regular meetings, communications with

other producers and agreements to coordinate the timing and amounts ofprice increases

5t lbid. ar2752-.,tola. at zb
s3 Eveneg supra note 24 at 6.
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for certaìn products, sharing customers and sale volumes, as well as exchange ofsales

data a¡d customer information on a periodic basis in order to monitor and enforce

adherence to the agreement.

A recent Rubber chemicals case uncovered in canada and prosecuted in 2004

involved cartelization by the multinational corporations including crompton corporation

and Bayer AG; the latter has its head office in Germany. cartel members used the same

tactics mentioned above and were prosecuted by canada and the u.S.; the European

Commission's investigation of the same case is in progress.sa

The negative impact of carlels is significant, according to the OECD competition

commìttee report (2005). The estimated overcharges ofrecent cartels were reported as

follows: in Japan, prices were raised by cartels on average 16.5 per cent; in sweden and

Finland, prices declined by 20-25 percent following the successful prosecution ofasphalt

cartels; in the united Kingdom, 30 percent price reductions were observed after

enforcement against football replica kits; in Israel, price declines by approximately 40-60

per cent were observed after uncoverìng a bid-rigging cartel among envelop producers;

estimates in the u.s. suggest that some ha¡d core cartels may result in price inc¡eases of

up to 60 or 70 per cent.ss

These data from recent intemational cartelization cases underpin the importance

ofthe issue of export cartels.

5a ]ECD, Hard core cartels: Third.reporr on rhe Implementøtton ofrhe r996 Recommendation,(2005), at

!?#:: r?Ur" 
.nt4r;//www.oecd.org/d aøoecdl30t2t36600303.pdÞ ldut" u"""rr"a, r: tr4ur"l'ãOOãj. 
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2.2.2 Import Cartels

The second type ofhorizontai agreement that affects intemational trade is the

import cafel. It is an arrangement between or among firms in a particular country made

for the purpose of coordinating the importation into that country ofgoods or services.s6

concerns related to import cartels are that they may increase the market price of

imported a¡ticles and limit the importation of goods by increasing prices; also they may

exclude foreign firms fiom selling their goods in the domestic market; therefore, import

ca¡tels are decla¡ed illegal according to the laws of some countries, particularly the u.s.

It should be noted that only those import arrangements between firms that are of

concem are those practicing cartel-like behavìor, which are: prices fixing, limiting the

importation of goods, market aìlocation, and exclusion of foreign competitors.

A study done by the OECD Competition Committee argues that an import cartel

practices commit cartel-like behavio¡ "...with a view to the acquisition and exercise of

market power".57 The term "acquisition and exercise of market power', is used for a

single company, according to antitrust laws; but an import cartel is usually comprised of

several (it might be all of the importers of a certain product) firms, although in some

cases it can be only one firm. However, cartelization behavior by an import cartel can

lead to gaining market power. This can result in members of the cafel restricting supplies

in the domestic market and hence ¡aising prices on the domestic market.58

However, thìs type of cartel cal only exist when it excludes its competitors fiom

the market, both domestic non-member importers and foreign importers.se According to

56 Report on fneraction, supra rlote 44 aÍ32
51 Ibid. ar33
58 Ibid. at33
se lbid. ar33
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the OECD report, such an exclusion of competitors by cartel members ca¡r be done in two

ways: cartel members may have exclusive purchasing arrangements with foreign sources

ofsupply or they may otherwise control distribution of the product into the domestic

ma¡ket.60 Furthermore, if it is a closed economy, especially in developing countries, the

govemment itself can prevent competition with the cartel by establishing non-tariff

barriers for importation, such as quotas-

The prosecution and qualification ofthe import cartel is clear and straightforward,

according to national competition laws. Import cartels with príce fixing or other anti-

competitive objectives or effects are conside¡ed illegal, in the same category as

intemational or export cartels.

For example, in the u.S., anti-competitive cartelization activities of companies are

illegal under the sherman Act and llilson Tariff Ac¡. under section 23 of the latter:

Every combilation, conspiracy, trust, agreeme¡t or conhact made by or between two or
more persons either of whom ,,. is engaged in iñForting any article from any foreign
counfy into the united states ... is illegat and void if intended to opeÉte in rest¡aint ôf
trade or to increase the market price of any imported article in any part of the United
States or of any maûufactu¡e into which such article ente¡s or is intended to ente¡.61

The lVilson TariffAct is supplemented by the Sherman Act, which applies to any

arrangement which restricts u.S. trade or commerce between states or with foreign

nations, according to Section I of the Act.62

There are many cases involving import cartels. For example, the Japanese Fair

Trade commission required the only four Japanese soda ash manufacturers, which were

also the only firms that imported soda ash from the united states, to termi¡ate a cartel

agreement which set the overall quantity to be imported, established the share that each

60 lbid. at 33

::rtoo, rn,iîA"t,15 u.s.c. $ 8 (1ee4).
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of the four would import, and imposed other restrictions on storage terminal facilities to

discourage new entrants from circumventing the cartel.63 (Another example is not recent

enough due to the lack ofdata.) In the late 1920s an injunction was sought against a

group ofAmerican corporations and one Mexica¡ corporation which had effected a plan

to monopolize the supply abroad, and the domestic supply and price, ofsisal, a fiber used

to make twine. The couf noted that the "fundamental object [of the plan] was control of

both importation a¡rd sale of sisal".6a

2,2.3 Y ertical Restraints

Vertical restraints or agreements are not between competing firms but between a

producer and distributo¡ or customer, r'.e., from upstream to downstream in the process of

production, distribution a¡d sales. Therefore, they are called vertical agreements. These

hclude both price and non-price restrictions. Price ¡estrictions set minimum or maximum

resale price maintenance; whereas, non-price restrictions include exclusive distribution or

dealing agreements, tie-in sales, and quantity forcing.65

Vertical agreements that affect intematìonal trade can be any ofthese, with their

objective to exclude foreign competitors in order to enjoy a market dominant position as

regards sales and prices; exclusive distribution agreements (distributors are assigned

exclusively within a geographical area, over particular types ofclients, or over specific

products), exclusive dealing agreements (restrictions on a finn,s choice ofbuyers and

suppliers), tie-in sales agreements (restrictions on the source ofsupplies for particular

inputs used by firms), refusals to deal (a supplier refuses to sell to parties wishing to buy),

63 lbid. at34
1DtA. Af l4

ó5 oEcD, Directorate fo¡ Fina¡cial, Fiscal and Enterprise Affairs, Trade Directora te, Report of the Joint
Group on Trade and competition on competition and rrøde Efects of vertical Restratits , 26 May 1999 ,
COM/DA-FFE/CLP/TD(99)5 4, at 4, lher etnafler Rep or t on I/eûical Res tra intsl
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discriminatory pricing (a supprier charges different parties different prices under similar

circumstances), predatory pricing (suppliers sell at a low price in order to drive

competitors out ofbusiness) and loyalty rebates (a do'rinant supplier offers discounts to

certain pafies on condition that they do not sell someone else,s products).66

Arnong anti-competitive practices, the issue ofvertical rest¡aints is complicated

and subject to different arguments by many expefis in the field. According to the OECD

report, vertical restraints have complex potential pro- and anti-competitive effects;

the¡efore, they should be reviewed on a case-by-case basis using the ..rule ofreason,,

analysis rather th an prohibitìon per se.67

In recent cases involving the u.s. and Japanese auto makers' dispute, and in the

Kodalr/Fuji cases, vertical restraints were the subject matter. rn the KodallFuji case'B,

Kodak, an Americarì compa.ny claimed that Fuji, a Japalese compan¡ had closed

Japanese photographic film and paper distribution markets from foreign competitors by

concluding exclusive distribution agreements with distributors. some experts argue that

'heither Kodak, in its submissions, nor the U.S. Trade Representative made any

appropriate economic alalysis ofFuji's practíces: Fuji's market power was assumed, and

6,tn'lCTAD, 
lnvestrnent, Technology¿nd Enteçrise Development progmm, lyorld Investment Report

1997 on Transnational corporations, Market structure qnd òompetitioi poticy pubrìshed on I Atþust
1997,UNCTAD/ITE/ T/5. ar t9t.
o'- Report on Venical Restrainrs, suprø note 67 at )0
oð w-f o, Japan - Measures afectìig consumer photogrøphicf.rm and paper,31 Ma¡ch r99g, w'r/DS44.rR
The case starred in Jury, 1995 when the u.s. Trade Reprèsentative (u.i. Tþ decided to initiáte an
investigation regarding tle Japanese consumer photogiaphic fiJn and paper markets upon the petition
submitted by the Kodalg a photographic p.oduct compa¡y. The USTR s involvement was basËd on the fact
that under section 301 ofthe Trade Act of r 974, as amended by the 19gg r¡ade Act, the u-s. TR is
empowered to address the tolerationt) a foreign govemment ofsystematic, anticompetitive practices byprivate ñrms that resfict access of U.S. goods or services to a foráign market.
See 19 U.S.C. g 2411 (1994).
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no effort \¡/as made to assess whether Fuji's distribution conhacts were promoting

efficiency."6e

According to the submissions of the parties during the WTO panel review?o, the

U.S. argued that the Japanese govemment tolerated the anti-competitive business

practices by its domestic company in order to foreclose the distribution ma¡ket. However,

the Japanese govemment argued that Japanese single brand film distribution wholesale

was not peculiar to Japan, but a worldwide phenomenon in the film market, like Kodak,s

own distribution strucfure in the U.S. ma¡ket. Furthermore, primary wholesalers that

handled Fuji's products we¡e under no contractual obligation to handle Fujì,s product

exclusively, but rather they chose to do so as a matter of business judgment. The WTO

decision panel rejected all U.S. claims and decided that the case should take issue not

with market structu¡es but with the measures of the Japanese govemment; therefore, the

panel concluded that the U.S. could not demonstrate that alleged Japanese measures

breached GATT's Article XXIII: 1 (b); atso the U.S. could not demonstrate that alleged

Japanese distribution measures accorded as "less favorable treahrent to imported

photographic film and paper within the meaning of GATT Articl eIlI:4', .71

This ìs a case ofvertical restraint, particularly as exclusive dealing agreements

that affect intemational trade, although the panel ignored the assessment ofprivate

barriers based on the U.S. complaint on the breach ofpublic barriers to trade, 1.e.,

measures of the Japanese govemment. Kodak, an American company, could brìng its 1aw

6e B. ZøJletiin, Cooperatíon bef,eeen Antitnßt Agencies ot the Internat¡onal Level (Oregon: HxtPublishing,
2002) aT243, citing William H. Barringer "Competition policy and cross border dispute resolution: Lessons
leamed from the US-Japaa film distribution", (1998) 6 George Mason University Law Review 45g, 470.
70 Masabumi Suzuki, "To\a'ards constructive intemational trade dispute resolution: lessons from recent
U.S.-Japaa disputes otr restrictive practices" The Brookings l¡sútution, CNAPS Working paper (Fall
1999), online: Brookings Institution <htç://www.brook.edu,/þ/cnaps/papers/1999_suzuki.htm> (date
accessed: l5 Ma¡ch 2006)-
7t Supra note 68.
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suit in a Japanese couÍ against Fuji's anti-competitive distribution practices. In this way,

the case would not be through the U.S. govemment as it was done, but directly fiom its

own name. In order for the U.S. Trade Representative to bring a complaint at the WTO

on anti-competitìve activities of private companies, there should be an intemational

agreement within the wro regulating competition issues, which has not been concluded

to date. Therefo¡e, the U.S. govemment had to challenge Japanese companies on the

basis of provisions of the existing WTO agreements, which deal with public barriers

rather than private.

2.2.4 Mergers of Companies Affecting International Trade

When enterprìses combine through purchases ofoutstanding securities or

operating assets from another company, or two firms exchange securities to form one

firm, the result of such an agreement or takeove¡ is called a merger." Mergers can be

horizontai, vertical and conglomerate. Horizontal mergers are between companies which

compete with similar products in the same market at the same stage of production,

whereas vertical mergers are between companies at different stages ofproduction and

distribution, meaning that it is not between competing rival companies but between

manufacturers, distributors and retailers or wholesalers who are in a buyer-seller

relationship. Conglomerate mergers are between companies which operate at different

sectors of a¡ economy. Of the three types of mergers, veÍical and conglomerate mergers

are rare and in most câses they do not harm any competition process. However, the third

type ofmerger, horizontal mergers, impact on the competitive process because they

12 Wetnrauch, supra note I at 33.
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reduce the number of independent competitors in a market to form a dominant firm with

substantial market power or even a monopoly.T3

Mergers may affect intemational trade in two ways, i.e., in the case of a merger of

two or more companies residing in different jurisdictions, and in the case ofa merger in

one jurisdiction, which has its impact on other markets in different jurisdictions, due to its

significa¡t market share in world sales.

Global merger and acquisition activity increased from $ 100 billion ìn 19g7 to

$720 billion in 1999, an a¡nual rate ofincrease was 42 per cen|.la According to the

ICPACTS report, the percentage of all matte¡s reviewed by the Antitrust Division a¡rd

possessing an intemational aspect had grown from two to three percent in the early i 990s

to almost forty percent in 1998.7ó

Anfi-competitive mergers are prohibited according to the laws of member

countries of NAFTA and the E.U.; therefore, their respective laws provide for

notification of mergers and pre-merger review.77 This means that merging companies

should notify thei¡ intent to me¡ge to the competition agencies before the merger become

effective. competition agency will assess the pro-competitive and anti-competitive

impact of the merger based on maay factors that vary across jurisdictions, including but

not limited to, the ma¡ket share of the merging companies, the possible market share after

the merger, efficiencies that the merger might bring, the merger's harm to small and

medium sized companies, etc.

73 lbid. at34
7a K. Kenaedy, competition Lal and the r4¡orrd rrqde orlanizøtion; the Limits ofMllhirater¿ ism
(London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2001), at 240, citing Da¡iel pruzin & Diana LG.egg, ,.L]]VCtaO Cit""
Merger, Acquisition Boom as Global FDI Expected to Hit sl rrillion" (octobei 12,2000) 17I,'t'lTrade
Rep. (BNA) 1551.

7"6 ICPAC Final Reporr, supra note 26 atCh2.
" Kennedy, slpra note74 at 242.
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Treahnent of mergers with an intemationar dimension can be observed in the E.u

A merger which meets a "community dimension" has a duty to notify the commission

within one week of the signing of the merger or acquisition agreement; under an initial

test, if a merger meets the following monet'ry thresholds, that merger is regarded as

having a community dimension: a) the undertaking concemed has combined worldwide

sales of five billion Euros, and b) at least two ofthe unde¡takings concemed each has

sales in the E.U. of 250 million Euros.78

However, there are cases where me¡ging companies have signìficant share of

world sales or assets equal to a certain amount. In this case, even though these merging

companies reside in one country, other countries require notification to their antit¡ust

agencies by the merging companies. For example, when the Boeing/McDonneT Dougras

merger was proposed in the u.s., where both merging companies reside, the u.s. cleared

the merger; however, because the merger had direct impact on the E.U. ma¡ket

economically' the merging compa¡ies had to notifu the commission in order to be

clea¡ed so that they could trade within the E.U. market.Te

In 2000, sixty countries of the world had competition laws with pre_merger

notification requirement.s' These notification and pre-merger review standards differ

depending on the policy goals ofeach corurty; therefore, there a¡e differing substantive

standards of rer¡iew and divergence about the meaning of anti-competitiveness and

78 Council Reg. l3g/2004, t20041 O.J. L 24n A,rL. t\2)
'" |CPAC Finql Repon, supra nore 26 at Ch 2, n. 4g.
See also D.A. valentine "Buildir:g a cooperative Framework for oversight in Mergers - The A¡swers toExhateritorial Issues in Merger Review" George Mason Law Rev.iew,s A¡titrust s-)mposium, Arrington,VA, 10 Octôbff 1997) online: U.S. Federal Trade Comission
<http://www.ftc.gov/speeches/other,õoegmaso.hh> (date accessed: 22 June 2006);

å.,*:^O::^':: 13/65 on Boeing/McDonne Dougtas, luIy 30, 1997, Bulletin EU 7 t}_tggl(eÐ.'- ILPAC I-inal Report, supra note 26 atCh2,n.22.
For the list of countries with merger control system see Arnex 2 C of this document.
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dominance' according to the ICpAC report.sl For example, the European commission

considers fifty percent and sometimes forty percent of a market share as a dominance,

especially if the next largest company is far behind, whereas, the united states antifust
agency measures market power and its possible increase micro economically, by

considering the various relevant factors in the specific context; in the Eastman Kodak ct¡.
v. Image Technical Servs.Inc., the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that eighty per cent of
market share could be considered as ma¡ket dominance.s, Iu.th"rmore, the ICpAC

reports that, according to the statistics from severar jurisdictions including the u.S., onJy

cases ranging from one to five per cent of at notified mergers came under investigation,

resulting in prohibition or being restruch.'ed by competition authorities. From that

follows the argument of several practitioners and academics: in spite of the rarity ofanti_

competitive mergers, merger cont¡ol policies of countries impose ì.¡rìnecessary transaction

costs and bu¡eaucratic roadblocks rerated to the notification process for mergers in many
jurisdictions'83 The issue is not about cancellation ofmerger contror, but rather it is
necessary to require companies to notifu in advance oftheir plans, as pre_merger

notification' The reason for such argument is, for exampre, that transaction costs exist for
notification, for timing in merger review and for predictions about future anti-competitive

effects ofthe merger' In terms oftra¡saction costs for notification, such as determining in
which jurisdiction a particular transaction must be notified, preparing and filing the

required notifications, fi:rthe¡ cor¡espondence, ie., producing documents, and visiting the

Et lbid. at Ch 2- î- 22
82 Ibid. at Ch2, D.22

ffi;o "rr.o oo," 39 at 229, citng Eashan Kodak Co. v- Image Technical Ser_ts., 1nc.,504 U.S. 451
Ei Ky P. E-ing Jr., Comperiüon Rul,
Kluu/er Law lntem urron^, roor7 urT{lr 

21" century: Principlesfrom America's Experience Qlague:
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agencies, the legal fees make up a significant portion oftotâl costs, including the

obtaining sometimes of twenty or thirty opinions from local counsels of different

countries.sa A¡ investigation period for notified mergers in the E.c. is maximum fou¡

months, for the U.S. it is fifty days, and Canada five months.

The reason for policing anti-competitive mergers prior to, rather than, pos!

merger, is because of its relative easìness. It is bureaucratically more convenìent for an

enforcement agency to get notifìcation beforehand and to make predictions about the

future impact of the merge¡ rather tha¡ to undo a merger later.ss

Both sides have advantages and disadvantages. pre-merger notification allows

competition authorities to examine a merger cases at the beginning; whereas, ifthere

were no such control, competition authorities have to uncover an a¡ti-competitive merger

after it has harmed consumers and competitors, in some cases long after the merger.

Furthermore, pre-merger notification alows competition agencies to prohibit mergers

that show an antlcompetitive effect in the future before they merged, rather thal undoing

the merger long afte¡ members have unified their structure and invested thei¡ finances.

on the other hand, in the pre-notification case, competition authorities have to predict

future conduct of the merger and its effects, regarding the merger,s efficiency or its ariti-

competitiveness þredictions in many cases will not match actuar future results). The four

or five months waiting period may result in losses of money that would othenvise

produce gains.

It can also be argued, as mentioned above, that only one to five per cent of all

notified mergers are charlenged according to statistics ofseveral jurisdictions incruding

84 lbid- at33,3g
85 lbid. at 34
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the U.S.: why, then, is a complicated merger control system needed? However, it sho'ld

also be taken into conside¡ation that only those mergers having significant market share

are usually challenged, for exarnple, Boeing/McDonnell ot GE/Honeywell. These

mergers, when they obtain market power, have anti-competitìve effects to the detriment

of consumers.

2.2,5 Abuse of Dominant Position

Abuse of dominance position is termed differentry by competition laws of many

countries, as "monopolization" or "abuse ofdominant position',. It is defined as,l¡nfair

conduct through which a firm achieves o¡ maintains a monopoly, primarily by excluding

othe¡ efficient competitors".86 For example according to the u.s. antitrust laws, abuse of

dominant position is defined as "fe]very person who shall monopolize, or attempt to

monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any

part of the trade or conìmerce among the several states, or \4/ith foreign nations, shall be

deemed guilty of a felony ...".87 There is consensus that being a monoporist is not

prohibited; but achieving and abusing a monopoly position through anti-competitive acts

like price discrimination (e.g, different charges, royalty discounts), market foreclosure,

reduction of competition, refusal to deal, and anti-competitive use ofintellectuai properry

rights, are regarded as abuse ofthe dominant position. If achievement of market

domìnation is through innovation or superior production and distribution methods. then it

is not a breach of competition laws, at least in the U.S.

First, when investigating abuse of dominant position, is defining the relevant

market; secondly, identifuing the market share in order to fird out whether the firm is

8ó Kemedy, szpra n ote 39 at 22:/

" i5 u.s.c. ç 2 (tgg4).



dominant; thirdly, identifying specific practices that a¡e harmful to competition and its

effect in the relevant ma¡ket,88

The relevant market in competition law is defi¡red according to product market

and geographical market: product market is defined as including all those products and

services regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer, by product

characteristics, their prices and intended use; whereas, the relevant geographical market

is defined as the a¡ea where concemed companies are involved, in which conditions of

competition are sufEciently homogeneous and diffe¡ from a neighboring area due to its

different conditions of competition.se

secondly, investigations ofcases regarding abuse ofdominant position require

identification of ma¡ket share of the concemed company. ln thìs regard, the E.C.

considers 40-45 percent ofthe ma¡ket share as a dominant position; whereas, the u.s.

considers it to be 80 percent or more.eo

The third step in investigations of,ihe abuse of dominant position is the

identification of anti-competitive conduct and its effects. Anti-competitive practices such

as prìce discrimination (different charges, loyalty discounts), market foreclosure,

reduction of competition, refusal to deal, anti-competitive use ofìntellectual property

rights, are peculiar to the abuse of dominant position. Among them market foreclosure is

one of the most effective for international trade. ve¡tical agreements such as exclusive

dealing agreements by the dominant company will lead to market closure for new

entrants. As discussed with vertical agreement types of anti-competitive activities,

EB Framework, suDra note 22 at 69 .
Ee Kemedy, srprå n ote 39 at 228.t oEcD, committe€ on competitio' L aw utd,porìcy, Abuse of Domínance and Monoporiz'tion, g
September 1996, OCDE/GD(96)131, at 8.
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manufach,*ers conclude exclusive distribution agreements with distributing firms, to

prevent competitors to enter cha¡¡els ofdistribution in the market.

An example of abuse of dominant position that has intemational dimension is the

EC v ' Microsoft case. According to the European commission decision of 24 March

2004:

Microsoft abused its market power by deliberately ¡estricting interoperability between
\Vindows PCs a¡d non-Microsoft work group servers, and by tying its Windows Media
Player (\\MP), a product where it faced competitjon, with its ubiquitous Windows
ope¡ating system.

The ongoing abuses act as a brake on i¡¡ovation and harm the competjtive process and
consumers, wbo ultimately end up with less choice and facing higher prices.et-

In its decision, the E.c. cla¡ified two restrictive business practices representing

abuse of dominant position, including deliberately making the windows operating systern

operable only with Microsoft's own software, resulting in market fo¡eclosu¡e for new

entra¡ts; secondly, tying windows Media player with its windows operating system as a

bundle for Microsoft's offers to pc manufacturers a¡d end users, thus, restricting

competition' According to the above mentioned decision, "Microsoft's conduct has

significantly weakened competition on the medìa player market".

The European commission qualified the conduct of Microsoft corporation as a

b¡each ofArticle 82 of the EU Treaty (Treaty of Ron e) that prohibits abuse of domina¡t

position by undertakings and clarifies that such conduct consists ofthe following:

(a) directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or on¡er unfair t¡ading
conditions;

(b) limiting production, markets or tech¡icar development to the prejudice of consumers;

(c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivaletrt transactious with other ûadiûg parties,
thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage; (or)

et European commßsion Decision on Microsolt Ìnvestigation lp/04l3g2 (Brussels: European coomission
Press Release, March 2004), þereinafter_EC Decision on Microsofi).
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(d) making the conclusion of cont¡acts subject to acceptaDce by the otherparties ofsupplementary obligations which, by their nature or aóco¡ding to commerciar usage, haveno con¡ection witl the subject ofsuch coot¡acts.e2

subsections (a) and (b) qualify the conduct of Microsoft because the

Commission, in its Ma¡ch 2004 decision, stated that ,.the ongoing abuses act as a

brake on i¡urovation and harm the competitive process a¡d consumers, who

ultimately end up with less choice and facing higher prices.,,e3 According to

subsection (a) 'hnfair tradìng conditions,, and according to subsection (b) ,,limiting

technìcar development to the prejudice of consumers" match the qualification ofthe

Commission decision.

The commission imposed añne of € 497.2 m lion for Microsoft,s conduct,

as an abuse of dominant position, during five and a halfyears.

we have analyzed the interaction of competition a¡rd trade issues. Additionally,

we examined the types of alti-competitive activities that affect both competition and

trade. This will refer us to the examination of existing tools fo¡ the deter¡ence ofcarters,

their efficacy, and facto¡s that hinder thei¡ workab ity. These issues will be the subject

matter of the next chapter.

Ð Treary FsLab[shing tbe European Communiry (2002), OJEC C ]25/.]3, Arr.82." EC Decision on Microsoj, supra note 9l.
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CHAPTERTHREE

EXISTING TOOLS FOR TIIE DETERRENCE OF CARTEI,S AND

FACTORS THAT HINDER IT

3.1 Remedy: Criminaì ys. Civil vs. Administrative Responsibiìity for

Cartelization Activify

Remedying cartel behavior is one of the important tools for the deterrence of

cartels.

There a¡e several categorìes ofcontroversies relating to the ca¡tel remedy. The

fìrst category ofissues consists of criminal, civil or administrative liability for cartel

behavior. For example, Australiaa competition law relies on the civil remedy for

catlelizafionea, whereas, the us, canada, and several other countries have already

crimina-lized the sa¡ctions against cartels.es Japan, for example, relies heavily on

administrative sanctions.e6

The second category ofissues consists ofprivate and pubric enforcement. In this

regard private enforcement is when private parties, rather than a govemment agency, are

seeking coverage ofdamages. it can be instituted individually or on behalf of classes, and

it can be brought on behalf of consumers or rivals, direct or indirect purchasers. In this

case, the question arises whether it is too excessive for the govemment to charge cartel

eo J Cla¡ke, "criminal Penalties for contraventions ofpart IV of tie Trade practices Act , (2005) Deakir
Law Review 8-
es OECD Report on Impact of Carrels, supra \ole 20 at lO.
'o T. Homma, "where Do we Go from Here,, (American Bar Association Advanced I¡temational cartel'ìVorkshop, 

Plaza Hotel, N€w york, 15-16 February 2001), online: American Bar Associatiotr
<http://v¡ww.abane'org/antifust/remedies/¡emedissinao.doc> (date accessed; I June 2006).
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members large fines while, at the same time, private parties, which are direct or indirect

purchasers ofcartelized product, are seeking coverage ofdamages in the state or federal

courts. Furthermore, especially in the u.s., it was observed in recent cases that actions

were initìated by foreign purchasers.eT

Regarding the issue of whether cartels should be remedied by civil, criminal, or

administrative salctions, the trend nowadays is going towards strengthening (severing)

punishments. In its 199g recommendations against hard core cartels, oECD calls its

member countries to impose "effective sanctions, ofa kind and at a revel adequate to

deter firms and individuals from participating in such carters.,'e8 From this perspective,

many countries impose criminal sanctions against cartel members, specificafly,

imprisonment for natural persons. These countries include: canada (5 years per count),

Germany (5 years for collusive tendering), Ireiand (2 years), Japan (3 years), Korea (3

years), Mexico (sanction determined by the judicial authority), Norway (6 years), Srovak

Republic (5 years), the united states (3 years¡.ee Furthermore, the size offine has also

increased over the past several decades. For example, in the U.S. in the 1970s, the

maximum corporate fine for a sherman Acl violation was $50,000. Later on, in 1g74, iï

was increased to $1 million, then $10 million in 1990, and under the altemative

maximum fine of "the greater of twice the gross gain or rwice the gross loss,,ut ized

since late 199ó, it could easily run into the hundreds ofmillions, ifnot billions ofdollars

today.loo

e7 A I' Gavil, "Access a::d procedure" (Antifust Remedies Forum, Amencan Bar Association, sectìon ofA¡titrust Lar¡/, Washington D.C., 2 April 2003) ouline: American Éa¡ Association

;b:Þ_:lr¡-wl¡l.abanet.org/aatitruslremedies/remediesintro.doc> (date accessed 30 May 2006).
õ utLD f<ecommerdat¡ons against Carlels, supra Dole 6.
" OECD Report on Inpad ofcqflels, supra nóte 20 at 10.
'uo Ga\11, supra rJote 97 at3.
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On the one hand, ."ve don,t want excessive fines leading to banicr:ptcy or the

destruction of the business operation, because it will affect intemational trade, especially

ifthe companies under consideration are large multinationals. on the other hand, small

fines or administrative remedies contribute little to the deterrence ofcartel agreements;

therefore, a balance is required between two ends.

Regarding the second category ofissues, that is public and private enforcement,

the matter ofbalancing pops out as well; balancing deterrence, compensation, and

institutional matters. The number ofprivate litigants is big because there might be direct

and indirect purchasers across the country. For example, in the vitamins case, vitamin

producing companies account for a significant share ofthe raise in global sales prices.

cartelized product occupied al1 the vitamin sales markets of the u.S.; obviously,

wholesalers and consumers across the country were affected. h these kinds ofcases, after

or during public enforcement, private litigants also might decide to sue to cover their

damages, and in this regard, many critics raised the issue ofavoiding a pay out of

"duplicative" and "excessive" damages.l0l Another issue related to pubric-private

enforcement is litigation in many state courts at the same time. In this case, there is

criminal enforcement by the govemment, civil litigation across the country, and related

costs: the institutional costs of courts, the costs ¡elated to hiring lawyers, etc. Moreover,

trials in state a¡ld/or federal courts across the country are another issue related to the

federal type of countries.

To sum up, with the inc¡ease of globalization, a¡ increase in intemational

anticompetitive activities is also being observed. The complicated natu¡e of cartel

r0l J.D. Graubert, "Too much or Too Littre" (Antitrust Remedies Forum, America¡ Bar Associatiotr
section of A¡titrust Law, washington D.c., 2 April 2003) at 7, onrine: Ámerica¡ Ba¡ Association
<htÞ://wwwabanet.orglantitrus/remedies/remediesint¡o.doc> (date accessed 30 May 2006).
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enforcement at the same time requires a balance among deterrence, compensation, and

institutional matters. while protecting natìonâl interests, maintaining protectionist

policies in the national economy, a soft remedy or the tolerance of anticompetitìve

activities of a country's own national companies is not compatible with both liberal trade

goals and competition law principles.

on the other hand, we don't walt to charge too seve¡e criminal sanctions and

fines, but we want to impose sanctions which will deter ca,1el activities in general and

compensate injured parties, which are not duplicative nor excessive (remedies).

3.2 Assessing the Efficacy of Leniency programs against Cartels

Leniency programs are defined as "all programs that provide for any reduction in

sanction in exchange for information and cooperation"lo2 by members of the cartel. Some

other terms that are sometimes used for leniency programs are amnesty or immunity

programs. The term "amnesty" in antikust means "a program that promises no penalty to

the frst party to come forward to the enforcemsnt agency and comply with the agency's

requirements."t'3 The te.- amnesty is used within the leniency program because the first

firm among cartel members comes forward to cooperate with enforcement agency and if
agency has not opened a case against this ca.rtel, the latter firm gets amnesty from

prosecution and remedy, l.e. zero sanctions; however, if the enforcement agency had

already opened a case against that cartel before the cartel member comes forward for

cooperation, the late company gets more lenient sanctions, i.¿., decreased fines. Though,

different countries of the world adopted leniency programs with different conditions for

giving amnesfy o¡ other lenient treatment.

tu oEcD, competitio' Law ard Policy corrrrîifte.-, Report on Fighting Hard core cartels: Hørm,
Eîecth)e Sanctions and Leniency prograns, February i001, DaffVCI-elZOO t¡t: at S_\03 rrid 

^t 
s
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Leniency program is one of the effective tools for the fight against cartels. one of

the challenges is the secrecy of the operation ofcartels. Factors that motivate cartel

members to come forward a;rd take advantage of the leniency programs are the

seriousness of the penalties and the risk ofpersonal riability.r'a This can be expressed in

one ofthe examples ofthe application ofleniency program in the u.S. practice. During

the investigation of Íhe Graphíte Electrodes carle7,an amnesty applicant (the fi¡st cartel

member that came forward to cooperate with the enforcernent agency) received no

penalty, but the next firm to come in was fined $32.5 million, the third company $110

million, and the last one, $135 million.

Leniency programs do not exist in aI countries that have competition laws. For

example, the U.S., the E.C., Canada, Korea, the UK, and Germany have leniency

programs; however, France, Sweden and seve¡al other countries are adopting such

program' The other countries do not have one even though they have competition laws.

Let's consider one of the country,s leniency program.

The U.S. leniency program began in 197g, and then it was amended due to its

ineffectiveness. The 1993 amendments to the program offered: (a) automatic amnesty if
no investigation is underway before the appricant comes forward, þ) the possib ity of

amnesty even after an investigation has begun, and (c) granting amnesty to individual

officers, directors, and employees of the applicant who co_operate with the

investigation. Ios

A company that reports illegal activity before an investigation has beg'n should

meet the following six conditions in order for leniency to be granted;

tota. at J.
I0l - , ,

tDlA. Af J.
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1. At the time ttre corporation comes forward to report tlìe illegal activity, the Division
has not received informâtion about the illegal activity being reported from any other
sourc9;

2. The corporation, upon its discovery of the illegal activity being reported, took p¡ompt
a¡d effective action to terminate its part in the activity;

3. The corporation reports the wrongdoing with ca¡do¡ a¡d completeDess and provides
full, continuing and compl€te cooperation to the Division throughout the investigãtion;

4. The co¡fession of wrongdoing is truly a corporate act, as opposed to isolated
coufessions of individual executives or officials;

5. Where possible, the corporation makes restitution to i¡jured parties; and

6. The corporation did not coerce another party ro paticipate in the illegal activity and
clearly was not the leader in, or originator of, the activity.l06

However, in the case of not meeting the above six conditions, a company that

comes forwa¡d still has the chance to take advantage ofthe leniency pro$am if the

following seven conditions are met, regardless ofwhether or not it comes forward before

or after an investigation:

1. The corporation is ths fi¡st otre to come forward and qualifu for leniency with respect to the
illegai activity being repofedr

2. The Division, at the time the corporation comes in, does not yet haye evidence against the
company that is likely to result in a sustainable conviction;

3. The corporation, upon its discovery of the illegal activity being reported, took prompt and
effective action to terminate its part in the activity;

4. The corporation reports the wrongdoing with candor and completeness and provides full,
continuing a¡d compiete cooperation t¡at adva¡ces the Division in its iavestigation;

5' The confession of wrongdoing is truly a corporate act, as opposed to isolated confessions
of individual executives or officials;

6. Where possible, the corporation makes restihrtion to itrjured parties; and

7. The Division determines that g¡anting leniency would not be unfair to others, considering
tåe natue of the illegal activity, the confessing corporation,s role in it, and when thã
corporatiou comes forward. I 07

106 The u.s. DeparEnent ofJustice, cotporøte Leniency policy, sectío.,' A,l0 August 1993, online: u-s.
Deparbrent ofJustice <htÞ://www-usdoj.gov/atrlpublic/guidelines/0091.htm> (date accessed: 22 June
2006).
\01 Ibid. at s. A.
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Thus, the most successful cartel membe¡ that comes forward to cooperate with the

investigation is that which came first and the investigating agency was unawa¡e or has

not opened a case against the same cartel.

Consideration ofthe advaatages and disadvantages of the lenìency program

reveals several points.

First of all, a country with a leniency program uncovers more cartels than a

country without such a program. If we compared two countries, one with a reniency

program a¡d another without, the former wourd ouhumber the latter in prosecuted cartel

cases' The reason is that both counhies have competition laws, but the former has one

extra mechanism that helps it to advance faster. For example, in the U.S., since 1993

applications for leniency from ca¡tel members rate roughry two per month afte¡ the u-s.
introduced its revised program; whereas, before revision, appÌication rate was one per

year'tot This fact shows that the u.S. is being abre to uncover extra two carter cases per

month but without leniency program this wouid not be possible. Cartel activity usually

lasts longer than other violations of the law, which sfesses the secret nafure of the

operation ofcartels' According to a study done for the world Ba¡k report, the average

period that cartel activity lasts is approximately five years.roe some carters have lasted

longer; for example, a cement cartel in the E.C. market lasted as long as ll years and

(cenhal west African) shipping carter rasted 20 years and affected Zaire, Angora, and the

Northem part of Continental Europe, excluding the UK. I I 0

rc8 s'D Hammond, "A¡ overview of Recent Developments in the A¡tiûust Division,s criminarEnforcemenr program" (ABA Midwinter L*¿" nipïì",i.e, Kãriää*"tt, l0 Ja:ruary 2005) ontine:

H;i*t#ä-#l, 
tJustice <htrp://www.usao.¡.goviåtrlpuuffiZ""Ll"ììonzs.n*> 

(dare accessed: 20
109 Levenstain,'supra note 19 at 63-
"' Ibid. at 6\



Howeve¡ a lenìency program can only be useful in countries where severe

prurishment for carters exists. It is clear that cartel members are under pressure to disclose

theìr operations ifthe¡e are crìminal sanctions rather than weak civil o¡ adminishative

remedies' In this regard, criminarizatìon ofcafer activity is very important for the

workability of leniency p¡ograms, especially the criminal punishments of imprisonment

aad large fines.

There is concem about the injustice ofletting the violator go unpunished in
connection with a leniency program.llì However, when all issues are considered, the

deterrence ofexisting carters and enforcement effectiveness outweigh the injustice of
giving amnesty to one of the cartel members. The¡e are two reasons f'or such a

conclusion: firstly, even though one ofthe members ofthe cartel will not get its

punishment, tle other members will be prosecuted and punished accordingly; secondly, if
there was no leniency program, no catel member would come f.orward to inform the

prosecuting agency about the violation of competition laws a¡d the harm ftom the cartel

would continue, to the detriment of consumers who wourd have to pay artificially raised

prices. The harm from the cartel is not only to consumers, but also to non_cartel

producers who a¡e blocked ffom markets where cartel products/services a¡e sold or
provided' A Carterized market will lead to high prices, less choices, and restricted

innovation which would otherwise be possible.

Furthermore, some argue that leniency programs might actually encourage

collusion because they decrease the expected cost ofmisbehavior as a resurt ofreducing

rrr OECD. Comperido¡ Law and policy Comminee,,R eporf on Fighring Hard Core Cartels. Harm,Efeaive Sanctions and Lenienry prograøs, February 2001, DAFFE/CIP(2001) l3 ar l5
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penalties to at rsast some participalts.l12 From my point of view, it is an exaggeration to

consider that leniency might encourage cartel behavior. I support the OECD council,s

reply in this regard that only the first member of the carter who comes forward will get

some tlpe ofleniency through a decreased fine or amnesfy. 3

3'3 Immunities and Exemptions for carters from Antitrust Laws and How They

Negatively Affect International Trade

Although many countries have been strengthening (severing) salctions against

carlels with the purpose of deterring them, at the sa,'e time, these countries have been

granting immunity to some types ofcartel activities thât do not contradict national

interests.

Expofi cartels are exempted from the application ofnational competition laws

according in rrany jurìsdictions. For exampie, according to the s. 45(5) ofthe

competition Act, a conspiracy (or cartel) will not be punished if it is only related to the

export ofproducts from canada.l14 However there ars severar rimitations to this rule.

Section 45(5) will not apply ifthis cartel: a) reduces or limits the ¡eal varue of exports; b)

restricts any person from exporting or expanding its export business; c) prevents or

lessens competition unduly in the supply ofservices facilitating the export.r15

ln this example, we can clearly observe that ca¡ada pursues its own interests,

even though this immunìzed cartel might harm foreign markets. Such exemptions exist

not only in canada, but arso in many other jurisdictions, incruding: Austraria, Germany,

Japan, the united states, Mexico, etc. In the EU, the decísion of the court of Justice

tt2 lbid at 16.
113 lbid at t6.
1,ta 

C-om¡tainon Act. R.S.C., 19g5. C-34. s.45 (5).
"' Ibid. at s.45 (5),
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approved the effects doctrine in the wood purp case, it was stated that an export cartel

which exports from the EU market'to non-member market is not rikely to restrict or

distod competition within the common ma¡ket."r16 Therefore, the European commission

is also likely to tolerate anticompetitive activity as soon as it does not affect the domestic

ma¡ket.

From an antitrust perspective, if an export cartel accounts for a large share of

domestic industry output, the possibility of exercising market power in foreign markets

will increase, this will resurt in ouþut restrictions to raise prices in the export market and

engagement in collusive pricing in the domestic market.ll? A similar conclusion was

offered by the ABA special committee on rntemational Antitrust based on the study of

export cartels. It concluded that any benefits fiom export carters may be outweighed by

welfa¡e l0sses to the country's consumers ¡esulting from the export ca,,ers di¡ected

against tlìat country by its trading partners. Therefore, mutual eiimination of export cartel

immunity confers net welfare benefits on the countrìes in the trading system. B For

example, in response to the u.s. carter of sulphur exporters (suLEXCo) which consisted

of75 per cent of the world's sulphur suppry, import cartels were estabrished in Austraria,

New Zealand and the united Kingdom to negotiate lower price increases than those

desired by the members of the export cafel.lle

There are mæry industries that countries exempt ûom the application of

competition laws. Even the us, whose economy is based on the free ma¡ket economy

Ìi6 M Dol¡¡ans & J. Gderson "Arbitration a¡d the Modemization of EC Antitrust Law: New oppo¡tunities
ffid"l_"î.-*^":0,:ïi!ilities" (2003) ICC Internatio¡al Cou¡r of¿¡bitration suuerin vo1.t4Ño.2, at 45_46.
,.-^epon on tnteractron, suprq note 44 a|2.7.
'-'" 1*o, t".oo" of Antiaust Law,,Rep ort of speciar committee on Inrernarionqr Antirrust, submìtted tothe committee on competition Law and policy, organization for Economic cooperation and Deveropment(P€ds, l99l) (DAIFE/CLpAVDIgl)r4) ar 209.

fiepon on tnferaclþn, supra Êole 44 aI27.
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principles, excludes many industries from competition laws. The study goup of the

A¡titrust Modemization commission has listed 31 exemptions and immunities in

different sectors of the u.S- economy.t'o Th"se exemptions are in the folrowing statutes:

The Agrícultural Marketing Agreement Act,Basebalr exemption, rhe capper-vorstead

Act, the Defense Production Act, The Export Trading Company Act, the Fishermen,s

Collectíve Marketíng Act, the Health Care euality Improvement Act, the Rail¡oad

Transportation exemption, fhe Shipping Act, the Small Business Act, the Sports

Broadcasting Act, etc.

How do these kinds of exemptions and immunities from competition laws

negatively affect intemational trade?

In our answer to this question, we will elaborate on both effects. i.¿. on

intemational trade and domestic markets.

We have already seen one of the effects in the example of sulphur exporters and

how import cartels were allowed to establish to counte¡act them.

one of the foremost effects is that which can be observed from the purpose of
every cartel. The first purpose ofa cartel is to remove competition from the relevant

sector' This is accomprished either by invorving or incorporating competitors in the carter

or blocking the market fo¡ non-cartel producers. Afte¡ the carter has achieved its first

pu¡pose, it will move to the second purpose, which is output restriction in order to ¡aise

prices while blocking the foreign competitors. The third purpose is to raise prices to the

5I

r20 u-s A¡titrust Modemization com'ission, kn¡:runities a¡d Exemptions study ctrorp, Memorandumlrom Immunities qnd ExemDion',*ud! crorp ,o,ellC càüu1ørlir'izoosl, o¡¡"e: A','tih_usrModemization commission <htm://www.ami.gov/pdûmeetingr,,L-uiti"rE 
"-ptioßstudypra¡r.pdÞ(date accessed: 3 June 2006).



defìment of consumers. All of these restrictions to competitors and competition in the

market itself negatively affect the domestic economy and intemational t¡ade.

Let's try to understand this from a different perspective. Basic economic theory

teaches that an unregulated competitive market generally leads to an economically

efficient level ofoutput.l2l In contrast, in exempted sectors, producers freely restrain

competition and raise prices above the competitive level. From a¡ antitrust perspective,

this means that by trying to be protectionist, countries actually hold themselves back from

economic development.

Another point is that if we compare previously sheltered industries to the situation

after deregulation, we can observe that the development rate in that sector is much faster

than before and effective prices decrease as a result of competition.

The issue of exemption can be illustrated in an example of the -E'z ropean shípping

case.

According to the Regulations 4056/86 and, 823/2000, European liner shipping is

exempted from the application of competition related provisions of the Treaty of Rome.

Reasons for exemption were the wo¡sening state of the EU's ma¡itime fleet and the

effects that this situation would purportedly have on jobs and manufacturing within the

Europear union; entry into force of the ITNCTAD Liner code which offered favorable

conditions for its members, especially developing countries, shipping companìes.r2z

More specifically, the emphasis of the Regulation g2312000 was placed on the incentives

tr A.F. Abbou, "Statutory Imnunities and Exemptions,, (Aatitrust Modemzation Commissio', 1
Dec€mber 2005) at 3, online: U.S. Federal T¡ade Commission
<http://www.ftc.gov/os/2005/l2l051202statutory.pdÞ (date accessed: 3 June 2006), citing Robert s.
Pìndyck & Daniel L. Rubinfeld, MICROECONOT\4lCS 294 (5ú ed. 2001).
'" Cbris Townley, "The Liner Sbipping Block Exemptions in European Law: Has the Tide Tumed?,,
(2004) 21(l)World Competition Kluwer Law Intemarional, at 112.
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which will enable shipping companies of the EU to group themselves into consortia

which would encourage ship-owners to invest in the industry, for example in

containerization and modem working practices.l23 In antitrust language both Regulations

encourage horizontal cartels. An analysis ofthe data on EEA fleet reveals that it (EEA

fleet) has significantly sh¡u¡k since 1985. Then there were 38,048 liner vessels, over 100

GT., worldwide. This compared to 9,742 vessels in the EEA fleet,2./.1 percentof wo¡ld

torinage. By 2003, the number of liner ships worldwide had grown to 46,30g. Mea¡while,

the EEA fleet had sh¡unk to 7,036 (although this was a marginal increase on 2002

(6,795)), a¡d is now only 17.8 percent of .trorld tomage.l2a

Furthermore, one of the aims ofthe block exemption reguiations was to develop

more job opporfunities in the European shipping industry. However the analysis of the

job market ofthe area, after the Regulations was adopted, shows that it went down rather

then up. For example, in 1983, EEA vessels employed roughly 230,g30 EEA nationals,

and only 13 percent of theìr crews were non-EEA nationals. By 2003, EEA vessels

employed just 1 34,585 EEA nationals, while the proportion of non-EEA nationals

employed aboard had risen to 41.1 percent.l2s

All these deteriorations are the results ofprice-fixing, restricting supply ald

market sharing activities that are exempted from the application of competition Ìaws.

Therefore, such exemptions and immunity rights from the application of competition

laws only lead to the distortion ofeconomies a¡rd intemational trade because ofthe

t23 lbid. at lr5.
t24 lb¡d. at 135, c,itlulg online; European Community Ship-owners, Associations
<bttp ://www- ecsa.b e / ar / S ra:islJ'calyo2}Tables.pdÞ;
Howeve¡ EEA ship-owners control some 40 percent oftbe world fleet ifoue includes non-EEA registered
shios.

'" io*rol.y, supra nore 122 ar 139, citing online:
EEA <h@;//w"wrv.ecsa.belarlstatistical%2OTables.pdÞ
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reduced pressure for efücient services by introduction of new technology, unreasonable

high prices by cartel members, and row quality of services because ofuncompetitive

market which was blocked from foreign rivals by formed cartels.

we analyzed the domestic efforts fo¡ the deterrence of intemationar cartels,

whereas our next chapter wilr cover intemational efforts on this issue.



CHAPTERFOUR

COOPER-A,TION AMONG COTINTRIES FOR THE IÌ.{VESTIGATION OF

CARTELS

4.1 Subject Matter of Cooperation in Antitrust

The cooperation ofcountries is important to the investígation of intemational

cartels, in particular, since their members reside in many jurisdictions and

anticompetitive activity in one country adversely affects the interests of other countries.

The irnportance of cooperation reveals itselfin cases where the national competition

agency is in need of information, evidence, and foreign defendants located outside the

jurisdiction ofthe enforcement agency. cooperation on antitrust issues is not limited only

to cartelization cases, but also to cases involving intemational mergers and abuse of

dominant position (or monopolization). What types of efforts does the cooperation

involve?

It involves notification, coordination, and cooperation during the investigations,

consultations, and conciliation. zar,ettín divides these actions into two groups during the

process ofbilateral cooperation: a) discussion a¡d identification of the competitive

effects ofa concent¡ation or business practice; b) coordination of actions and

enforcement measures in joint investigations.l26

The existing forms of cooperation include bilateral and regional agreements and

other multilateral instruments of a non-binding nature.

126 Zaneftitt, supra note 69 at 85
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Most of the bilateral agreements include notification, coordination, and

cooperation during the investigations and consultations, whereas regional agreements and

multilateral non-binding agreements include the lafter types of cooperation aad

additionally, concilìation.

Notification is required when the investigations or proceedings involve important

inte¡ests of another country. Such circumstances include; when the information will be

sought fiom another country; when it concems a practice wholly or partly carried out in

a¡other country; when the irvestigation þreviously notified) might lead to another

enforcement action that may affect important interests of another country; when it

involves a remedy that would prohibit behavior or require conduct in another country;

during the investigation of a merge¡ that was incorporated in another country.i27

Notification is made as soon as the investigating agency finds that important

interests of another country are concerned. The notification statement should contain: the

names ofthe persons or enterprises involved in the activities under investigation; the

legal provisions concemed; a¡d other releva¡t informatìon. Ifa merger case is under

review, a description ofthe issues of interest to the notiÍ|ing country is included, such as

the relevant markets affected, jurisdictional issues, or remedial concerns.l2s

Coordi¡ation and cooperation between countries includes: coordinating

investigations within the agreed time periods; sharing factual and analytical information

a¡d material or assisting in obtaining information in the form of testimony or documents;

a¡d discussions and negotiations regarding the remedial actions, especially when it

r27 OECD, Competition Law a''d Policy Comßi1i,ee, Recommendation ofthe Council conceming Co-
operqt¡on between Member Cowltries on Anticompetitive Practices Afecfing InÍernational Traãe,27 IuIy
1995, c(95) 13 OÆINAr, ftereinafter oE cD Recommendation on Anticompetitiye prsctices Aîecting
Intemqtional Trødel.
ttt lbid.
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requires the conduct of another country. A1l ofthese efforts should be consistent with

national laws on confidentiality of information u¡ ess the involved countries have obliged

themselves to perform those activities or to assist i¡ obtaìning the information in their

bilateral agreement for cooperation in antit¡ust cases.

consultations are usually employed to avoid possible conflicts when the interests

of two or more countrìes are concerned with the investígation ofan anticompetitive act-

After notification, the notified country usually expresses its views on the case where its

national interests are concemed, in detail, ifpossible. The investigating country should

try to take those concems into cÕnsideration during its remedial actions.

In cases where the consultations do not satisflu the countries involved, they might

prefer to use the good offices offered by intemational organizations such as OECD. This

is considered a conciliatory procedure. The OECD's Competition Law and policy

Committee is vested with the authority to provide good offices in the settlement of a

case.lt9

4,2 Existing Forms of Cooperation and Their Usefuìness

4.2.1 B.tlater al Cooperation

ln many scholarly books, bilaterai agreements on a¡titrust a¡e divided into the

first generation of agreements, which go up until 1991, and the second generation

agreements, concluded afte¡ 1991 . Some academics also consider the third generation of

agreements. These agreements generally do not depend on the year of adoptìon, but on

the issues covered. From thìs perspective, bilateral agreements that were concluded in the

early 1990s accepted new forms ofactivities undertaken by the signatories a¡d these

rules were more developed than the provisions of agreements sigried before the 1990s.

t'e Ibid
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The first generation ofbilateral agreements ìs considered weak, in terms of the

cooperation and enforcement ofthe agreernent. Among the first generation agreements is

the U.S.-Australian Cooperation Agreement on A¡titrust Issues (1982). It consists of

seven articles regulating the following issues: notification; consultations; confidentiaJity

of information provided during the notification and consultation; cooperation in the

investigation if it does not affect national interests, laws, and poiicies; and in cases where

private antitrust suits were brought, a party to the agreement should raise the requesting

pa¡ty's concems before the court.Ì3o

Another example is the U.S.-Germany agreement of 1976. In this agreement, the

parties emphasized the communication of information and other related documents or

evidence during the investigation of intemational anticompetitive activities, according to

a¡t. 2. There is a conditíon for such assistance, which is compatibility with domestic laws,

policies, public order, and important national interests, according to art.4.131

The second generation agreements are characterized as being more actively used;

and as having more developed provisions, especially those conceming comity. The

comity principle impiies giving more consideratíon to the important interests of the

parties to the agreement and avoiding conflicts in the enforcement of competition laws.

For example, the European Communities-Canada cooperation agreemørt lísts severaì

factors that need to be taken into consideration if the investigation ofthe case concems

important interests of the other party. These a¡e: the relative significance ald

foreseeablity of the effects ofthe anticompetitive activities on one party,s important

130 Agreement between the Govemment of the Llnited States ofAmerica and the Govemment ofAustraliq
R-elating to Cooperaiion on Antitrust Matters,29 lvítç 1982,T.LA.S.No. 10365-
131 Agreement Between the Goeemment ofthe United Statei of America and. the Govemment of the Federql
Republic of Germany Relating to Mutual Cooperation Regarding Restfictive Business Practicies, J;¡ne 23,
1976, United States-Federal Republic of Germary, 27 U_S.T. 1956, T.LA.S. No. 8291.
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interests as compared to the other party's; the degree of conflict or consistency between

the enfo¡cement activities and the other parfy's laws; the location ofrelevant assets; the

need to minimize the negative effects on the other party's important interests, particularly

when implementing remedies, etc.l32

Some academics consider only two generations ofbilateral agreements,

incorporating the positive comity principle ìnto the second generation, \¡/hereas the others

consider tlree, by separating the positive comity provisions from the second generation

and incorporating them into the thi¡d.133

The positive comity principle "entitles a contracting party to request the other

confiacting party to take enforcement actions against anti-competitive activity that was

carried out on the territory of the requested state but had effects on competition in the

requesting state."l3a For example, the U.S.-E.C. cooperation agreement of 1998 was fuliy

dedicated to the use ofpositive comity rules. Another example is the cooperation

agreement between the US and Japan, which contains pror¡ìsions on positive comity in

art. 5. The idea ofpositive comity looks great, as if it solves the conflicts regarding

jurisdiction. Countries used to unilaterally extend their laws to acts and persons abroad,

but with positive comity, countries ask the country where the anticompetitive act is

occurring, to intervene and stop it. However, there exist many obstacles for Country A in

whose territory the anticompetitive act is committed, to prosecute on behalf of the

t32 Agreement bebteen the Govemment of Canøda and the European Communitíes Regarding the
Application of their Competition Lavts,17 June 2003, A¡I.VI, [unpublished], online: Competition Bureau
<htÞ://www.competitionbuleau.gc.ca./intemelindex.ctn?ítemID:1593&lg:e>(date accessed: 8 June
2006), lherenafter Canad¿t-Ec qntitrust agreement 20031.
t33 ZarLetrir., supra note 69 at 53.
See also J¿rpla note 1 at9'l-98.
\34 Weinranch, supranote 1 at 98.
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Country B, which is requesting the prosecution. The usefulness of the positive comity

principle wiil be discussed in mo¡e detail later in this chapter.

Based on our examination we can conclude that bilateral agreements in antitrust

apply unless they contradict national laws, public order, and important national interests.

However, Zanettin approaches to this issue from different perspective. Several factors

affect the workability ofbilateral agreements. These factors are subject and object ofa

given case, r.e. competition agencies a¡d firms'behavior is subject and characteristics of

the case ìs object.l3s With regards to subjects, competitìon agencies would be less

cooperative if they or the govemment's trade policy is characterized as promoting the

national champions (t.e. large companies like Microsoft), and assistance provided to

foreign agency to prosecute national champions or firms has adverse effects.136

Furthermore, firms would not be willing, especially in cartelization cases, to waive their

confidentiality rights to the information that they provided.r3T On the other hand, ìn

merger cases, firms would be willing to cooperate with a competition agency in order to

get faster clearance.l3s In íntemational merger cases where they have to notiff multþle

jurisdictions where they operate or affect due to their significant sha¡e ofsales, merging

firms are willing to waive the confidentiality of their information to facilitate cooperation

between two or more competition agencies in their review and to avoid the duplication of

effort or documents.l3e Additionally, they benefit fiom the harmoni zation and

coordìnatìon ofrernedies.lao For example, lhe frrst Microsoft case of 1995 was

r3s Zanetfin, suprø rLote 69 at 103-i15.
\36 Ibid. at 103-115-
t)7 lbid. at i.o3-1r5.
t3E lbid. at 103-115.
t3e lbid. af to3-115-
taÙ Ibid. at 106-
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investigated and remedied jointly by the u.S. and E.c. competition agencies from 1993

to 1995. Mic¡osoft decided to waive the confidentiality of its information so that to take

advantage from leniency program of the u.s. Afterwards, the u.S. competition agency

could transfer the information conceming this case to its counterpart, the European

Commission.lal

In terms of the object of the case parallel investigation timing and procedure are

among the factors that affect the success of the investigation with regards to intemational

cases.to2 For example, in merger cases, two or more agencies may agree on the timing of

their decision, procedures ofcooperation, and on simíla¡ criteria defining the

geographical market, types anticompetitive acts involved, etc. These factors are useful in

both intemational ca¡tel and merger cases. This was obsewed tn she /Montedíson, (ñrst)

Microsoft case, worldcom/MCl, Boeing/McDonnell Douglas, General Elctrtc/Honeywell

and othe¡ cases.la3

4.2.2 Reg¡onal Cooperation

Regional trade anangements contribute to a¡titrust cooperation among member

countries. Among them the EU, ANZCERTA, NAFTA, MERCosuR, FTAA, and

CARICOM have competition-related provisions in their agreements.

4.2.2.18U

Articles 81, 82, 83, and 86 of the Treaty of Rome deal with competìtion matters.

These provisions prohibit price fixing, market allocating, ouþut restriction,

discriminating conditions for equivalent transactions, and abuse of a dominant position.

t,at tlnited Srates v. Microsoft Corp.- 159F.R.D. 3l g (D.C. Cir.l995)" Larefttn, supra note 69 a[ 109- l t 3.r43láid at t03-1t5.
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The EU's competition policy is regarded as one of the most developed policìes

because of the rules set out in its major agreement, ûte Treaty of Rome, a¡d the existence

ofa supranational body, the European commission, enforcing the competition policy of

the Eti.

Harmonization of competition raws is one of the objectives and requi¡ements of

the competition policy of the EU. Candidate countries should approximate their

competition legislation to that of the European Communities.raa

In order for a¡ticompetitive conduct to be prosecuted under the provisìons of the

Europeari agreements, it should meet ceÍain thresholds. These thresholds are based upon

the size of the business a¡d its effect on trade between member states. According to the

Commission Notice on agreements of minor importance, the E.C. provisions on

competition do not apply to the following anticompetitive activities: a) if the market

share of an arrangement between competitors does not exceed 1 0% of the relevant ma¡ket

affected by the restrictive practice; b) if the market share held by each of the parties to the

arrangement of non-competitors does not exceed t5% on the releva¡t market affected by

the restrictive practice; c) anticompetitive arrangements between small and medium-

sized business enterprises which have fewer than 250 employees and have either an

annual turnover not exceeding EUR 40 million or an arnual balance-sheet total not

exceeding EUR 27 miilion.las

too 
Wein¡alrch, suDra rtote I at1O2.

"5 Ec, commissôn , commiss¡on Noîice on agreements of Minor Importance l{hich Do Not Àppreciabry
Restr¡ct competition under articre Br(t) of the Treaty Estabrishing the Europeøn conmunity,)iJot/c
368/072001.
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The reason for not prosecuting these anticompetitive activities under the EU

agreements by the European commission is that these undertakings do not affect trade

befween member countries or the effects are insìgnificant.

However, this does not mean that these anticompetitive practices will be left

without prosecution. They fall under thejurisdiction ofnational antitrust agencies a¡d it

is in their inte¡ests enforce their competition laws.ìa6

4'2'2'2 The A,straria-New Zearand croser Economic Rerations Trade Agreement

(ANZCERTA)

The lÌee trade agreement ofAustralia and New Zealand has achieved a very

developed level ofcooperation in the a¡titrust area. According to a¡t.12 ofthe free trade

agreement, both countries are required to ha¡monize their laws and regulations relating to

competition issues.laT This ag.eement came into force in 19g3, and since that time,

Australia and New Zealand have reformed their competition laws with the goal of

hamronizing thei¡ laws and they signed a memorandum on the harmonization of business

law, where competition issues formed a part. The powers of Australian and New Zealand

cornpetition agencies are extended to the point that they are authorized to issue subpoenas

to companies in each other's territory. Furthermore, the rggg protocol and its subsidiary

agreements allow the enforcement of competition laws in the other country, including the

la6 For example, in 6rde¡ for a merger to fall under the jurisdiction of the .European commission roinvestigate, it Deeds to meet the community dimension, accordiog-,ã-,nå".g".."gulation 13912004 of theE..,According to arr. t, merging hmrs have a community dim"o.ion ,f,iu) ,1" 
"oi.Uù"a 

ugg;.gur" 
"- *.-

worldwide û''*over of all tbe undertakings concemed isïore ,fruo ÈUn's 000 million; ancl, (b) theagg¡egate commudty-wide turnover ofeach ofat reast two ofthe undertakings concemed is mo¡e tha¡rELrR 250 nillion;
unless each of the undertakings concemed achieves mo¡e tha¡ two-thirds ofits aggregate community-widetumove¡ within one and the same Member State.

:::.::y,",:r,T.g_T]."!*:lg, lf9.lry.^ r 
I 
e/2004 of 20 January 2004 on the controt of concenfuationsoetueen unaertutangs, OJ L Il3/1,30 April2004, Afi. L

'"' Auslralia-New zearand Croser Economic Reraiions Trqde Agreement, zS March19g3 (eutry into force:I Ja¡uary l98J), 1983 No. 2, Arr. 12.
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ability to hold hearings, compel evidence, and have its orders enforced in the othe¡

country ifthat restrictive conduct affect ma¡kets in the enforcing country.Ias

Within the framework of the free trade arrangements, a supranational body

dealing with anticompetitive activìties was not established. Maybe that is because the¡e

are only two members of the free t¡ade agreement. Then they will be able to tackle

anticompetitive issues bilaterally without complicating the enforcement. Howeveq the

competition policy ofboth countries is directed to the harmonization ofboth countries'

competition laws to decrease any contradictions in the provisions. At the same time, with

harmonization both members have vested in thei¡ competition agencies broad authorily,

allowing them to tackle anticompetitive acts occurring in the other member,s territory but

affecting trade a¡rd the market in its own territory.

4.2.2.3 NAFTA

With the formation of a free trade area in 1994, mernber countries of NAFTA

addressed competition issues to a cedaiû extent in thei¡ founding agreement on free trade.

Chapter 15 ofNAFTA is devoted to the issue of competition. It needs to be

stressed that this free trade agreement does not call for the harmonization of competition

laws, or any other adva¡ced level cooperation, such as the removal ofba¡riers to the

exchange of information in antitrust, or the accomplishment of antitrust requests, or the

establishment of a supranational body in the antitrust area. According to the art-1501 of

NAFTA, each member party is required to adopt and maintain measures against

ta9 Kenrredy, supra note 39 at 66.
See for fu¡ther i¡formation on cooperation agreements between Australia â¡d New zealand,
o¡line: Global competition Forum <htÞ://www.globalcompetitionforum.org/oceaûia.htm#ausfalia>
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anticompetitive brÌsiness practices. Member parties have recognized according to the

same article that such measu¡es will enhance the fulfillment of NAITA.r4e

Furthermore, according to the s. 2 ofa¡t.1501, member parties shourd cooperate in

, 
competition law enforcement through mufuar regal assistance, notification, consultation,

and exchange of information. However, parties failed to speciflr the framework for

cooperation, l.e. conditions, criteria, form of cooperation, when they are eligible to make

request' what are the conditions that need to be met, etc. Therefore, active cooperation

within the framework of NAFTA has not yet been realized in practice. Additionaly, s. 3

ofart.1501, states that: "[n]o parry may have recourse to dispute settlement under this

Agreement for any matter arising under this Artìcle". This section further strengthens our

view that cooperation is only happening in theory.

Nevertheless, we shourd not ignore that cooperation in antitrust was established

by bilateral agreements' even after the formation of NAFTA in 1994. For example, the

u.s.-canada bilateral ag eements were conciuded in 1995 ànd 2004, ard the u.s.-

Mexico agreement was concluded in 2000. However, some argue that antitrust

cooperation arnong the NArrA partners was not a new idea when NArrA was formed,

because the u.s. and canada have antitrust history that goes back to mo¡e than a cenfury,

but Mexico's antitrust regime is newer.l50 Therefore, mernbers of NArrA preferred to

cooperate on antitrust issues not within the framewo¡k of NAFTA, but outside of it,

through bilateral agreements.

til 
yor11 1y*icq Free Trade Agreement Between the covernnent of Canada, the Government oftheunited Mexícan states and the Gove.mment of the united states of America,Dece,mbe¡ 17, rssz, óÀ. r.s.I994 No 2, 32 I.L.M. 289^(enre_red.iuto force 1 Ja:ruary tggÐ lh;oulafteÍ NAFTAI-' Ke¡nedy, süp¡a ûote 19 at 85, citing_AB- A, The competition Laws oINAFTA, ianadu, Mexico, and theUnited States: A Practitioner's Guide (1997).
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The other competition provisions ofNAFTA dears with state run enterprises and

enterprises whom the govemment designated monopoly power. These provisions

establish similar rules to those in art.l g of GATT and require state run or state supported

enterprises to act according to the commercial considerations of the ma¡ket i¡ their

purchase, sale, transportation, or distribution. I 5 r

Although according to art.r504, there was established a working Group for the

study ofthe relationship between competition laws and policies and trade, and

aÍterwards, to make recommendations on fu¡ther work on competition issues in the free

trade area. However, the work of the group was not very successful and in January 1999,

the working Group's mandate expired. According to the interim report of the working

Group issued in 1996, it produced three general types ofdiscussion papeß devoted to the

issues of (i) contextual framework, (ii) comparison of competition laws, (iii) specific

issues on competition. 152

To sum up, cooperation in a¡titrust according to and within NALTA has not

occurred, firstly, because it was refì as the responsibility ofeach member country to

maintain measures against anticompetitive acts, and secondly, although areas of

cooperation in antitrust were set in NAFTA, there are not any specific rules or

requirements for active cooperation. Nevertheless, cooperation in antitrust is much more

developed at the bilateral level, and there were many antitrust cases where parties notified

each other, exchanged information conceming the case, and jointly prosecuted in cases

when both countries are affected by the same anticompetitive act.

t,tL 
w,e,f fA, supra îoLe 149, Afl. 1502 a¡d 1503,

]]] w.gf1, wortiug Group on Trade and Competition (1997), ,,Interim 
Reporr of the NAFTA 1504

Working Group to the NAFTA Commission-{unpublished], ánJiae: Department ofForeign Affairs aad
ln-temaúonal rrade of ca¡ada <http;//www.dfairmaeci.gc.ða,/nafta-arena,/reporg-en.u.pJldut" u"."rr"d,
15 May 2006).
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4.2.2.4 MERCOSUR

Addressing the competition issues within the Common Market of the Southem

Cone (in Spanish, "Mercado Comun del Sur" (MERCOSUR)) is regulated according to

the Protocol of the Defense of Competition in MERCOSUR which was adopted on l7

December 1997.

Within the framework of MERCOSUR, member countries established a

supralational body for the enforcement of competìtion laws against anticompetitive acts

that li¡nit or in arry way cause prejudice to free trade.

According to the art.8 of the Protocol, two bodies- Trade Commission and

committee for the Defense of competition are charged wìth enforcement of competition

rules and they act as MERCOSUR organs of an intergovernmental nahre. The

prosecution and remedying ofan anticompetitive act is conducted at three levels: the

initial investigation by the national organs, the investigation by the Committee for the

Defense of Competition, and adjudication by the Trade Commission. Finaliy, on

application ofsanctions is done by the natìonal organs.l53

Another important feature of competition within the framework of MERCOSUR

is that according to the art.7 of the Protocol, member countries are required to adopt

harmonized rules to conüo1 anticompetitive acts within t"vo years frorr the adoption of

Protocol.

However, we should give an objective assessment as to the wo¡kableness ofthese

rules established in the Protocol for the Defense of competìtion. It has been nine years

since the adoption ofthe P¡otocol. However, it hardly ever was possible to find

t51 Protocol of the Defense of Competition in MERCOS|IR, MERCOSIJR/CMC/DEC No. 2/97, the
Decision 17196 (17 Dec 1997), Aficles l0-21.
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information on prosecuted cases. The reason for this may be language barrier also,

because the official languages ofthe MERCOSUR are Spanish and porhrguese; therefore,

most of the resources available a¡e in these fwo languages. Although there several articles

were written conceming competition issues within the MERCOsUR in English language,

they did not provide any practical examples from prosecuted cases, according to the

Protocol.l5a

It could also be thât those intergovernmental organs haven't been established yet,

and for this reason there is no data on prosecuted antítrust cases avaìlable. Such

organizational issues take longer time than plan'ed due to many reasons, inciuding

financiai, bureaucrati c, etc.

4.2.2.5The FTAA and CARJCOM

The Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) negotiations was launched in 1994,

with the goal to complete negotiations by 2005.Ln1996, several additional working

groups were established, according to the Ministerial Declaration ofcartagena, for the

study of certain issues and preparation for negotiations. Among them, there was a

working group on competition policy whose mandate was to identifu cooperation

mechanisms in antitrust, make recommendations on the application of ways to assist

member countries in establishing or improving competition regimes, to exchange views,

and make recommendations on how to proceed il the construction of the FTAA on

competition issues.l55

l5a 
Jose Tavares de Araujo Jr. & Luis Tineo, "The Ha¡monization ofcompetition policies Among

M_e¡cosur Counn-ies", (1998) 24 Brookìyo J- lnr'l L. 441.
1ss FTAI', Joinr Declaration of rhe Second Minisreriat Meeting (21March 1996), online:
FTAA<hþ://wn'w-ffaa-alca.org,Ministe.'alslcartagetaJCartagena_e.asp> (date accessed; 16 May 2006).
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The working group, which was later ¡enamed the Negotiating Group on

competition Policy, held several meetings in 1996 and 1997. During its meetings, the

Negotiating Group clarified its goals, incruding: educating countries that do not have

competition regìmes among the 34 countries of North and South Amerìca and

coordinating as much as possible, the competition policies and enforcement actions of

countries which have or will develop competition laws in the fuh¡re. Therefore, now the

Negotiating Group is working on the development of recommendations in the

competition area that match the purposes of the FTAA. Although the Negotiating Group

on competition Policy has made several recommendations,,t6 it will be a matter of time

to put them into practice. For now, it has not been decided whether there will be a

supranational body on competition issues that deals with the enforcement or prosecution

of c¡oss-border anticompetìtive activities. These issues will be le{t to each member,s

discretion, and aly other mechanisms for cooperation in the competition area.

The members of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) established the

competition commission on 14 March 2000 according to protocol vIII of the Treaty

establishing the caribbea¡ comm'nity.l57 According to the art.30 (e), one of the

functions of the competition commission is to enforce the rules of competition to cross-

border anticompetitive practices by monitoring, investigating, and arbitrating cross-

border disputes.

Although the member countries declared ìn p¡otocol vIII, which amends the

Treaty establishing caribbean community, that ". .. the¡e is herebv established a

156 For fu¡ther information on recommendations of the Negotiating Group r,,rsit online:
FTAA<h$p://rvww. ft aa-alca.org/ngroups/n gcomp_e.asp>
"' Protocol VlL Competition Poliqa 

_Consamer 
protection, Dumping ønd Substdies (14 Match 2000),

CARICOM, An. 30(c), online; CARICOM <h@;//www.caricomorgZjsp/archives/proìocolvüi.hm, 
1áut"accessed; l5 May 2006).
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Competition Commission . .. having the composition, functions and powers hereinafter

set forth."158, t r now the estabrishment has not been rearized.,re The reasoo, according to

some academics, is challenges faced during the establishment are ftrrmidable for

developing countrìes, especiaJry when many of them are considered poor countries.

These challenges include financial resources to administer and imprement competition

legislation and haining lawyers and economists to staffnational competition authorities

and the CARICOM Competition Commission.

However, CARICOM members, commit¡nent to the formation of a supranational

investigating and adjudicating body in the antifust area is very sophisticated a¡d will
promote the objectives of the free trade ag¡eement among members- Nevertheless, there

needs to be independent and strong national competition agencies and a higher number of
harmonized competition policies and laws among member countries with a more of
integrated economies.

4'3'l rhe Efficacy of the "positive comity" principìe to the carteì Enforcement

It is considered that the term,þositive comity,,was fust coined in the US-EC

antitrust cooperation agreement of 1 99 1 . 
Ió0

In intemational cartel cases, positive comity caa be useful in two cases, including

when intemâtional export cartels affect both exporting and importing countries, a¡d when

export cartels affect only the importing country.16, In the former case, because of the

158 Ibid., a:n.3otc\.
r$ 

See C,qRlCôM orga:rs ard bodies, onjine; CARICOM

iTTjli::f"m orgljsp/communiry_-organycommurìiry-organs indexjsp?menu:cob>,lgreement berween the Government ofthe United States ofAler¡ca ondlie Conmßsion of theEuropean Comuunities resard.ins the Apptication of;i;;; C;;;;;¡;;;'røws, 23 Seprember t 99 t, 30l,l* ]:i Î_"I: ] ?-n 
t ),^- jr Ji.,, ¡ aã,., u. s. - rê. o, t ¡ t *', i î;T' ;, t r s t t.La¡eÍu\, supra rtote 69 at 205.
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illegality of tre act according to antitrust raws,16' it is in their interest to fight against

them and use positive comity. However, in the latter case, when cartels oniy affect

importing countries, it contradicts the interests ofthe exporting country, because the

exporting country doesn't want to decrease its export potential and prosecute its own

nationals and firms for the sake ofother countries. There a¡e also import cartel and

domestic ca¡tel cases which have effects on exports from other countries coming into this

country' In such cases, cartels can forecrose ìmports fiom foreign countries, thereby

lìmiting competition from foreign firms and raising prices in the domestic market to the

detrìment of their own consumers. For example, sabre, a computer reservation system of
the U.S., complained that Amadeus, the dominant computer reservation system in

Europe, maintained dominance by refusing to gìve certain U.S. computer reservation

system air fares on a timely basis, or by denying them the ability to perform certain

ticketing functions, while these restrictions were not emproyed to Amadeus, a European

company. Sabre was owned by American Airlines, whe¡eas Amadeus was owned by Air
France' Iberia Airlines and LufÌha¡rsa. upon receiving complaints, the us competition

agency asked its European union counterpart to investigate and remedy the restrictive act

in 1997. This request was based on positive comity. when the EC crosed the case on 25

July 2000, the only result was that Air France agreed to sign a code ofconduct which

guarantees simila¡ conditions to all computer resewation systems.163

ró2 For example, Section l ofthe u.S. .si erm¿rn Act sratesi"Every contract, combination in the form of t¡ust
ff*".ï:";"o;:îii:ïil,";1";o"t' "roua" 

o. 
"o-.å,"ã uä'iîå ,",",a so*., "Jã r"ìlg; 

--"'

isu.S.c,g I (1994);
Section 45 ofthe Competition Act of Carrada states: ,'very 

one who coaspires, combines, agrees, or
ffiiåiì"îH"i."ier 

persotr: ... (d) to otherwise resrain á, t ¡*"-ffiedrion unduly, is suitry of an

Competition Ac4 R.S.C., 1985, C-34.
'o' ICPAC F¡nat Report, supra trote 26, Ch. 5-
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As another example; in 1970, an export cartel ofcanned mandarin oranges

di¡ected to the British market was prosecuted and detened by the Japanese Fair Trade

commission upon the official request of the British Fai¡ Trade commission.róa This a

clear example of the positive comity principle, because in a request regarding positive

comity, Counhy A requests Country B to prosecute and remedy anticompetitive conduct

occuring in the latter's territory but affecting the fonner,s market, because countrv B is

in a better position for prosecution of the case.

Ariother example shows that positive comity is not always successful for many

reasons, including the requirement ofdual infringement, insufficient proofofthe

anticompetitive act, etc. For example, the Swiss Competition Commission brought a

compraint to the EC on the anticompetitive activities of volkswagen in the swiss market,

thus affecting its consumers' The Swiss competition commission suspected that

volkswagen was restricting its EC dealers to sen its cars to Swiss consumers so that

prices in the Swiss market could be maintained at a high level.

There a¡e seve¡al benefits 1Ìom the application of the positive comity principle.

Firstly, it resolves sovereignty concems resulting from the extraterritorial

application of domestic laws.165 The use ofpositive comity increases cooperation and

decreases conflicts because formerly, competition agency used to extend its jurisdiction

unilaterally to foreign nationals and information such as evidence and witnesses. located

abroad under the jurisdiction offoreign countries.

Secondly, it w r promote o¡ facilitate increased convergence of domestic antitrust

laws between pafies to the bilate¡ar agreement because increased coope¡ation w l lead to

S€e also s¡rp,"a ¡ote 69 at lgg.
.. LanetfJn, supra note 69 at 197.
'o' ICPAC Finqt Report, supra Ðote 26, Ch. 5.
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an mcreased a\4Tareness of each othe¡'s laws and potentiary minimize the possib'itv of
divergent outcomes from any investigations.l66

Thirdly' it gives a new opportunity to antitrust agencies to prosecute c¡oss-border
anticompetitive acts, which was not possible due to jurisdictional/territorial 

barrie¡s.
There a¡e also limitations of the positive comity.

Antitrust agencies might be unw'ling to prosecute domestic firms if it wourd
decrease foreign firms, ability to compete because ofthe national trade policies.

one of the important rimitations ofpositive comity is the ìrtegarity of the conduct
under the antit¡ust law of the requested country. ró7 

The obvious example ofsuch a
dilemma is the legality of export carters, which has anticompetitive effects on imporling
countries' markets.

According to the bilateral agreement provisìons on positive comity, fuifilling the
request is conditioned upon the important interests ofparties, laws, and policies of
parties For example, the u.s.-E.c. antitrust agreement states:

,Tiiå-.Tri:#îlïti,,l: *" discretion or rhe notified parry unde¡ irs comp€ririon
*,å ..,;...;;";î."j;:i,:ï:J,ififf ïi"r::: #,":3; #;;;.*.;;;i;;t,rä
rrom unáertaking enrorcä"ot u"tiui i".,itr, ålf, ffi .ïiåi::irii.,ï:ï,e,ïi,:,Ë
As we see, even though it is an intemational agreement, it doesn,t supersede

the national laws. Therefore, positìve comity is cu¡rently in its development stage; it
is becoming obligatory as cross_borde¡ trade increases, resulting in more

'u6 Ibid ch 5' ciring Mirsuo Ma¿srìshila,, "uuired s¿ates-Japa¡ Trade lssues a¡d a possibre Birare¡al

ü[T:iiött*t 
Betweetr the udte¿ stat's una:"paniî'^,-. i]ìn * comp. Law 24s,253

'"' OECD, Committee oD ComDeriri
Markets More Effcient Throuih,o 

01 !u*^-d Polity' Repon on Posittve comit)-Making Internar¡okal

P"ry,:: ç !::,, |,'jZ# f;:T,. !y,fiî::i:: : i : : : å :i';F ": 
;:;" ; ;i i:| i ;i; ^å#3
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anticompetitive activities having intemationar character. The voruntary nafire of
positive comity enforcernent gives rise to the following shortcomings o¡ limitations.

However, from another perspectivg opporrunities not to investigate
requested case a¡e beneficial to requested counfies. It is in a sense that requested
countries "do not rose con,.or of their enforcement agendas,,by rejecting requests
that a¡e not in their best interests.l6e

Delays associated with commitments to requests to prosecute. In the above
mentioned dispute between American and European airlines regarding compute¡
reservatìon systems, it took more than two years to start investigations according to the
request' After the us antitrust agencies fired a formal compraint in lgg7, the Ec issued a
statement ofobjection against Air F¡ance. such delays might be due to the failu¡e of
establishment of a time limit in the bilate¡al agreement between the US and EC.
secondiy' it mìght be because of the protectionism poricies ofnationar producers or
companies.

positive comity is not an appropriate toor in cross-border merger cases because of
the time limits for merger review established in merger control statutes and
regulations'I'. Therefore' it is limited to market access and restrictions of trade cases
involvìng intemationai cartels, abuse of dominant position, a¡d othe¡s.

These facto¡s are the resurt of the ra¡e application ofthe provísions ofpositive
comity.

;--------=-
;;;i:fADcyi:;;:,:::,:;;:"#,:!,À:,{;::",,,u,
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4'4 The Effects of Divergent compedtion policies and Laws on cooperation.
This parl 0f our paper w'r invorve primarily the examination and anarysis of

divergences in the laws and poricies against cartels. However, initially, we will briefly
cover genera'y divergent poricies and laws and their effects on the enforcement of
cooperation in antitrust because divergent anti-cartel rures and regulations depend on
these policies.

According to the report of the lntemational Competition policy Advisory
Comrnittee, in 2000, more than g0 countrìes had national competition laws.Ì?l The
various economic, poiitical, curtural, a¡rd sociar backgrounds ofthese countries shape
their competition policies and raws. Therefore, it is not surprising to receive different
ruiings by different competition agencies on the same issue; f'or example, the merger of
Bo eing/McDonne ll or G\/Honeywell -t 72

For exampre' for the past hvo decades the objective of the competitìon poricies of
many countries' especialry the u'S , has become attaining economìc efficiency, so as to
maximize consumer welfare'lr3 If a 

"ompany 
has significant market share, but in spite of

this' it is achieving or wilr achieve a decrease in prices, has more resources to imovate,
and is achieving other efficiencies, then competìtion agencìes in the u.s. are not usuary
concemed about the effect on sma' a¡d medium-sized businesses. canadian and E.c.
competition poricies care more about small and medium-sized businesses. According to
the competition Act of canad.a,"[t]he purpose of this Act is to maintain and. encourage
competition 

' '" among others "" ' to ensu¡e that small and medium-sized enterprises_-----_---
',1)t5y1g rlnat a"oon, supra note 26, Ch. 2.

,, i,irï#;ïiHi'":fl:fi3ï,^- " yorld 
-of 

Mulripte Arbiters..(Brookings r_osLiturion Roundtabte

:ty[X;:;:iilä:::;;iií:ffi :ffi',i,1il'i,:",J"ï"Y;l;,ff "1i;"."c;*#;:u*('Lu]o'labre
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have an equitable opporhnity to participate in the Canadian economy.,,r74 The E_C.
competition raws and polìcies a¡e focused on removing private trade barriers, opening up
markets, and fostering effective economic integration.lTj This analysis concerns the
approval 0f mergers and companies acquiring a dominant position. At the same time, we
should not forget that the U.S. has rhe Robinson_parman Act,tt6 wlich protects small and
medium-sized businesses from dominant firms abusing their positions, specificalry when
Iarge retairers use their ma¡ket power to exhact price concessions from ma¡ufacturers
and other sellers that were unavailable to smaller competitors.tTT

In addressing the question ofthe effects ofdiffe¡ent competition laws and policies
on cooperation, our main point is that as national competition poricies and raws diverge
sìgnificantl¡ they wilr prevent cooperation. For exampre, if country A exempted its
export cartels from the application ofits antitrust laws, when Country B applied to
country A in the cooperation for prosecution of ca¡tel activity in country A because it
was affecting country B's consuûle¡s and producers, country A obviously would not
cooperate because export cartels are regar in its territory. The reason fo¡ the exemption of
exporl cartels is that it heìps strengthen export potential, and it does not affect the
domestic market, but rather it is directed to the market of the importing country.

Cartelization practices, including price fixing, output restriction, bid rìggìng,
volume' customer' and market a'ocation, are prohibited according to the competition
legislation of the majority ofcountries. However, export carters are exempted from the--_-_-__-t,1a Competiion Act, R.S.C.. 19g5, c. (,_14.

,.. wetnrauch, supra note I at 47.'rrllbinto'-eot 
"on 

Act or 19 June 1936, ch. 5g2,49 srat. 1526 (codified at I5 u.s.c. gg 13, i3b. anrtlt? D.S. Cla¡k, -Robinson_pat¡a¡ A
¡anait croup netal *äåËîiäij;Î":T::il:*:l* 

",:r¡.mission 
Proceedings and serected rssues,,

(Ambit.Gr^oup Retail Chan¡el Co¡ference fo¡ thelurx€rcnce Jor the Computer hdustrv- S" "
îl*l: Y;r;r.o*" Trade co¡¡rmissro¡ <hnp://www.fic.oov, s"""";-",^ll.l::_"l.9ihfornia June 7, 1995),

(date accessed:30 May 2006)
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competition laws of maly countries. For examp 1e, in the Hartford Fire case,U.K. and
u's -based insurance companies conspired to offer resbictìve insurance contracts to u.s.
custome¡s'r78 Jn this case, the cartei-rike behavio¡ of the u.K. firm affected u.s.
consumers; therefore the U.K. ma¡ket didn,t suffer from that cartel.

In the case of intemationar caftelizaïion,where the markets of a, the countries are
affected' regardress in which country members of the ca¡ter ¡esidg opportunities for
cooperation in order to prosecute exist, since we know that the prohibition of cartel
activity aad its prosecution has become a priority for many competition agencies,
including those in the E.C., the U.S., Canada, Australi a, Japan,etc. lt is difficult to
examìne the antitrust regislation a' ofthe countries, however, there is consensus among
countries and it was recognized by multilateral fo¡a that ca¡ters are the most ha¡mfur
anticompetitive acts and effective action against them is necessary. For examples, see the
1998 .ECD "Recommendation of the council conceming Effective Action against Hard
core carters" and the 1980 "set ofMurt'aterally Agreed Equitable principres and Rules
for the contfol ofRestrictive Business p¡actices" of the united Nations conference on
Trade and Development ([INCTAD). r7e

In sum, closer antitrust laws form the basis for increased cooperation; in turn,
increased cooperation for prosecution is a solution to private barriers to trade among
nations' Therefore' in our review ofthe rures and regulations ofregional free fade

tlE Hytfyd Ftle ksurance Co. v. Catifomia,509 U.S. 764 0993).
*t-_o1l1u 

basgd re.-rasurers along ,"jrh U.S. p,jnary;;:;r_.)r,.,",","""0 ,torcug certain oúer prima¡y insu¡ers ro .¡"-*ìi.'* lliï-ì cuËdt(o rtr-vanous conspiracies aioed ar

m,"tr:*,:.:*#äi:i"y:_"**f r,::j*t;r*:.t.u:ä#,*tir;,
,j,uNcrag. ,i;;;";;0,,ï,;;,i::!ij:#ì"'Ë;ìi;îT;îi,,ur?,;ï!l; 

*,*fo,he Con,rorof
lfffi,n 

tr',r""t pracrices.5 Decemb-er t980, uñä#;;iff1;ru3, uN Doc. rD/RBpico*/r0
See also Jup,"ø note 6.
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agreements' it was observed that armost a' of them requi¡e ha¡monization of the
competition raws of the member co'ntries. Harmonization of the national competition
laws is one of the main pre-conditions of firture murtilateraì agreement in the antitmst
alea.

4'5'r Enforcement of competition Laws against Internationar carters in canada
It has been more than 100 years since Canada enacted its competition law in

i 889't80 ca¡el activity is per se illegal under s. 45 ofthe competition Act, which states:
"Every one who conspires, combines, agrees or aranges with another person . .. to
prevent or lessen' undury, competition ... is guilty ofan indictabre offence and liable to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years or to a fine not exceeding ten million
dotars or to both''n8r section 45 defines ca¡teis activity that lessens competition with
respect to: price, quantity or quantity ofproduction, market or customer, channel or
method ofdistribution rs2 

Furthermore, bid-rigging in s. 47, price maintenance in s. 61,
and foreign-directed conspiracies in s. 46 are other forms ofprohibited carter practices.

Cartelization practices in many cases involve foreign jurisdictions as well.
Therefore, intemationar cooperation is essentìar for the finarization ofcartel investigation.
ca¡rada has ente¡ed into severar bilate¡al agreements in altitrust area, incrudìng
agreements with: the U.S. (1995and 2004),the E.C. (2003), Mexico (signed in 200i,
entered into force 2003), New Zealand (2000), the Memorandum of understanding with
Chile (2001), the U.K. (2003), Japan (2005), and rhe Republic ofK orea (2006).

r80 
S. Scon,..Ca¡el Enfo¡cemenr: ln¡em¿tional and Caladian Developmenß.,by S. Scon (FordhaÐcorporare Law tnsrirure co¡fe¡en.e on I'rema¡o¡ai Ãìitä,îiï,ää,,"r. o.,ober 7,2004), outine:

;",""î,t:ü;î""J;îî<h@;//wuw 
competitio"uu,"uusì;;/Ëi"îJvio',ì."mrn.'orD=r 

87r&Ìs=e> (date

",',;#:":.'i:.'n"'' 
R.S C. re85, c. c-34. s.45.
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Furthermore' another important set of tools in cartel enforcement a¡e the Mutual Legar
Assistance Treaties (MLAT) of Canada. The MLATs are important for gathering
information from abroad, though the MLATs are useful in criminal cases on.ly.

Although the prosecution ofcartelization cases is the responsibility ofthe
competition Bureau, criminal violations of the Act are the responsibility of the Attornev
General of canada' The competitìon Bureau should refe¡ crìminar matte¡s to the
Attomey General to be prosecuted in the criminar courts. However, the Bureau will work
closely with the counsel fo¡ the Attomey Generar throughout the prosecution p.ocesr.,*3
Furthermore' the Deparhnent of Justice plays an important rore when it comes to the use
of MLAT to cotect evidence or produce witness testimony regarding intemational carter
cases when these case materials are rocated ab¡oad. since 1gg5, the Bureau has obtained
over 40 convictions in intemationar carter cases (mostly through plea agreements) with
fines in excess ofC$l50 million, and the conviction of several executives.ÌEa

T'le competition Act does not expricitry limit its jurisdiction to canadian territory.
Thereforg canadian courts in severar cases ruÌed for the extraterritoriar extension of the
Act to foreign conduct and defendants. For example, in the Libmancase,,s5 the Supreme
court ofcanada ruled that extraterritoriar jurisdiction may be asserted over parties and
conduct wheneve¡ there ìs a "rear and substantial rink,,rs6 belween the offending act and
Canada. In the Ihermal Fax paper, Citric Acid and. Bulk Vitaminscases, although the

-_-------r Ma¡k C. Katz. Ricba¡d D. EIüon
2006. 'Mondaq"-Legal News ¡çsrrr,, -* 

Elisa K 
.Keamey 

"canada: canel Enforcement i¡ canada.,, lg Mavattpr,"'o*.-o'"au-q-...o}i *.ti'llllmúll:bed onlinel , onJine; Mondaq - ' !e¡'¡q)

a...ss.¿, ¿.luoe ¿iï;;l-' - """^p-a-aricleid -E-3982ó- A -rss-E-0- A-shownav_E_o> (dare- D. Manin 
*Low, eC & Casey W. Halladay, ..Canel 

Enforcemeqt in C:
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price-fixing agreements \ryere made outside of canada by foreign compaaies, they were
made for the purpose of selling products, incruding thermar fax paper, food additives of
citric acid, and vitamins, in the Canadian market.r8?

However, according to the report of the lntemational Bar Association, to date, all
ofthe prosecutions of intemationar carters in canada have been ¡esolved by way of guilty
pleas' which have invorved foreign parties voluntarily coming to canada in retum for
mo¡e lenient treatment. 188

Among the intemational carterìzation cases which were successrir'y prosecuted is
the Thermal Fat paper case,which was prosecuted in 1996 and 199i.In thìs case,

Japanese manufactu¡ers and hading houses conspired to selr manufacture¡,s products to
the canadian ma¡ket, in addition to the ma¡kets of the u.s. and many other countries.
Even though' the cartel agreement took prace in Japan, canadian competition agencies

also participated in the international investigation ofthe cartel because the canadian
ma¡ket was arso affected' Mitsubishi paper Mills Ltd. pleaded gu'ty to s. 45 and 61

offences of the Act and the company was fined $g50,000 and a prohibition order was
issued' New oji paper co' Ltd was also involved aad pleaded gu'ty to a paragraph 45(1)
(c) offence' lt was fined $600,000 and issued a prohibition order. This intemational cartel
involved firms located in Ca¡ada, the U.S., Japan, and Hong Kong. In total, the fines
amounted to $3.4 million after prosecution.rse

¡st calvin s cordma¡. Q.c.. R. Kwrnte¡, c. wi¡terick, '.r¡remarional ca¡tel E¡forceme'r: A canadianPerspecüve" lCanada. address before l¡temational Ba¡ Assi.i;,i"* ;;ro¡onto: Blake, cassers & c¡av¿on rl-p, zoos. 
"d¡1, eîä; ò"äI,5, ärå;j;åä,T;2r 

Acrir 200sr,

ñ|f :4*t*.tl"t"'.com/pdr,uitcartel.pdÞ(d";e;;:JJ;i,,";äó.
'þi;¡¡l;w:;:;"t'îï:tr#ëß::í,i:",{:!:"3,::,,¿:;:{:nvessa,ionandResearchforrhe

<bttp://www-competirionbureau. 
gc.ca./internet/i¡dex.c6l?i¿er r"=ìrr.2006). ù!!¡ lru !rus"{ ljul.'ttemtD= 1324&lg--e> (date accessed; 30 May
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we have examined the existing intemationar tools to fight against cross-border
cartels' The exchange of information is the key point for the investigation of such
intemational ca¡tels which, will be the subject matter of the following chapter.



CHAPTERF,IVE

EXCE,{NGE OF INF'ORMATION IN THE ENF'ORCEMENT OF

ANTITRUSTLAWS

5.1 Introduction

The GATT nego tiation of 1947 and subsequent trade rounds has significantly
inc¡eased trade among nations, in goods a¡d services. Integration ofeconomies and
globaiization has resulted in interdependence among economies, exposing many domestic
issues to intemational arenas, including competition issues. unveiling barriers to hade
has given an opportunity to companies to compete ìntemationally in an open market.
Anti-competitive practices to fix prices, make rigged bids, estabiish ouþut restrictions or
quotas' share or divide ma¡kets by alrocating customers, supprieß, territories or lines of
coÛlmerce' anticompetitive mergers and monopolizing the market and others affect not
only one country's ma¡ket and consumers, but also other markets at the same time.

rn the cur¡ent worrd trade system, there is no multilaterar internationar agreement

on anti-competitive practices, leaving the fight against them to the individual disc¡etion
of each country' Nevertheress, prosecution of anti-competitive activities having a cfoss-
bo¡de¡ dimension has been addressed to some extent by bilateral t¡eaties on

competition.le' Laws on confidentiality of information, however, undermine the
communication of information in the hands ofantitrust agencies ofcountries.

¡90 
Some examples ofbilateral asrer

aatjtrusr eDfor¿;;;; ;;î;ïi".,J:n¡s.are:.U^S-- -Ausralia 
cooperarion asreement of t982 a¡d mutual
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The issues that I am going to address in this part ofthe thesis are: what is the

permissable degree for exchange of confidentiar information according to antitrust raws?

what rores for addressing the issue by internationar legal mechanisms? A¡d what are the

obstacles to the formation ofinternational agreements (biìateral or multilateral) on the

exchange of information in antitrust cases.lel

5.1,1 The Essence ofthe problem

There are many t¡pes of anti-competitive practices having cross-border effects;

these include intemational cartels, intemational mergers, domestic export cartels having
impacts on importing countries, import cartels, ve¡ticar market ¡estraints (2.e., excluding

foreign firms ÍÌom distribution networks), and abuses of dominant positions. As Frederic
Jenny concluded, for long periods of time intemational markets for goods as diverse as

steei products, industrial diamonds, heavy erectrical equipment, graphite electrodes,

lysine' food additives, and vitamins were subject to established quotas ofproduction or
export or fixed p¡ices, which meant that impoding countries were rationed and had to pay
artificially inflated prices for their imports.te2

During the investigation ofthese [pes of anti_competitive activities, antitrust

agencies need information incruding evìdence a¡d witnesses aom different countrìes; but
laws on confidentiality of information often can p¡event communication of information

by the antitrust agency.

2004; Canada''c Agreement resârrling the application of th"i, 
"omp"titioo 

luws; US _ Commissionîrflr]l]liilf"^E¡"lea¡ coÅumtres cooperation asreement of 1991 aad 1998'" rnremarionar agreemenr wherhe¡ it is b';,ã;;ili,rT"ä;:ffiiffiX 
-,1; exclusiverv on theexchange of information. it can be on competition issues gen"ãiv ääïirrr'o ,lris agreement tlere nightboe a ctause or a chapter of arrictes dealre *,h "r;"i.i.;;är"r,-å;r*r,o"."' Frederic Jenny, ',Globalization (,^.'i";;d;;íòà;;i:,;::"*;:'d:i::i#,ïiüå',i;,;il:fuT._:1il:î-fi;î,å:ä:íilå)
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For example, i¡ 1994, the U.S. Attomey General, A¡titrust Divìsion, brought

criminal charges against General Erectric (GE), ateging that it conspired to fix prices of
industriar diamonds with DeBeers centenary co. (DeBeers). Investigation of the case

was largely circumstantial, due in part to the inability to obtain discovery abroad. The

district court granted GE's motion for ajudgrnent ofacquittal, finding that the

govemment fa'ed to establish the existence of a conspiracy. De Beers centenary AG was

a swiss co¡poration headquartered in Lucerne, Switzerrand; it had rinked corporate

ownership with De Beers consoridated Mines, Ltd., a South African corporatìon. General

Electric was a Delaware corporation headquartered in Fairfield, connecticut. Industria.l

diamonds we¡e used to make cutting and polishing toors for many kinds of ma¡ufacturins

a¡ld construction equipment. 193

Because laws of Switzerla¡d and the u.s. prohibited exchange of information in
antitrust cases and agreement berween the two countries existed allowing communication

of information, such intemationai anti-competitive acti.r¡ities were Ieft undeter¡ed. Not
stopping those intemationa.l anti-competitive activities meant atowing private barriers

into the market in ten¡s ofcoordination ofprice, quantity, or consumer arocation.

Arother exampl e was (Jnited States v. Nippon paper Industries Co. Ltd., wherc

the district court ofMassachusetts had dismissed in lggg,the antitrust suit against

Japanese compaaies for rrxing the price of thermar fax paper imported into the united
States.l94

'o3 united Stute, u. General Elertrir f,a þeBeers Cenrenary Co., gó9 F. Supp. l2g5 (SD Ohjo I994)''" united snres v. Nþpon paper lndus. c" , L,ì.,'¿,2-;. í";;.¿åi zj io. v*r. I se9).
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5.I.2 The Emergence of the problem

lncreased integratìon ofeconomies and open markets, and increases in the volume

oftrade between countrìes, has resurted in the intemationalization of domestic

competition issues. In cases whe¡e anti-competitive practices occur in one country and

affect anotrer country, one country ca¡ attempt to protect domestic consumeß and fight

against anti-competitive practices, by extending their jurisdictional ¡each into a foreigrr

country's jurisdiction. Application of domestic laws extraterritorially, under the doctrines

of "effects" and "enterprise unity" has evorved in the u.s., E.c., Japan and canada.

Effects doctrine was developed by U.S. courls, by which antitrust laws (e.g., t}re

Sherman Act) may be applied against a foreign anti_competitive act affecting the U.S.

ma¡ket, even though that anti-competitive act did not occur in the territory ofthe u.s.

This doctrine was fust articulated in the Alcoa case in 1945.rej

According to tlie "enterprise uniry doctrine", antitrust raws of a country can be

applied to foreigrrbased entities for the acts oftheir affiliates present in the national

territory. ln the 8.c., the European cout of Justice first developed this doctrine in the

Dyestuffs case.te6

In a more broad view' the primary concern is the breach of sovereìgnty when the

laws ofone counhy are being extended to conduct occurring abroad and by nationar firms

and individuals ofanother country; hence the jurisdiction oflaw enforcement agencies

are also being extended.

In response to such extraterritoriality, objections have been raised with practicar

implications. The negative reaction from the internationar community, especiary for the

'rllut lnited Stat"su Aluminium Company ofAmerica,l4g F.2d 416 (2dCn. ß45)''" Weiffauch, supra note I at'ì9.
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extension of u.s. antitrust laws (especially the .!å erman Act) extraterritorially in light of

the "effects doctrine" ca¡ be seen in the adoption ofblockìng statutes, claw back statutes

and diplomatíc notes of protest; for example, the British.gårþing Contracts and

commerctal Documents Act 1964, the British pro tection of rrading Interests Act 1gg0,

the Australìan Fo reign Proceedíngs (Excess ofJurisdiction) Act 19g4 and the canadia¡

Foreign Extraterritorial Measures Act 1984.1e7

These reactions prompted countries to investigate anti-competitive activities of

enterprises by way ofco-operation among antitrust agencies. This co-operation was

pursued through bilateral agreements in antitrust actions.

However, these agreements do not obligate either country to communicate

information conceming anticompetitive activities of firms and they leave the issue of

exchange of information subject to domestic laws regarding confidentiality ofthe parties.

Exchange of confidentiality clauses in bilateral ageements will be covered in more detail

in the third part of this paper.

5'2 Laws on confidentiality: can Information Be shared with I'oreign Entities?

As a¡titrust laws deal with trade related activities of all foms of entrepreneurs,

confidential infomation includes: comme¡cially sensitive information and business

secrets; all other information collected during the investigation.les The former includes

data on sales and production costs, information on suppliers and customers, as well as

future business plans, technical characteristics ofa product, etc.; whereas the latte¡

le1 Claw back statutes allow a foreigo defenda¡t to sue in its domestic courts to recover two-thi¡d,s the
damages, paid as a result ofajudgment in a U.S. court;
shiwing contr¿tcts and commerciøl Documents Act 1964 (J,K.), c.g7; protecrion of rrading Interesß Act
1980 (U.K.), c. I l; Foreign Exlraterritorial Measures Acl, R.S.C., c-F-29, (l9ge ezm); Fireign
Proceedings ¡Excess ofJurisdictíon) Act, No.3 (1984) (Ausrl.).
t93 -LaneÍl]J' supra \ote b9 at 12 I .
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includes information colrected during the process of investigation, covering details

beyond the scope of comme¡cially sensitive information such as witness testimonies,

wdtten interrogations of the parties involved in the case a¡d other documents and

materials pertaining to the case under investigation.

In addressing the question of intemational exchange of information in a¡titrust

cases, I will look at the antitrust laws ofseveral countries representing different

continents of the world; these incrude canada, u.S. (the major player in intemational

antitrust law) and the E.C.

A starting point in undeßtanding the exchange of information in the process of

enforcing competition raws is confidentiality of information according to the raws of the

countries.

5.2.1 Canada,

In Canada, Tha Competition Act of l9g5 rcgtlates the communication of

information.ree section 29 specificarly deals with issues of confidentiality of information

and exchange ofinformation. section 2g (1) dectares that no pe¡son in the enforcement of

this Act shall communicate any obtained information; however, there are two exceptions:

first, it can be provided to Canadian law enforcement agency and, secondly, for purposes

of the adminiskation or enforcemen r of Íhis competition Act. The first exception is only

for the favor of domestic raw enfo¡cement agencies, but we might argue that the second

exception would allow communication of the information (because it is not rimited to

national agencies oniy) when the ca¡adian Bureau of competition also has already

started an investigatory process in the same case. For example, one of the members of a

cartel for a certain product resides in canada and that product affects the ca¡adian
tee 

Competition Acr, R.S.C., 1985, C-34.
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market.2.' In response to such arguments the canadian Bureau of competition has issued

a statement with regards to communication of confidentìal information under the

Competition Act on May 1995.201 According to this statement, under the exception of

"administration and enforcement" of the Act, the Director2,2 is allowed to comm'nicate

with foreign counterparts for purposes of advancing a specific investigation being carried

out pursuant to the Act; and such communication should be reciprocal, i.e., for the

purposes ofreceiving the assistance ofthat agency rsgarding a canadian investigation.

To sum up, the ca¡adian law does not alrow exchange ofconfidential information

in antitrust cases unress the canadian Bureau of competition is also investigating the

same case as its foreign counterpañ requesting the information and then only for the

purpose of advancing its own investigation.

5.2.2 The U.S.A.

Antitrust laws in the u.s are we, developed for prosecution of both domestic and

intemational anti-competitive activities. The¡e are two ways for the exchalge of

confidential information during the investigatory process. Fi¡st is through the ..Antitrust

Mutua'l Assista¡ce Agreement" according to rhe Internationar Antitrust Enforcement

Assistance Act of 1994 (IAEAA)' only a limited number of countries may take advaatage

of this option because there needs to be a bilate¡al agreement on ..Antitrust Mutual

200 In maay interuational a¡titrust cases in order to prosecute a¡ intemational ca¡tel arÌtitrust agencies haveexchalged confdential information because other',rrise it wouaot ù"lorriur" to prosecute; for exampre,vitamfus case of rate 1990s, that invorved carteliza¡on otwo¡i¿wà-e-p'à¿uction ofyitaqrins a¡d foodadditives, a,'d cartel members invorvedaom canada, us, J"pÃ 
-s*ri"ol-¿, 

cermany. This case wasprosecured jointJy by EC and US agencies.
'"' competition Bu¡eau ofcanada. con municarion ofconfdenriar infomation under the competition Acr,May 1995, [unpublisbedl, onJine: Competirion Bureau
<htÞ://wÌ.'rv.competitionbureau.gc.ca./interneVindex.ctn? 

itemlD:1277 txlg=e> (date accessed: 7 June2006).
æ2 According.to.crlmnetition A", chief executive of criminal investigatioq division holds a position ofDi¡ector of criminal investigation;
See Competition Act, R.S.C., 1985, C_34.
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Assistance" with the u.s. antitrus t agency.2o3 The second option for information sharing

is through the Antitrust civir process Act.2,a According to the Antitru't civir process Act:

[...] no documenhry material, 
Tr*:rs_ !o interrogarones, or rranscriprs of oraltestimony, or copies tlereof, so produced shall u" u*ilã¡r"'¡o, 

"*u-i¡ration, 
without the. consent öf the person who produced such material, ans*"r", o. o-r".ipo f .. ¡:,f"* -'

Also, according to paragraph 57b-2 (3) (c) of the Federal rrade commission Act,

no investigation documents w r be discrosed, including documentary materiar, tangible

items, answers to questions, reports, transcripts oforal testimony without the consent of
the person who produced those things, except to either House ofthe congress or to arìv

committee o¡ subcommittee of the Congress.206

Paragraph 46 (fl of the Act provides that the commission shalr not have any

authorìty to make public any trade secret or any commercial or financial info¡mation

which is obtained from any person and which is priv'eged or confidential, except that the

commission may discrose such information to officers and emproyees of appropriate

federal law enforcement agencies or to any officer or employee ofany State law

enforcement agency, upon prior certification ofan officer ofany such federal or state law

enfo¡cement agency that such information w l be maintained in confidence and will be

used only for official law enforcement purposes.207

203 
Since the adoptioo o¡,¡" ¡4g4,{ in 1994, only Australia concluded an agreemeut with the US;Agreement behreen the Government ofAustiaria'and the Gor"iri"ì, 

"tr¡" 
(Jn.¡ted st(rtes of Americ, on

#,#,;t1,:Ki::ßrcement 
Assistance. wu,niogtoo, iz apli'iôlö,i.r.s. tggsNo,.izG;ny'*å"',

'rä4,r.,:t*":1,^"-:!l,orni Ar,,ls u.s.c. $ t3l l_t314 (tee4).'"" tbid. aÌ ç l3l3 (c) (3).

läFederal Trade Commission Act. t5 U.S.C. $ 5jb_2 Ogg4).'"' Ibid. at Ë 46 (Ð.
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Another prohibition for disclosure of any information by both Department of

Justice and Federal Trade commission is under the pre-notification procedure set up by

Îhe Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvement Act.208

The disclosure of information by antitrust agencies of the u.S. is restricted onry

for its law enforcement agencies and the congress, rather than the antitrust agency of

another country for the purpose of fighting against anti-competitive activities of firms.

The exceprion is the Antitn¡st Mutual Assistance Agreement according to the

International Antitrust Enforcement AssÌstance Act of 1994 (IAlA,4¡,zoe currently only

with Aushalia.2ro

5.2.3 The EC

Antitrust laws of the E.c. a¡e distinct fiom North American countries. E.c.

competition laws are mo¡e concemed with opening markets among member countries.

Dísclosure of any information covered by the obrigation ofp¡ofessionar secrecy is

prohibited to all officials a¡d servants of the institutions of the community, according to

the Aficle 287 (ex. Article 214) of Íhe Treaty of Rome.2rl

The council adopted Reg'ration (EC) No 1/2003 of 16 December 2002 on the

implementation of the rules on competition laid down in Articres g 1 and g2 of rhe Treaty

of Rome.z\2 This regulation came into force on the lst of May 2004 and replaced

Regulation 17162- Accordingto Articre 2g of this Regulation, information collected

2oB Hatt-Scott Rodtno Antitrust Jmprovement Act,lStJ.S.C_ $ lga(1994).

;;;t::t-*b:r,l lrtirrust Enþrcement Assi.stance Act,I5 U.S.C. 0$ 6201_6212 (1gg4).
Agreement between rhe Government ofAustraria and the Govemment of the rlnùeà srates of Ameríca onMutu(l|Antitrust Enforcemenf Assistance, washington, 27 Apdl rssg, .{.T.s. 1999 No. 22 (eníy into 

-' - '
force: 5 November 1999).
2rt 

Tr^eaty E*abrishing tie European community (Treaty of Rome) r 957, ,IEC c 325/33 December 2002,Ait.287.
Ð council Regulation (EC) No r/2003 of l6 December 2002 on the Impremenfatìon of the Rures on
Competition Laid down ín Articles g I r¿nd g2 of the Treaty of Rome, t/i}Ol OJ 2003 L 1.
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pusuant to an investigation of anti-competitive activity shourd be used only for this

pqpose; and' agan' this Regulation also prohibits the disclosure ofany information

pursuant to the case, because officiars are under the obligation ofprofessional secrecy.

According to Articre 12 0f the Reguration, the commission and the competition

authorities of a member state have the power to provide one another with confidential

information. But this fa s to address the issue of intemationar exchange of information

between antitrust agencies ofdifferent countries when investigating cases having cross-

border dimensions.

The same rules of professional secrecy are imposed on antitrust agency officials,

accordìng to Article 17 of the EC Merger Regulati on 139/2004.213

5'3 Intern¿tionar Non-antitrust Legar Mechanisms to Address the probrem

5'3'1 The Hague Evidence convention of 1g70 and Its use in Internationar
A¡titrust Cases

our review of the antitrust raws ofseveral countries answers the question of

exchange of confidential information intemationally in the negative (form).

Even though every antitrust agency must obey the confidentiality of

communicated information between enterprises and itself, it would be wrong to conclude

that communication ofconfidential information is not taking place.

One way to exchange information is through The Hague Evidence Convsntion.2ta

The other way is through Mutual Legar Assistance Treaties. Howeve¡ due to the fact that

these options were not specifically designed to meet the specific needs of antitrust issues,

the àegree of usefulness of these two options is limited.

]tj gou"gl nec-¡ralion (EC) No 139/2004 of 20 latnary 2004, on the contror of concentrøtions betweenUndertakíngs, (200Ð O.f .L 24/1.
''' Hague Evidence convention on Taking ofEvidence Abroad in civ or commerciar Maxers, 1g Marchi970, 847 U.N.T.S.231.
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Under Article I of the Hague Evidence Convention ajudicial authority ìn the

signatory countries is entitred to request evidence or to perform otherjudiciar acts abroad

in civil a¡d commerciar matters. Howeve¡ due to the criminar nature of antitrust raws ìn

some countries, such as the u.s. and canada, these countries are prevented 1Ìom taking

full advantage of thìs convention. Furthermore, a letter ofrequest fiom the antikust

agency is unacceptable under The Hague convention because Aficre r clearly states that

only judicial authority is entitled to make requests. This does not mean that antitrust cases

can¡ot use the mechanism established by this convention, in obtaining evidence fiom

abroad; only that, when an a¡tihust agency brings the case befo¡e a court, it is possibre to

make requests according to the convention.

Al evaluation ofthe usefulness ofrhe Hague convention in antitrust cases

reveals the following concems. The convention is limited to civ' and comme¡ciai

matters' The types of anti-competitìve activities with intemational dimensions primarily

include intemational carterizatìon. That is crìminally punishable by antitrust laws in a

number ofcountries.2ls The serious natu¡e of intemationar carters has been accepted by

most countries of the wo¡ld. From this perspective, The Hague Convention would be

irrelevant in such criminar cases because ofthe civil and commercial matters that the

Convention deals with.

A¡other concem related to matters civil o¡ commercial under The Hague

convention is the antitrust laws of countries like the u.s. and canada, where many anti-

competitive acts prescribe criminar punishment.2r. since the u.s. is a major piayer in

¿t,5,O_ECD 
Repon on lmpact ofCarrels, supra nole 20 at l0"" Ibid. ar lo
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international trade with its thousands ofmultinational companies, it must be considered

in order to fight intemational antj-competitive activities.

Another concem is that ontyjudiciai authorities may make requests according to

the convention' In antitrust cases, antitrust agencies are the main bodies which

investigate each case. Ifonly a court may make requests, then an antitrust agency, which

is in the process of investigation, needs herp from thejudicial authority. This process

proiongs the investigatory process and puts an extra ba¡rie¡ before the antitrust agency.

Furthermore, under A¡ticle 23 ofrhe Hague convention the execution of letters of

request issued for the purpose ofobtaining pre-trial discovery ofdocuments can be

¡efi¡sed.2l7 Therefore, retters ofrequest to obtain evidence fòr successful prosecution of

an intematìonal anti-competitive act is rimited to the period ofactual triar process ofthe

court.

These concems ¡eveal inadequacies of the Hague Evidence convention in most

antitrust cases. As a proof to this may serve that fact that none of the U.S. or the E.C.

antitrust agencies has eve¡ used this Convention in a¡titrust cas"s.2r8

5'3'2 The use of MLAT(g in cases of International Anti-competitive Acts

Another way that alrows antitrust enforcement to some rimited degree is the

Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT). These agreements are in the a¡ea of

crimina.l law. According to these MLATS, the request for assistance is made by the

central enforcemont authority of the government to the same counterpart authority of

another country; usually it is through a ministry ofjustice. Unde¡ MLATs, any state

enforcement agency may make its request though the central authority.

2r7 states must decrare about rÌìis at the time ofsignature, ratification o¡ accession to the convention.
LaÛefitÐ, supra note 69 at l4g-
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The fact that MLATs only cover criminar matters prevents civil antitrust cases

from being successfully prosecuted. According to most European countries, anti-

competitive acts in antitrust laws are not criminal offences. Therefore, for example,

France cannot use its MLATs with other countries to obtain evidence or othe¡

infomation 10 enforce its antitrust laws.

Furthermore, MLATs work through courts, for example, interviewing witnesses

and analyzing documents are pefonned according to ordered subpoenas.2re In thìs way

the process of obtaining useful information regarding intemational alti-competitive act

becomes very complicated.

It is fair enough to recognize that MLATs were not specifically designed for

intemational antitrust cases. The new developments in international anti-competitive

practices require a distinct approach.

IfMLATs are not relevant for antitrust cases then what about bilateral agreements

on cooperation in antitrust cases? why do countries not use bilate¡al agreements that are

specifically designed for such cooperation? In the next section ofthe paper we will

analyze bilaterai cooperation in antitrust.

5.4 International Antitrust Legal Mechanisms to Address the problem

5.4.1 Bilateral Antitrust Cooperation Agreements: Issues of Exchange of

Information

Bilate¡al agreements for cooperation in the a¡rtitrust area do not resolve the issue

of exchange of information between antitrust agencies. The exchange ofconfidential

2)e lbid, at 154.
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information requires a further a¡rd more fundamental step, in the commitment to

intemational antitrust cooperation.220

The answer requires an anarysis of the information sharing clause of some of

these agreements.

A¡ticle 7 of the bilateral agreement between the U.S. and E.C. of 199i on

cooperation in antitrust areas provides:

The competition authorities of each pa¡ty rvill ¡ende¡ assistance to t¡e competition
authorities ofthe other party in their edofcemeût activities, to the extent compatiúle ;ith
l: ^:*,iF Parry's laws and imponant inre¡esrs. aud *lrnio ¡r. reasonabiy avaiJable
fesoulces.__'

This means that ifthe¡e is a raw in the u.S. generalry prohibiting an excharìge of

information, then this bilateral agreement is subordinated to it and cannot change that

existing law.

Because of the sim ar nature of antitrust bilateral agreements, in terms of the

regulation of exchanges of ìnformation, it is not necessary to examine them all. current

bilateral agreements allow exchange of information to the degree that is permitted

according to domestic laws on confidentiality of information; however, because we

examined domestic laws of seve¡a.l countries in our chapter two, such raws generally

prohibit exchange ofinformation with foreign antitrust authority.

224 lbid, at l1g
221 (-1.5.-EC antitn sr agreement I ggl, supra rrote 160.
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5.4.2 u's. Antitrust Mutual Assistance Agreement, pursuant to rts International

Antitrust Enforcement Assistance Act.

In 1994 the U.S. adopted iïs Internotional AntÌtrust Enforcement Assistance

Act.22z Tine pwpose was to facilitate the work of its antitrust agencies, the Antitrust

Division of the Depa¡tment of Justice and the Federar rrade commission, in prosecution

of anti-competitive activities having intemational dimensions. According to this Act a

new form of bilateral antitrust ag'eement was allowed to conclude which permits the

exchange ofinformation between antitrust agencies.223 These agreements are calred

Antitrust Mutual Assistance Agreements (AMA,{).

one important feature of the Act is, in accordance with AMAA, that u.s. antitrust

authorities are entitled to use their power to obtain evidence and to hand it over to a

foreign antitrust agency regardless whether the conduct investigated viorates any Federal

a¡titrust laws'224 Section 3 ofthe Act describes the procedure to get a testimony or a

statement and other related documents; this process is conducted through a district court

where the person resides; ald if such an o¡der to obtain evidence does not contain

otherwise, the evidence must be obtained according to the Federal Rures of civil

Procedu¡e. However, previousr¡ according to the s. 6(f) ofthe Antitrust civil procedu¡e

Act, the u.S. antitrust agencies were prohibited from communicating antitrust

information to any other agency, except U.S. federal or state agencies. This is one

importart advantage of the AMAA which was not possible before.

However, according to Section 12 ofthe Act, U.S. artihust agencies a¡e

autlorized to receive a reimbursement from a foreign antit¡ust agency for the costs

222 Internalional Àntitt-ust Enforcement Assislqnce Act,l5 U.S.C. $$ 6201_6212 (lgg4).22r 
15 u.s.c. g 620l (1994).

224 lbid. aT ç 6202.
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incuned by U.S. agencies in conducting an investigation requested by the foreign

antitrust authority.

There a¡e limitations for the exchalge of information pursuant to this Act.

It is argued that the Act does not provide clear criteria on search and seizure

warants, even though these two tools are important it intematìonal cartel

investigations.22s Furthermore, according to Section 7, the u.S. antitrust authorities are

prohibited fiom transferring the evidence or other information to a foreign antitrust

authority ifdoing so is not consistent with the public interest of the u.s. This provision

seems broad and not so clear. In defining consistency with the public interest ofthe u.s..

antitrust authorities should consider:

. . . among other factors, whethe¡ - , ..the foreign antitrust authority holds any propdetary
interest that could benefit o¡ otherwise be affected by such 

^investigation, 
Uy tl" g.u"t 

"iof such order, or by tåe provision ofsuch antitrust evidence.226

Zanettin interprets this provision as related to the concem expressed by the u.S.

business community that information communìcated to foreign agencies might be used to

favor a foreign state-owned competitor.22T This is a reasonable concem that the business

community may have. In any case, ìntemationai treaties often contain a provision about

conformity with public interests, out of concerns for sovereignty and security ofthe

country; therefore, it is not unnatural that this rule exists in us bilateral agreements too.

Furthermore, Section 4 of the Act prohibits disclosure of two types of

information: that obtained under the pre-merger notification procedure; and antitrust

evidence conceming a case befo¡e a grand jury. However, the second type of evidence is

Lu)enrll. suDra nole 69 
^t 

16l)
226 l5 u.s.c. E 62oi (1994).
"' Zanet:.il;,, supra note 69 at l6l.
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not r.vholly prohibited, but allowed ín limifed occasions when a foreign antitrust authority

shows a ". ..particula¡ized need for such antitrust evidence. .."228

The third ba¡ned evidence is, accordilg to section 4 (3), antitrust evidence that is

to be kept secret in the interest ofnational defense or foreign policy.

This Act addresses concems about the use ofobtained information strictly for

those purposes for which it was obtained, not for other cases or a¡y other purpose.tre

5.4.3 Soft Cooperation in A¡titrust: International Documents of OECD and

UNCTAD of a Non-binding Nature.

The issue of anticompetitive activities affecting intemational trade has actively

been addressed by such intemational organizations as the organization for Economic

cooperation and Development, as well as the united Nations conference on Trade and

Development. However, these organizations' documents are of a non-binding nature and

this is the reason for qualifiing their cooperation efforts as ,,soft,'. Although documents

adopted by them have a non-binding nature, they have been playing an important role for

technical assistance to countries in antitrust areas, including help in the formulation of

antitrust laws, in efforts leading to convergence of differences among national antitrust

laws, in serving as a forum for consultations, recommendations and best practices in

information exchange, in notification and other forms of cooperation.

a) TheOECD

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has

adopted several recommendations to its member countries, including 1967,1973,1979,

1986 and 1995 recommendations concerning cooperation between member countries on

228 l5 u.s.c. g 6204 (2) (A) (1994),

"" Ibid, at 62oi þ\
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anticompetitive practices affecting intemational kade. The 199g recommendations

concem effective actions against hard core cartels; in 2005, best practices for the formal

exchange ofinformation between competition authorities in hard core cartel

investigatións; and, 2005 recommendations conceming merger ¡eview.

The 1 995 ¡ecommendations conceming anticompetitive practices affecting

intemational trade call for member countries to co-operate in intemational antitrust cases;

particularly, section A (3) specifies that members should supply each other with relevant

information on the following three conditions: a) as their legitimate interests permìt them

to disclose; b) subject to appropriate safeguards, including those related to

confidentiality; and, c) unless such cooperation would be contrary to significant national

interests.23o

Sharing factual and analytical informatìon is subject to laws on confidentiality

among participating member countries, accordìng to section 10 of the guiding principles

for exchange of information in the 1995 recommendations.23l According to the same

Section of the 1995 Recommendations, a requested state may specifli protection and put

limitations to the use of provided information; this limits use of communicated

information to that specified purpose and no disclosure to any other agency or case, if
revealed. Section 10 ofthe Recommendations also gives a right to decline a request in

cases when the requesting country is unable to observe those protections and limitations

on the use ofrequested information.

230 oEcD Recom^"ndation on Anticompetittve practices Affecting Infemationa.l rrøde , suprø ,'ore l2i,
Section A (3),

'rr OECD, Appeudir to the Recommendarions conceming cooperøtion between Member countries on
Anticompetitive Prqctices AffecÍing International rrade,28 JÈly 1995 - c(95)130/FINAIl995, section 10
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section B ofthe 19q8 Recommendations against hard core cartels encourages

cooperation among member countries, specifically the sharing of documents and

information, as well as the gathering of documents and information on behalf of foreign

competition authorities, to arì extent consistent with their laws and important interests,

subject to effective safeguards to p¡otect commercially sensitive and other confidential

information.232 These 1998 Recommendations against hard core carteÌs gives even more

grounds to decline a request on information-sharing tban dìd the 1995 Recommendations

regarding anticompetitive practices affecting intemational trade. These include a

competition authority's resource constraints or the absence ofa mutual inte¡est in the

investigation in question.233

OECD Recommendations encourage member countries to enter into bilateral or

multilateral ag'eements, in orde¡ to fight effectively against articompetitive activities

having intemational dimension.23a

OECD Best Practices for the Exchange of Information (2005) identifies its

jurisdiction and excludes from it the following three:

a) information that is not subject to domestic raw restrictions, /.e., information whìch has
already become public and there are no ¡estrictions io terms of confidentiality concems;

b) information exchanges among members ofregional organizations ( this is the same as
GATT offers by its exception to members ofregional economjc o¡gadzations on the
application of the Most Favored Nation (MFtr) principle); and,

c) information exchanges in the context ofprivate litigation.235

2,32 OECD Recomm"ndat¡ons agaínsf Cal/e1s, sapra note 6, section B.
l¿ta- secüôn ll

23a lbii, sec¡iong.ß 1ECD, Best Practices for the Fomar Exchange of Information between competition Authorities ¡n
Hqrd core carter Investigations, oEcD 16 Novémbe¡ i005, DA_F/coMp(2005j25/FrNAr, Section I (c),
þercnafter OECD Best Prqctìcesl.
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T"hese Best Practices are more detailed to include certain safeguards for the

exchange of information, under which section A provides reasons for declining to

provide information (these Best Practices also have condition of compliance with laws on

confidentiality);236 section B provides rules on maintenance of confidentiality for the

communicated information and non-disclosu¡e ofthis information to third parties, unless

the requested country agrees to it; section c provides protecfion of the legal profession

prìvilege meaning that the requesting country should not require and the requested

country should not obtain information that is under the protection of laws on legal

profession privilege; and, section D provides that a requested country should not give

notice to the source of information unless it ìs required unde¡ its domestic laws or

intemational treaties.237

The requirement for keeping raws on the confidentiality of information publicly

available indicates transparency and development in competition laws regulating

intemational anticompetitive activities.23s

b) UNCTAD

The united Nations conference on Trade and Development has developed a code

on Restrictive Business Practices, adopted by the IIN General Assembly in its Resolution

236 
Reasons for declining to provide the requested irformation might include, but are not limited to; (i) the

requesting jurisdiction's i¡vestigation relates to conduct that would not be deemed ha¡d core cartel cànduct
by the requested jurisdiction; (ii) honoring the request would be unduly burdensome for the requesteã
jurisdiction or might undermine arr ongoing investigation; (iii) tåe requestecljurisdiction believes that
confrdeutial informatio! may ¡ot be sufficiently safeguarded in the requesting jurisctiction; (iv) the
execution of the request would not be autåorized by the clomestic law ;fthe ;questedjurisàicion; or (v)
honori-ng tbe reeuest would be coûüa¡y to the public interest ofthe requested jurisdictiãn.
"'OECD Bes¡ Prqctices, supra \ote 235. Section .
2lE 

-fård- Sec¡ion n I
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35/63 in 1980.23e The code on restrictive business practices clearly states, in its part IV

section B, that it applies to restrictive business practices, including those oftra¡snational

corporations adversely affecting intemational trade, particularly in developing

countries.2ao This code was more designed to prevent a¡ticompetitive activities of

transnational companies and their impact on developing countries.

The confidentiality clause of the code is simple and follows the same ideas as

OECD Recommendations to its member states. According to paragraph 7, section E, the

code calls upon states to institute or improve procedures for obtaining information from

enterprises, necessary for their effective control or restrictive practices; paragraph g calls

upon states to establish appropriate mechanisms at the regional and sub-regional levels to

p¡omote exchange of information on restrictive business practices.2al

The code also addresses the issue of exchange of information, but ìt is subjected

to national laws on confidentiality, according to its paragraph 9 ofSection E.

However, U.N. General Assembly resolutions a¡e non_binding; but, the Code has

played an import¿nt role towards developing competition regimes among developing

countries, especially for convergence of antitrust laws and policies, which in its tum can

make possible the negotiating of intemational agreement in antitrust area without

obstacles and frictions among the antitrust policies of diffe¡ent countries.

23e uNcrAD, The set of Muttil(itera y Agreed Equitabre principles and Rules for the control of
Restri.ctìve Business Practices, 5 Deceûber 1980, tIN GA R"rolution 35/63, uñ Doc. lD,RBp/co¡¡F/10
(r980);
LTNCTAD, in application of its mandate according to the latter Resolution, holds the Intergovemmental
Groups ofExper¿s on competition Laìv and Policy annually, a¡d a Review Conference at mi¡isterial levels
9v^ery five years. The last Review Co¡ference was held in A¡talya, Tukey in 2005.zaoIåld Pa¡t rV section B
2al låli Part fV Section B
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5.5 Did Singapore and Doha Ministerial Meetings Address the problem?

International competition raw has arready become an important political issue on

the agenda of the wro; this iszue appeared on the agenda of the wro beei¡ning v¡ith its

fißt.ministerial meeting in singapore. At the singapore Ministerial meeting, itr 1996,

participants decided to establish a working g¡oup to study issues ofinteraction between

trade and competition policies.2a2

However, the Singapore Ministerial Declaration made clear that future

negotiations in this area'1¡¡ill take place only after an explicit consensus decision is taken

among wro Members regarding such negotiations'to'. At this stagg competition laws

aad policies ofco'ntries are very divergent because they are based on different

approaches to competition policy. For example, E.c. laws are more oriented to opening

up markets, U.S. laws have as their objective efEciency and consumer protection;

fi'thermore, there are gaps in competition laws and in their enfo¡cement betweeri

developed and developing countries.

The issue of intemationar competition law has gained recopition in temrs of its

importance during the Doha Ministerial conference in 2001. particþants to the Doha

Minìsterial Meeting showed their rea,riness for commitments lçading to an intemational

agreement; its Declaration states:

Recognizing the case for a multirateral fiamework to enrance the contibution of
competition policy to intematioDal tade a¡d deveropment, and the need. fo¡ enha¡ced
technical assists¡ce and capacity-buil.Iing in this areJ as reie¡red to in paragraph 24, we
agreg that negotiations øf t*" phcã after tne f¡fth Sessioo of the Ministerial

::*r#ä:i:i:l:läil!a decision to be taken, by explicit consensus, at thât sessiotr on

]l] Llis worun. g crou¡ bad started ro report irs conducred resea¡ch each year beginniag rgg1 tD 2003 .
;;ygøp:ae Minßtertar t)ectaration,13 December 1996, WTÀ,fÌN(96)/DEÇ pam. 20.'" Dohø Minßterial Declaration, t4 Novernber2001, WI/Ì4IN(0IyDÉC/ \ para. 23.



Furthermore, in accord with para. 24 of the Declaration, member countries

recognize the needs ofdeveloping and least-developed countries for support for technical

assistance and capacity building in this area. They decided to cooperate with intemational

organizations and othe¡ regional organizations to address the problern.

An analysis ofapproaches ofthe Singapore a¡d Doha Declarations on

competition policies reveals an interest ofmember countries to regulate the issue at the

WTO level. As we saw above, participants at the Singapore Meeting only decided to

launch a wo¡king group to study the interaction between trade and competition policies

and conditioned further negotiations only after members of the wro reach an explicit

consensus regarding such negotiations. At the Doha meeting participants recognized that

a multilateral framework wiil enhance the cont¡ibution of competition policy to

intemational trade a¡d development. Recognizing the role of competition policy (in

htemational trade) ministers thus decided on further steps in this a¡ea.

Participants agreed for negotiation commibnents to take place afte¡ the Fifth

session ofthe Ministerial conference (2003), on the basis ofal explicit consensus on

modalities for negotiations at the session, according to the Doha Decla¡ation. However,

this Ministerial confe¡ence (2003 in cancun) dìd not ¡each consensus; aad a post cancun

meeting of the General council on 1 of August 2004 came to a decision that competition

policy issues will not form part of the work program of the Doha Round and no

negotiations will take place during this round.2a5

The Gene¡al council on 1 August 2004 decided on the status of the competition

issues, drawing the conclusion that it was too early to talk about the problem of exchange

of information in intemational antitrust cases within the framework of wro. This does

2as Ihe Genera! Council's Post Cancun Decision, T August 2004, WT/L/5?9.
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not mea¡ that the issue of excha¡ge of information between antitrust agencies has lost its

ìmportance for intemational trade, after so maûy years ofdiscussion and research.

Consensus of the sovereign members of the WTO is important to start any

negotiations, but without filling the gap in competition laws and structures in order to

enforce them in both developing and developed countries, it is hard to move along;

making competition policies ofdeveloped and developing countries closer to each other

is important to start negotiations on the modalities of any global competition policy.

Although consensus has not been reached, initia y according to para. 25 ofthe

Doha Declaration, clarification of the following issues were consigned for the working

Group: core principles, including transparency, non-discrimination and procedural

faimess, and provisions on hardcore cartels; modalities for voluntary cooperation; and

support for progressive reinforcement of competition institutions in developing countries

through capacity building. Including hard core cartels as one area for further clarífication

will more likely raise the issue of exchange of infomation in order to restrict

intemational cartels successfully in future negotiations.

The reason fo¡ failure of consensus was caused for many concems most of which

belong to the developing countries. These concerns should be paid relevant attention,

given the huge number of developing counkies among the members of the wro, if an

intemational agreement in this antitrust a¡ea will be binding on all members. Major

sources ofreluctance fo¡ launching negotiations on antitrust issues were that many

developing countries do not feel sufficiently prepared to enter into negotiations with

highly expert counterparts; additionally, developing countries wanted to mai¡tain

sufficient 'þolicy space" in order to exempt certain hdustries from powerful and large
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extemal competitors.2a6 Scarcity ofresources and insufficient personnel in the least

developed countries who understand competition policy issues are among the technìcal

sides of the issue being addressed in developing countries, letting alone the fact that

whether or not they have domestic competition laws and effective policies in this a¡ea.

5.6 obstacles to Exchange of Information and to an Internation¿l Agreement

Although this type of information is crucial fo¡ finalization of cases with

intemational dimensions, and to establish criminal or civil responsibility, there are

several obstacles hampering exchange of information between competition agencies of

different countries.

5.6.1 Defending the Interests of Smaller and Developing Countries

one concem in the communication of confidential information whether through

bilatera-l or multilateral agreement, is that the interests of smaller and developing

countries will be imbalanced in favor ofdeveloped countries.2aT These developed

cou¡rtries include the u.s., members of the European communities with a high level of

antitrust laws, experience ald sufficient fina¡cial and (expert) staffresources. These

developed countries are more likely to make more requests than smaller or developing

countries do. This paper suggests that the concem of smaller and developing countries

depends on the size ofthe economies ofeach country and whether it is an open or closed

economy. A country like the u.s., with one of the biggest economies and a great number

ofproduction enterprises, as well as large distribution and sales, natura]ly gives rise to

multiple numbers of incidents of anti-competitive practices among participants in the

world market. This js the outcome of the open and free market economy that the U.S. has.

246 UNCTAD, Intergovernmentar Group ofExperts on competition Law å¡d pol icy, preriminary
As,sessment of the Ser, 13 October 2004, LINCTAD TD/ts/COM.2/CLp/45,para.35.
"' Zaaetlin, supra note 69 at I .] L
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However, B. ZanettÍt, argues that the imbala¡ced advantage of the most

developed countries like the u.s. will disappear in the long term as co'ntries sign

international treaties on information exchange, as long as these agreements foste¡ the

intemationai enforcement of their signatories' antitrust laws.2a8 still, if smaller countries

do not have big economies and not many incidents of anti-competitive practices such as

cartelizaüon and fixing prices, monopolization and putting private barriers to enfy into

markets, allocation of customers, tying sales with limited number of distributors, then it is

clearly understandable that countries with big economies make more requests for

exchanges of information.

5,6.2 Adversarial and Litigious Nature of Antitrust Lâws

Alother objection in the formation of intemational agreernent for exchange of

information is the adversarial and litigious nature of a¡titrust laws in a number of

countries.2ae These countries have advanced antitrust laws, sufücient experience and

resources, especially in the u.s., where the prosecution of antitrust cases is characterized

by confrontation rathe¡ than cooperation between antitn¡st agencies and firms. For

example, section 1 ofthe sherman Act expresses the illegality of conspiracy in restraint

of commerce and, as a punishment, sets a fine and imprisonment.2so Furthermore, a

private suit can result in treble damages to be paid to the suing parry.251 Such penalties

2aE Ibid, at L32;IJrder intemational lreatìes the autlor basically supposes bilateral agreement on excha.nge
of information, ratler then multilateral.
2ae Ibid, at 134.
250 Shetmøn Act, 15 U.S.C. $ I (1994).
According to s. I ofthe Act: 'Every cotrtract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy,
iri ¡estraint of trade or coûìmerce among the seve¡al States, or with foreign nations, is declareA to Ue ittegai
Every person who shall make any contract or eûgage in any combiaation or conspiracy hereby cleclarecllo
be illegal shall be deemed guilty ofa felony, a.nd, on conviction thereof, shall b"looirn"d by l-" oot
exceeding $10,000,000 ifa corporation, or, if aoy otìer person, $350,000, or by imprisonmónt not
exceeding three years, or by both said puuisbments, i¡ the discretion ofthe court,',
'"' OECD Report on Impact ofCartels, supra note 20, ar 15.
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are not releva¡t in the case of European countries and other developing countrìes, where

antitrust laws have been adopted a¡d enforced. This paper suggests that such different

approaches of countries to punìshment of anti-competitive practices by firms also depend

on cultures ofinteraction between law enforcement agencies and private business

companies developed over time. Different political, cultural, and historical backgrounds

of countries result in divergent attitudes towards economic power, fìeedom of contract,

freedom oftrade, efficiency, faimess, equity and welfare. To be more specific, there are

common law system and abst¡act codifications in the west, U.S. extraterritorial

jurisdictional claims, Japanese extra-legal measures, Chinese ..ritus-prudence,' within a

"spiritual civilization", Islamic principles of social justice, equality ald modesty, and

poor social security in transition economies, all ofwhich wìll influence negotiations of

intemational agreements.2s2 For example, most westem European countries prosecute

anti-competitive practices ofbusinesses as civil and administrative liabilities, whereas the

U.S. and Canada have criminal sanctions.253

5.6.3 Use of the Communicated Information for Other purposes

Another concem is the use of communicated information for other purposes

too,25a meaning that it can get to ths hands ofother law enforcement agencies; or to othe¡

private, treble damage litigants or that it will somehow be leaked. In fact, t¡a¡sfened

information can be used in other cases or reveal new infüngements that result in criminal

2s2 weinrauch, supra note 1 , at 46 .
253 lbid., at 47 .
25a Minutes of the meeting of the lntemational competition po]ìcy Advisory cornmittee of l l september
1998, at 65, funpublished] online: u.s. Departmert of Justice <http//www-usdoj.gov/artlicpac/20ì6.htrn>
(date accessed: 17 March 2006), þereitrafter Mínutes ofICpAe
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indictrnents.2ss This has not produced a case in practice yet, according to the Antikust

Division of the U.S. Department of Justice.256

The fear that fânsferred confidential information containing trade secrets may

leak into the ha¡rds ofstate-owned companies also falls under the group concerns the

usage of information for other purposes.

5.7 Assessing options for communication of Information: one Internationar

Agreement vs. Multiple Bilateral and Regional Agreements

The cu..ent status of information exchange in antifust is generally limited to a

1ow priority. Although addressed at regional and bilateral levels, by means of cooperation

agreements in antitrust matters, an exchange of information clause in such agreements is

subject to national laws on confidentìality of information. This means that sharing

investigation documents, witness testimonies, and other kinds ofevidences between

antitrust agencies is not allowed because ofthe obligation ofprofessiona.l secrecy,

according to E.C. agreements and regulations and because ofprohibitions to

communicate information under the laws of the u.s. and canada, except their domestic

agencies.

This urges a quest for other options, for better ways to address the problem

effectively. we have three possible options: bilateral agreements, regional agreements,

and multilateral agreements.

Bilateral agreements have several limitations. First, bilateral agreements on

antitrust actions (see Subchapter Three) make exchange of information subject to national

laws on confidentiality. For example, the u.s.-E.c. antitrust cooperation agreement of

255 Zanefün, supra note 69 at I37 .
256 Minutes ofICPAC, supra note 254 at 65.
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1998 states, in Article 7, that nothing in the agreement shall be interpreted "as requiring

any change in the laws" ofboth parties.

Another example is Article 10 of the agreement between Canada and Mexico:

Notwiihstanding any oth provision of this Agreement, neither parry is required to
con]municate infomÌation to the othe¡ Party if such coqmuriÇation is prohibited by the
laws of the Party p-ossessing the inforrnation or would be incompatible wirh that party's
imporlant ntterests.257

The laws on confidentiality in different countries (see heading 5.2) indicate that

domestic laws prohibit disclosure of information by antitrust agencies to any other

foreign agencies.

Another limitation is that bilateral agl'eements are available only to the counrries

which have such agreements; therefore, in order to address the worldwide problern

sufficiently, all other countries must conclude such agreements with each other, which is

hard to expect. Till now, counfies with the most aclvanced antifust laws, practices, and

resources like the U.S. and Canada, have few bilateral agreements in antitrust; for

example, Canada has seven and the U.S. has eight.2s8

Consideing the fact that most developing countries do not have such bilateral

agreements, almost all prosecuted cases ofi¡ternational anticompetitive conduct belong

to developed countries, though exchange of i¡rformation is not allowed even among such

countries. In addition to sùch insufflicient tools, multinatìonal companjes with the goal of

profit maximization would tend to operate their businesses in corurtries where there are

257 Agreement between the Govemment of canadø and the Governmenr ofthe IJnited Mexican stqtes
Regarding the Application of the¡r compet¡tion Laws,2ool, funpublished], online: competition Bureau
<http://ìrww.competitionbureau-gc.cây'intemelindex.cfüi?itemlD:1594&lg:s - ¡> (datá accessed: 20
Ma¡ch 2006).
258 Ca¡ada's bilateral agreemenrs in antitrust a¡ea, online: Competition Bureau
<http://wìvw. competitionbureau.gc. cay'internet/index. cftÌr?itemlD: I 4 1 &lg:*;
US bilateral agreements in a¡titrust a¡ea, onli¡e: USDOJ
<http://www.usdoj. gov/atrlpublic/inten ationaVint_arran gements.hh>
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no antitrust laws or thefu enforcement is weak because of a lack oftrained personnel,

scarcity of financial resources, and lack ofexperience. often, conuption exists within the

govemmental structures. Furthermore. according to reports made in the OECD

conference in2004, the public and policymakers in some deveropi,g countries think, that

merger control may harm investment; however, in the long run, not preventing anti_

competitive rnergers is rnore likely to inhibit new investment.2se

Despite such limitations wìth bilateral agreements, (bilateral) cooperation is more

etïective, based on the confidence arnong the parties to each other. The more intense and

regular relations that countries have with each other in business, legal issues, social issues

and close political approaches to many issues makes both countries mo¡e reliable partners

(for exarnple, u.s.-canada relations). This ca¡ lead to lowering the obstacles usually

found in intemational ¡elatìons such as contradictio's in public policy, security and

national interests as obstacles to the exchange of information in antitrust matters. As a

result, countries can cooperate in prosecuting intemational anticompetitive activities

more willingly because it is in the mutual inte¡ests of both parties. Fr-om that point,

multilateral agreements with binding rules cannot be based on common confidence; and a

requested country may rely less on a requesting country to transrnit conficlential

information, by using excuse for not communicating that infonnation under the cover of

"inconsistency with its public o¡der,,. This is especially may be a case between, for

example, China and the U.S. or Russia and the U.S. antitrust agencies.

æ oECD Global Forum oûcompetitioû, preventing Market Abuses and promoring Economic Efr.ciency,
Growth and Opportariry, 4û meeting, February 12-13,2004, at 72, online: OECD
<http://www.oecd.org/dataoecdJ13/42127892500.pdÞ (date accessed: 27 March 2006), þerenafler )ECD
P reventing Market Abu sesl -
see also oECD, "Preventing Market Abuses a¡d promoting Economic Efficiency, Growth and opport'nity
- Executive Summary'' OECD Joumal of Competition Law and policy; 6, No.,s t AZ; ZOO+.
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Regionaì agreements are another option when add¡essing the problem of

exchange of information in antitrust cases. Initìally, we might think that intemational

cafelization and mergers that monopolize markets tend to occur mo¡e ofÌen within a

region, and that negotiation ofan agreement that allows exchange of information is easíer

than that of the multilateral level, for example within the framework of the wro.

Howeve¡ this is not always the case. For example, intemational cartelization

cases within the NAFTA, in research prepar erl for the world Bank, show that among

thìrty-nine intemational cartel cases prosecuted by the u.S., only seven involved

canadian and Mexican companies.tóo This undermines the assumption that intemational

cnfelization tends to occur more within a region than globally.

Pa¡a. 1, A¡ticle 150i of the NAFTA imposes an obligation on parties to adopt and

take appropriate action to fight against antlcompetítive business conduct within their

jurisdictions; and para. 2 ofthe same Article states that parties shall cooperate on issues

of competition law enforcer¡ent, ìncluding among others, exchange of infon¡ation.26l

However, this vague statement neither cla¡ifìes how to deal with domestic confidentiality

laws nor indicates the procedure for such exchange of information. As a result, no

intemational antitrust enforcement cases based on the rules of NAFTA have been

reported. All member countrìes are usìng their bilate¡a.l agreements in antitrust and in

criminal matters to the extent tilat is permitted for exchange of inf'ormation which mea¡s

exchange of non-confidential or publicly available information.

260 
Levenstaìn, suDrq rLote lg.

'i y-y11r*irà-, Free Trade Agreement Beheeen the Government of Canada, the Goternment ofthe
united Mex¡can sta¡es and the Goremment of the Llnited states of Americq,December 17, 1992,ôa¡.T.s.
1994 No. 2, 32 I-L.M. 289 (entered into force 1 Jaauary 1994) A¡ticle 1501.
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The on.ly regional agreement for exchalge of confidential informatìon in antit¡usl

matters is in the European Community.

As examined in the subchapter Two Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 (16 December

2002) was adopted on the implementation of rules on competition laid down in Articles

81 and 82 of the Treaty of Rome.262 According to Article 12 of that Regulation, the

commission ald competition authorities of member states have the power to provide one

another with confidential information. This is exceptional a¡rd based on their level of

integration.

Based on the limited a¡ea of coverage of this papel63, we are lìmited to trre

examination of US, Canada and EC competition policies.

This chapter is limited to assessing generally the advantages and disadvantages of

intemational agreements, in comparison to bilateral and regional agreements. Approaches

based on the modalities and nature of such agreements, for example, a minimum rules

option, the TRIPS approach option, and a prurilaterar agreement option wilr be out of the

scope of this chapter.

Negotiation of an intemational agreement on antitrust issues has a number of

advantages and solves many concems and obstacles that bilateral and regional

agreements are not able to address; most likely such negotìation will take place within the

WTO framework.

Advantages:

æ council Regulation @c) No l/2003 of 16 Decem ber 2002 on the Imprementarion of the Rures on
çgmpetition Laid down in Articles BI and 82 of the Treaty ofRome, t/i003 O¡ ZOO: i t.263 In the int¡oduction, we limited the area of 

"ãrre.ug" 
by thí. pa", a ïs, c-uda a¡d EC laws on

exchange of information iD attitrust a¡ea.
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a) WTO provides a well-established institutional framework, with almost

universal membership. The problem for most developing counties is that they do not have

bilateral agreements in antitr:ìlst matters. This can be resolved by the wro agreement.

Many developing countries are member of the wro and, thus familiar with the wro
and have permanent delegations in Geneva, which may contribute to making the wro
option more acceptable and less costly for them.26a

b) Existence ofdispute settlement mechanism and related experience. Many

concems related to the confidentiality of information find thei¡ best solution within the

intemational agreement option. The wro antitrust agreement with its dispute settlemont

body can provide, first, neutrality ofthe investìgation body and its investigation

procedure, and secondly, confidential information will be k€.pt in the hands ofa¡

independent body.

c) Ar intemational agreement is binding, unlike existing "soft" cooperation. It can

be argued that, in the current situation where many developing and least developed

countries do not have antitrust laws, adoption ofan agreement can cause frictions ¡elated

to fulfillment of obligations under the new agreement. Furthermore, it seems logical to

proceed first with national legislation, then regional a¡rangements, and finally with a

multilate¡al agreement. However, law enachnent and effective enforcement are slow

processes; and some experts have suggested that adopting a muitilateral competition

framework can induce many countries to gìve the competition issue higher priority,

which might accelerate the adoption of domestic legislation and effective conhol anti-

26n Zalettin, supra nole 69 at240.
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competitive practices.26s Fu¡thermore, how urgent the matter is can be evaJuated by the

following fact: the a¡nual loss for developing countries fiom a few known intemational

ca¡tels has been about 1.7 per cent ofthese countries' GDp; and, as the study stresses,

this estirnate is probably conservative, given that it covers data from only fourteen of

thirty-nìne known intemational cartels.266 Furthermore, according ro para. 24 of the Doha

Declaration, mìnisters recognized the needs ofdeveloping and least-developed countries

for enhanced support for technical assistance; and they decided to address the problem

with intergovemmental organizations, including LTNCTAD (¿.a., one of its activities is to

help draft competition laws), and through regional and bilateral channels. Therefore,

binding intemational agreement ca¡ conhibute to enactment and maintenance of sound

competition policy for developing countries.

However, there are difficulties and disadvaltages for adoption ofinternational

agreement in this a¡titrust area.

Existing substa¡rtive differences in competition laws make it difficult to negotiate

an intemational agreement. For example, u.s. and canadian antitrust laws even impose

imprisonment as a punishment for cartel activity of businesses, whereas almost all

European countries' a¡titrust laws are limited to imposition civil a¡d administrative

liabilities; u.s. antitrust laws are mo¡e "efficiency" oriented, while E.c. laws a¡e more

concemed with market integration, for example, in the General Electrìc/Honeryell

meiger case, the U.S. had cleared the merger but the E.C. blocked it.267 The U.S.,s

tó5 UNCTAD, closer Multilateral coopeftit¡on on competition poliry: Ihe Development Dimension.
consolídated Report oflssues Discussed during the Pqnama, Tunis, Hong Kong anà odessa Regional
Post-Doha Seminars on Competit¡on Policy hetd between 21 Ma¡ch and 26 Ap;l2002, aÍ 17,
onli¡e: UNCTAD <httpJ/ro.tncød.org erlsubsites/cpolicy/gva-Iuly/crocs/DohaFinal-en.pdÞ idate
accessed: 3 April 2006), þerciu,aftet WCTAD Consolidated Reportl.
¿ö6 lbid, at 16.
267 Weírr:atch, supra note I at 150.
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approach is that they prefer case-by-case analysis and bilateral co-operation in antifust

1aw.268 Furthermore they do not want to transfer dispute settlement po\¡iff to any other

organization or third party. It is true that there exist many differences in antitrust laws

based on the political, economic, social and cultLral policies of countries; however, most

count¡ies' antitrust laws generally prohibit anti-competitive horizontal a¡d vertical

agreements and abuses ofa dominant position. Furthermore, this paper suggests that

enforcement ofthese laws is an issue which makes us think that countries have totally

divergent laws, although prohibiting the same kinds of anti-competitive activities of

businesses. For example, the u.S. enforces their antitrust laws vigorously and in order to

do so they adopt many guidelines to investigate successfully anti-competitive activities

including intemational anti-competitive practices, merger reviews, and price

discrimination. Therefore, high and low levels of enforcement of competition laws give

the impression that national laws are divergent. As a matter of fact, it might be a wrong

assumption, because antitrust laws of many countries contain the same rules against

certain alticompetitive acts. Thus, national antitrust laws are not totally different from

each othe¡.

For some developing countries' adoption of an intemational agreement may put

them at a disadvantage, because they are concemed to keep their .þolicy space,' in

antitrust area, for example, to exclude national export cartels fiom competition laws in

order to develop their own export potential and protect themselves from foreign

multinationals. By giving exclusive rights to some domestic monopolies, and closing

ma¡kets in order to protect their own economy from foreign competition, these countries

may suffer both in the long and short terms. In the long term, for example, not preventing

'6t Ibid, at 1s2.
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anti-competìtive mergers will inhìbit new investrnents by these monopolies. In the short

term, population or busiress members of countries in transition and developing countrìes:

first, do not have access to fina¡ce for investrnent, and fi¡ancial institutions in these

countrìes have limited resources to finance businesses; secondly, they do not have

relevant skills for a market economy and they need new technology, skills and practice in

order to allocate resources properly and work efficiently. This is what is happening, for

example, in uzbekistan. It is a former soviet union country and now, aÍÌer independence,

ít is in tra¡sition fiom a govemment planned economy into a free ma¡ket economy- It is

charactenzed as a closed economy with an average 70yo ratlff on trnporls comìng into the

country; which means that there is limited foreign trade. At the same time, its financial

ínstitutions are limited and its business members do not have releva¡t skills or experience

for implementing new free market principles.

Although it is difficult to predict the effects of any intemational agreement, what

ís obvious is that its advantages can outweigh its disadvantages; and it ìs more beneficial

tha¡ current bilateral and regional agreements, in terms of the number ofparticipants and

addressing the issue ofi¡temational anti-competìtive activities, both in developing and

developed countries.

5.8 Conclusion

Evidence for this topic is limited, both for primary and secondary sources. The

issue of exchange of infomration for the prosecution of intemational anti-competitive

activities is one that is gaìnìng more importance as intemational cartelization,

monopolization, merger, exclusive dealing anangements and other intemational anti-
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competitive practices are increasing in number in the current process ofeconomical

globalization.

The need for evidence a¡d other kinds of information in order to prosecute

intemational cartels, intemational mergers, monopolizing markets, domestic export

cartels, exclusive distribution agreements (called vertical matket restraints) is essential to

put an end to anti-competitive activities; and putting an end to them will result i¡ several

benefits: opening up markets to intemational trade which were blocked by private

barriers of enterprises; proper allocation ofresources for production; cheaper prices and

more choices for consumers; more opportunities for medium and small size businesses to

compete and develop; and overall development ofthe economy ofa gìven country.

The problem ofexchange of ínformation has been successfully overcome in other

areas such as securities and tax control, for example, ín the U.S., after ¡eform ofthe

securities Exchange Act in 1995, under which seventeen bilateral agreements have been

concluded, allowing exchange of information.26e Exchange of information in antitrust

area is also approaching that stage ofdevelopment as in securities and tax control, i¡ the

U.S., based on its International Antitrust Enforcement Act,which allows exchange of

information with foreign authorities. However, it is too early, to assess its results because

the U.S. has concluded only one bilateral agreement, with Australia, according to this

Act.

Both bilateral and regional agreements are hampered by domestic confidentiality

of information laws.

International cartels, i.e., several producers combining large ma¡ket sha¡es

globally in conspiring to raìse prices and limit ouþut, a¡e one of the most harmful and

26e ZanelTin, supra note 69 at 130.
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dangerous a¡ti-competitive practices. According to the OECD shrdy, much of the

evidence needed to prove conspiracy (e.g., travel and telephone records) is not

commercially sensitive in the way that trade secrets, business plans, and other documents

are often reviewed in merger cases.t7o The fact that intemational antitrust activities of

businesses is a new dimensìon and it has nor become one ofthe important policy issue for

many countries, makes the issue offighting against it neglected, except when those

countries such as in the E.c., the u.S., and Aust¡alia. These countries having understood

the importance of the issue are raishg it to the agenda of intemational organizations, in

orde¡ to address this problem globally.

Most concems in negotiating a multilateral agreement are not based on any

thorough study of the issue. A concem in smaller and developing countries, that

developed countries can make more requests for information than they do, causing

imbala¡ce of the advantage fiom the intemational agreement; as a matter of fact,

intemational anti-competitive conduct affects developing countries in significant

amounts. The annual loss for developing countries fiom a few known intemational cartels

is about 1.7 per cent ofthese countries' GDP; and, as the study stresses, this estimate is

probably conservative, given that it covers data from only fourteen of thirty-nine known

intemational ca¡tels.27l Therefore, it would be in the interests ofthose developing

countrìes to address the problem by means ofintemational agreements in antitrust area.

If a dìspute settlement body (DSB) is índependent from the parties, for example,

DSB within some intemational organizations, this would offer a better solution among

existing ones. without independent DSB many concems (including using transfer¡ed

27_0 OECD Preventing Market Abuses, supra rrote 259 at 68
T1 UNCTAD Consolidared Report, supra note 265 ø116.
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information for other cases, or to transfer to another agency, or to make available to

private civil litigants) are likely to be obstacle joint investigations.

The issue of addressing intemational anti-competitive activities was raised i¡
1949, by Clair Wilcox, one drafter of the Havana Charter (Intemational T¡ade

organization): "the efforts to expand trade by reducing tariffs and eliminating quotas

might well be defeated if no actions were taken to prevent the erection ofprivate tariffs

arid quotâ systems by intemational cartels."21z It has been recognized by best practices

and recommendations of the OECD, UNCTAD and other organizations that ,,effective

application of competition policy plays a vital role in promoting world trade by ensuring

dynamic national markets and encouraging the lowering or reducing of entry barriers to

imports".273 They also recognize that continued growth in intemationalization ofbusiness

activities correspondingly increases the anti-competitive practices in one counhy or in

more than one country, which may adversely affect the markets and customers in other

countries. Therefore, more active cooperation in antitrust area, especially multilateral

cooperation, is needed in order to address the problem ofexcharige ofinformation

effectively.

Our earlier chapters and the examination ofthe issue of the exchalge of

information revealed that the existing tools a¡d forms ofcooperation in the investigation

against cross-bo¡der ca¡tels are limited. Thus, our next chapter will analyze the proposed

solutions.

i7,lø11y3tyn, *era note t ar 15, citing ClaA Wilcox, A Cha¡ter fo¡.Wo¡ld Trade 105 (1949).'" OECD Recomnendations against Cartels lggt, supra ûote 6.
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CHAPTER SIX

ASSESSING THE OPTIONS F'OR COOPERATION

6.1 Bilateral Arrangements vs, Regional Arrangements ys. Multilateral

Agreement

6.1.1 Introduction

We have th¡ee forms of cooperation: bilateral, regional a¡d multilaterai.

Assessing tlese options and making a decision to proceed with is important. This is

because no member of the world community wants private barriers that are

anticompetitive activities to undermine the fruits oftrade liberalization which began in

fhe 1947 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Based on an examination of

the advantages and disadvantages of these three options for antitrust cooperation,

intemational antitrust and trade comrnunity need to focus on one ofthem to pursue in the

future. One might argue that members of the wo¡ld community have already decided that

they need an intemational agreement to address the increasing number of international

antitrust issues because they are affecting intemational trade and causing û:ictions

between trading parties. However, due regard needs to be given to bilate¡al and regional

arralgements, because in some cases they might address the issue better than multilateral

agreement. Furthermore, countries have experience in addressing antitrust issues at the

bilateral and regional levels, but the multilateral level for antitmst cooperation has not

been tested yet, the¡efo¡e it is difficult to predict its outcome. Additionally, it might be
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better to continue with the current options, including bilateral and regional, since WTO

members could not reach a consensus over the multilateral cooperation agreement.

All of these questions will be easier to address and compare when we examine

their advantages and disadvantages.

6,1.2 BilateralCooperation

Bilateral cooperation agreements in antitrust have become one of the tools to

address antitrust cases. As we examined the existing bilateral agreements and their

hìstory in heading 5.4, we leamed that there are two (or three according to some authors)

generations of agreements. The first generation agreements are characterized with

kaditional comity, insufficient cooperation, whereas second generation with positive

comity and active cooperation.

There are several limitations of these bilateral agreements in addressing

intemational antitrust issues. The clearest limitation is that its benefits are limited only to

those countries which have concluded the agreement. In order to address intemational

anticompetitive practices in full countries ofthe world need to conclude bilateral

agreements with each other, which are unlikely to occur. For example, in Såþplng (North

Atlanlic), Lysine cases, involved cartel msmbeß resided in 29 different counkies in the

former and 5 ìn the latter. In such cases it is unlikely that all ofthese countries have

antitrust bilateral agreements with each other in order to investigate cartel successfully.

The evidence and other information needed for the investigation is located in so ma¡y

countries. To illustrate this i¡ ar example, only 29 members of the OECD would have to
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negotiate 406 agreements in order for them to have bilateral agreements with each

other.z1a Such complicated efforts would not be required for a multilateral agreement.

The second limitation of bilateral agreements is that they do not permit the

exchange of information fo¡ the investigation of anticompetitive acts. As intemational

trade is growing as a result of lowered barriers to trade, anticompetitive activities are also

occurring outside the natìonal bounda¡ies mostly in two cases: a) lowered barriers to

trade make possible the expansion ofenterprises intemationally; b) an anticompetitive act

in one country is affecting the interests/ma¡kets of other counties. In all ofthese cases,

when anticompetitive conduct is intemational in scope, the competition agencies of

affected countries need evidence, witness testimonies, and other investigation

information. ln such cases, even though countries have bilateral agreements, they are of

no use when it comes to the exchange of information. However, there a¡e exceptional

examples, such as Ausfralìa-New Zealand, US-Australi4 and EU agreements, where the

exchange of information in a¡titrust cases is allowed according to their bilateral and fiee

lrade a¡ea agreements, which are the stongest forms ofbilateral agreements of

nowadays.275 Nevertheless, today, all other antitrust bilateral agreements that exist today

among trade partners subject the application of their agreement to national laws. To give

an example, a¡t. 7 of the bilateral agreement between the U.S. and the EC of 1991 on

cooperation in antitrust areas provides:

The competition authorities of each Party will render assista¡ce to the competition
authorities ofthe other Party in their enforcement activities, to the exteqt compatible with
tbe assisting Pany's laws and importânt interests, and within its reasonably available
¡esourc"a.276

210 Wetwaucl', srpro note 1 at 100.

"t OECD, Competition Policy: Wat Chøncefor Intemøtional Rules by J. R. Shelton, OECD (2006) at g-9,
odine: OECD <hnp://www.oecd.org/datao ecdl34/39/1919969pdÞ (dare accessed 5 Aprü 2006).
''' U.S.-EC antittus! agreement 1991, supra note 160.
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As we know exchange of information is essential for the prosecution of

international cartels, mergers, abuse of dominance, exclusive dealing agreements, and

other types of anticompetitive agreements.

A lack ofconfidence between antitrust agencies might cause a less cooperative

attitude and undermine bilateral cooperation, especially in positive comity cases. This

might be another limitation ofbilateral cooperation based on agreement. one of the

reasons for a lack ofconfidence might be the fear ofdisclosure of communicated

information. Another reason may be the fear of the use of communicated information for

purposes other than it was originalÌy obtained. Experience shows that confidence between

antitrust agencies exchanging information is an import ant factot.21l close economic

partners like the u.s. a¡d E.u., Australia a¡rd the u.s. or the u.s. and canada have more

confidence in each other because oftheir shared economic interests and the regular

interaction between antitrust agencies; whereas, for example, the us-Russia, or ca¡ada-

India relationships might be less active due to various reasons, including economic

development, insufficient enforcement of competition laws, and others.

A¡other shortcoming ofbilateral agreements is related to developing countries. ln

orde¡ fo¡ a bilateral agreement to be concluded, both countries should already have

competition laws."8 Fu.thermore, each of these countries needs to have a well-organized

competition agency which will cooperate when a request from arother partner comes

from their antitrust bilateral agreement. Therefore, so far, antitrust bilateral cooperation

271 
ZanetTin, srora note 69 at 230.

278 We'utalch,- suprotrote I at 100.
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has taken place among developed countries, and among few developing countries, like

Mexico and B¡azil, which have bilateral agreements with the U.S.27e

Not providing a mechanism for resolving disputes is considered one ofthe

limitations of antitrust bilateral agreements.2so How"rrer, several bilateral agreements

contain provisions on consultations for cases ofconflicts of interests or other problems

arising from the application ofthe provisions of the agreement. For example, art.7 or the

U.S.-E.C. cooperation agreement contains consultation provisions.2sl

There are several advantages to antitrust bilateral agreements as a bilateral form

of cooperation in comparison to regional and multilateral agreements.

Firstly, it is a more confìdence-based fiamework than the regional and multilateral

framework. The commitment of countries to conclude a bilateral agreement is usually the

result ofclose, intensive economic relations; therefore, countries have more confidence.

confidence is crucial, especially, for the exchange ofinformation in antifust. when there

is confidence, a competition agency is more likely to provide case file information rather

than rejecting the request based on the pretext ofcontradiction to public order or

ìmportant iaterests.

Secondly, bilateral antitr-ust cooperation is less complicated in comparison to

regional o¡ multilateral ag'eements. one reason for the complication is that usually in

regional and multilateral agreements, several supranational orgals will be formed to

successfully manage tasks and address problems arising from all of its members. This is a

21e Suora no1e 69 at23l.
xo Supra nole I at 1 0 1 citing Merit E Jalow "Tra¡satlantic Regulatory Cooperation ir Competition policy:
the case for 'Soft Ha¡mouization' and Multilate¡alism over New Bilateral us-EU Institutions, i¡
Transatlantic Regulatory Cooperation, Legal Problems and political prospects,, 254_255 (Georg€ A.
Bermann et al., 2000)
¿E) IJ.S.-EC qntittltst agreement lgql,suprarrole ló0, an. 5,
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two-tiered system, as addressing many issues comes to the supranational body through

national bodies. However, bilateral antitrust agreements usually do not have any

supranational bodies; instead, the competition agencies ofboth countries cooperate and

coordinate directly.

6.1.3 Regional Cooperation

Advantages ofthe regional form of cooperation in the area of antitrust include:

a) The number ofbenefiting countries in regional cooperation is greater than

bilateral cooperation. For example, EU, NAI'TA, MERCOSTIR, FTAA, CARICOM, ancl

other regional arrangements that address the issue of competition.

b) Similar competition laws and culture make it easier to cooperate in addressing

anticompetitive acts. For example, the level of economic development is similar among

the members of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM). Futhermore, countries in a

close geographical a¡ea will develop similar ideas, principles, and rules of conduct from

tÍe perspective ofhistorical, cultural, political, economical social perspectives and their

culture of competition issues is no exception. This will lead to cooperation with fewer

barriers. on the other hand, there have been many cases where the competition policies of

two geographically distant countries conflicted with each othe¡. For example, in the

Boeing/McDonnell Douglas2s2 merger case, two competition agencies reached two

different decisions on the same issue.

c) One of the important competition policies of the regional organization is that

they require harmonization of the competition laws of member countries. Harmonization

is important to the goals of free trade within the region. one example of policies and laws

2E2 U.S. Fede¡al T¡ade Commission, ,S¿a tement in the Mqtters of the Boeing/McDonnell Douglas
corporati.onby R. Pitovsþ et al., File No.97l -005, (Washirgton D.C.: 1997).
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that are not harmonized is when an export cartel is exempted by Member country A, this

country will not take action against it, even though ìt will restrict competition or practice

anticompetitive acts that affect foreign jurisdictions, because according to the

competition laws ofthe country of origin, such activity is legal. As a result ofsuch

û:iction between t'¡¡o members of a regional organization anticompetitive conduct will

continue to raise private barriers to trade, even though public barriers were set at the

lowest point for the purpose of a fiee trade area. Therefore, maintaining sound

competition enforcement is a complementary and necessary factor for the removal of any

barriers to fiee trade.

Harmonization within a regional fiee trade area is difficult to accomplish on a

global scale for a multilateral ag'eement. Therefore, it is one of the best advantages of a

regìonal anangement.

d) Almost all of the regional organizations establish a supranational body for the

enforcement of competition laws. within the European union, the European council is

responsible for the enforcement of Arts. 85 and 86 of the Treaty of Rome and other

regulations which deal with competition issues. In the MERCOSUR area, two

supranational bodies, the Trade Commission and the Committee for the Defense of

competition, are charged with the enforcement of competition rules according to a¡t. g of

the Protocol.283 However, thers are few regional organizations that do not establish

supranational bodies. One of them is NAFTA; when the member countries formed

NAFTA they decided to establish a working group for the study of competition-related

issues and to make recommendations on the future steps of the NAFTA. Thus, we can

283 '?rotocol of tle Defense of Competition in MERCOSUR-, MERCOSLIR/CMC/DEC No. 2/97, the
Decision l7196 (17 Dec 1997), Anicles 10-21, [hereinafter MERCOSUR protocol 2/97].
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understand that the NAFTA policy towards competìtion issues is not settled yet, a¡d there

is a possibility for further steps ard even the establishment of a supranational body in

antitrust. Auskalia-New Zealand Closer Economic Relations Trade Agreement

(ANZCERTA) is another regional organization without a supranational body of antitrust.

However, member countries are actively addressing the issue, because they harmonized

their laws to the extent that they would be able to avoid conflicts and, they granted broad

powers to their competition agencies, including: complaints against abuse ofdominance

acts can be brought in either country's teritory; the competition offices of member

countries are allowed to hold hearings in either country and to issue subpoenas and

remedial orders enforceable in the other country; fuilhermore, they replaced antidumping

laws with competition law provisions.28a This is one ofthe strongest forms of cooperation

in antitrust within the current free trade agreement. Many other regional organizations are

in the process ofdeveloping their competition policies and institutions. This is peculiar to

the free trade areas ofmany developing countries, because this is the fust stage before

they proceed on active cooperation for the enforcement of competition laws within the

ûamework of their regional organization. In this first stage, cartain developing countries

a¡e in need oftechnical assistance in the form oftraining its competition officials,

establishing national competitìon institutions. Also, a certain number of the least-

developed countries and developing countries need to adopt competition laws.

The following are some of the disadvantages ofregional arrangements that regulate

competition issues:

e) With the exception of a few regional arrangements, most of them do not involve

intensive cooperation to allow the exchange of information in a¡tifust cases_ The

284 Shelton, szpra n ote 275 at 8
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exceptions are the EU and ANZCERTA. Although several regional anangements have

documented their commitment to active cooperation through their regional agreements,

these provisions are enfo¡ced to the extent permitted by national laws, including the

exchange of information. Members of several other regional organizations like

MERCOSUR even committed to the exchange of i¡formation, but these provisions need

to be enforced in practice, which has yet to occur.285

f) The benefits of antitrust cooperation are lìmited to the number of countries which

are the members of that regionai arrangement. For example, ifthe cartel case countries

that a¡e not also other than members of the regional a¡rangement, then the competition

mechanisms of the regional organization will not be able to continue its investigations

unless that regional entity has a cooperation agreements with those countries. For

example, the European Commission has concluded several bilate¡al coope¡ation

agreements in a¡titrust on behalfofthe European Comrnunities.2s6 Apart from this option

of agreement between the regional entity and other countries, members of the regional

a¡rangement may have bilateral agreements with other countries which are not members;

thus, they may be able to successfully prosecute cartels, both outside and inside the

jurisdiction of the regional arrangement, which was not possible for regional

anangement- For example, in the far easterll Shirying case cartel members involved were

from Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland, a¡ld the U.K. from the E.U. and other countries

like Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, a¡d Taiwan.287

28' N,ERCOSt R P¡ olocol 2/97, supra aote 284, arr.l6.
¿86 Canada-EC antittst agreemen! 2003, supra note 132,
S-ee also US.-EC a¿ tittast agreement 1991, supranote 160.
281 Levenstain, suprø note 79 at65.
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6.1.4 Multiìateral AgreemenlArrångement

There are many advantages ofa multiiateral form of agreement for in a¡titrust

cooperation. one ofthe foremost advantages is the binding nature of agreement which

replaces the existing non-binding soft cooperation within the fiamewo¡k of different

intemational organizations and forums, such as the OECD, TINCTAÐ, ICN, WTO, etc.

Another important advantage is the existence of a supranational enforcement body

if it is signed within the framework of the WTO, OECD, or LTNCTAD, which are the

most probable venues for intemational agreements in antitrust. Unlike bilateral and

regional agreement, number of participants in the multilateral agreement is not limited.

This gives an opportunity to prosecute intemational cartels without limitation to two or

several member countries as in bilateral and regional agreements.

Another advantage of intemational agreement is that it is a¡ appropriate tool for

harmonization of national competition laws. An ìntemational agreernent would serve as a

tool that quickens the process of adoption of competition laws in countries that do not

have competition laws. This thesis suggests that antitrust agreement is a tool that

quickens innoduction of competition control rules and mechanisms in developing

countries in the same way as intellectual property regime under the WTO.

Furthermore, intemational agreement deøeases the level of conflicts a¡d füctions

in competition law enforcement among national agencies. The reason fo¡ this is that

whenever any kind of anticompetitive act originating abroad but affecting the domestìc

market occurs, the affected countries may resolve it without causing friction by referring

it to the supranational body. Friction is usually caused by the unilateral extension of the
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reach of their competition laws extraterritorially, which was the case during the many

investigations of anticompetitive acts having an intemational dimension.

However, along with advantages there a¡e several disadvantages as well. At the

current stage, it is ha¡d to predict what the exact disadva¡tages are, because there is no

international agreement; thus, countries ca¡not d¡aw conclusions from an intemational

competition agreement. However, we will try to illustrate some of the drawbacks, based

on our knowledge.

One of the disadvantages is that there is less confidence within the multilateral

framework in comparison to a bilateral or regional agreement parties because members of

the latter two agreements are a few close economic partners. What is the effect of

confidence on htemational competition issues? Cooperation is smoother and there are

fewer conflicts when the agreement is based on confidence. Cooperation within the

framework of a future intemational agreement could be less efficìent, unless backed up

with strong enforcement policies a¡d severe punishments in comparison with bilateral or

regional arrangements. The reason for this is when so many countries with different

competition policies a¡rd laws affected by their political, economic, cultural, and social

backgrounds are members of the intemational agreement, its enforcement will be

difficult, even though a supranational body will be concemed only with the provisions of

this agreement.

Even though it is difficult to conternplate the disadvantages of the agreement

before its conclusion, there are many difficulties or barriers to the conclusion ofa¡

intemational agreement. We will highlight them as much as possible in the following

sub-chapter.
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6.2 Conflict of Interests towards Multiìateral Agreerrent

6.2.1 The U.S.

The U.S. plays an important role in intemational antitrust policy due to several

factors: its powerful economy with its significant role in the export and import of goods

and services, with multinational enterprises, sound competition enforcement policy, etc.

Its attitude towards an international antitrust agreement reflects its own national interests.

In most of the policy statements and steps, the U.S. opposed the launch ofnegotiations

leading to the conclusion ofa binding intematìonal agreement; however, there are few

cases where its steps indicate a positive attitude towards the formation ofan international

agreement on artitrust.

In 1998, Douglas Melamed, the Principal Assistant Attomey General for the

A¡titrust Division of the us Department of Justice, resisted the formation of intemational

ag¡eement:

... our view is that there a¡e .eal, substantive differences among nations; that maay of the
ùeo¡etical and practical issues involved in intemational antitrust enforcemeût are new arìd
unformed; that agreemert on ¡ules or principles, beyond the most general and imprecise --
ald certai¡ly agreement on sound substantive principles -- is very unlikely in the near
tutule;-'"

There are several factors that shape the U.S.'s opposition, the first one being

related to sovereignty issues. If there was an intemational agreement backed with an

enforcement organ, then members of the agreement would sha¡e certain powers in the

enforcement of antitrust rules, which the U.S. does not \l/ant. Second, the U.S. legal

history is based on judge-driven development, including arititrust law, where a case-by-

case model is employed. From this perspective, the U.S. wants to enforce its competition

?88 A.D. Melamed, "A¡tit¡ust Enfo¡cement in a Global Ecouomy,' (Amual Coolèrence of the Fo¡dham
corporate Law lnstitute, New York, October 22, 1998), online: U.S. Departrnent of Justice
<http://www.usdoj.govlatr/public/speeches/2043.hhr> (date accessed 10 June 2006).
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policy according to its own approach. Eleano¡ M. Fox argues that the U.S. prefers

unilateralism in intemational antitrust cases, unlike the western European tradition of

community building.28e Proof for such a conclusion is the statement ofan official from

the U.S. antitrust agency: ".. . nations are likely to have more success by exchanging

views and working together in a common law type of case-by-case process, than by

seeking to negotiate multinational rules."2e0

The U.S. argues that antitrust laws dìffer in important respects from country to

country ald it is not clear whether countries that have competition laws have resources

and experience to administer their antitrust laws effectively.2el At first, this argument

seems sound, but there are many counter arguments as well. One ofthe counte¡

arguments belongs to the E.U., which will be discussed in the examination of the E.U.

approach.

In 2001, when tïe Intemational Competition Network (ICN) was launched with the

initiative of the U.S., to some extent it indicated that the U.S. was starting to support the

formation of a¡ intemational agreement. The lcN is a forum fo¡ natìonal competition

agencies for the exchange ofideas, international cooperation, and the development of

guiding prhciples and best practices which will serve for the convergence ofdivergent

rules in the national competition laws. This is an important step towards an intemational

agreement; however, it is not a guarantee because the final decision is the consensus of

the natìons. Unforhrnately, there is no consensus, at this moment.

289 wet¡!.auc]n, supra note I at 152 cithg Eleanor M- Fox, "Toìvards world A¡titrust a¡d Market Access",
91 Am. i. lDt'l L. 1, (1997) at 15-t6.
2eo Supra r'ote 289.
2e1 Supra nole 289.
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6.2.2 TheEC

The EC is primary supporter of an intemational competition agreement, and if we

say that they are the initiators, we will not be mistaken. However, Commissioner Ka¡el

Van Miert made it clear that an extension ofthe European experience of the system of

coÍìmon competition rules would not be realistic to international agreement due to many

reasons, including problems ofnational sovereìgrty, different economic and legal

traditions, etc.; however, the EC's approach towards global competition rules are

'þrudent, pragmatic and progressive."2e2 At the same time the EC's approach does not

require uniformity in national competition laws; in fact, it is rejecting uniformìty as an

objective, because the EC recognizes that such an objective would not be realistic.2e3

The prudent, pragmatic, and progressive approach ofthe EC towards global

competition rules requires several steps:

First, a working group needs to be established to study certain a¡eas. The EC,s

program for the working group shows its future plans in global antitrust rules and the

ways of achieving them. According to the EC program, the foremost step is that

competition law should be applied in all countries, ald especially among the WTO

members, which is the supposed institution for global cornpetition rules, from the EC's

perspective.

The second step is the identification of some common principles on the substance

of competition law.

2e? K.V. Mie¡t, *What Does a Level Playing Field Mean in the Global Economy?,, (World. Economic
Forum , Davos, 30 January 1998), online: Ewopeaa Commission
<http://ec.europa.eúcomm-/competition/speeches/tex/sp1998_03I_en.hhl> (date accessed 1 I June 2006).
¿'J thilt
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The third step is the formation of an instrument of cooperation between

competition authorities.

The rext step is finding the ways of adapting the present dispute settlement

mechanism of the WTO to the area of competition law and policy.2ea

As discussed, the EC is proposing a step-by-step process involving the

cooperation of antitmst agencies, the adoption of competition laws by countries which do

not have them, and a dispute settlement body; all leading to the formation of an

intemational agreement on the common principles of the competition laws of countries.

This approach's is not pursuing the unification of competìtion laws fi¡st, unlike the U.S.

approach. The EC understands that it would be unrealistic because of the different

economic and legal traditions and divergent competition policies. Furthermore, such an

approach might also be taken because it would require a very long time to reach

convergence or it may not even be ¡eached. For more than 50 years, different calls and

proposals have been initiated for the formation ofa¡ intemational agreement, for

example, the Havana Chafer. However, consensus has not been reached due to divergent

laws, policies, etc. Therefore, the EC is not putting uniformity of laws as the main

objective of their proposal.

6.2.3 Developingcountries

According to the TINCTAD report for 1997, at the tine, 70 countries of the world

had competition laws, and halfofthem were developing countries.2es This halfcomprised

35 ofthe developing countries. They did not even represent halfofall the developing

countries. The multitude ofdeveloping countries which do not have competition iaws is a

lDIA.
2e5 C.M. Correa, "Competition Law and Development Policies" in Roger Zacb "Towa¡ds WTO
Competition Rules" (Berne: Sømpfli Publishers Ltd. (Kluwer Lar¡/ IntematioÐal), 1999) 361 at 366.
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big obstacle for the formation ofan international agreement in antitrust. The attitude of

developing countries towards the formation of such an agreement is not complicated to

understand: most ofthe developing countries do not have competition laws, and even

those with such laws lack an active enforcement policy. Thus, they are not ready for a

binding intemational agreement, which would be extra burden.

Seve¡al concems of developing countries were expressed during the IJNCTAD

regional capacity-building meetings on competition issues in 2002 and 2003. One ofthe

most common concerns is that many issues, including competition policy, its adoption,

existing recommendations and best practices, current development of competition issues

on the agenda of many intemational organizations, a¡ld efforts fo¡ a multilateral

arrangement in this area, are new complicated issues for developing and least developed

countri es .2 
96

Another concem of developing countries related to the adoption of an intemational

agreement is that they are not ready for negotiations because they are unaware ofwhat

issues should be made prioritìes lÌom their perspective and they a¡e not clear about the

modalities of future agreements/negotiations.2eT

Several developing countrìes want to keep their policy space for their industrial

policy and to craft their competition laws accordingly. For example, in April 1996, the

ASEAN Chamber of Commerce and Industry Council representing the national chambers

ofASEAN countries issued ajoint communiqué where it is expressed that "[t]he

formulation of competition laws should be a domestic matter that is best left to each

'eu UNCTAD lot"tgovemmental Group of Experts on Competition Law and Policy , Prelíminary
Assessment of the Set, 2004,TDIF./COM.z/CLPl4 (2004), at 5-
2e' Ibid. at s-
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nation to decide afte¡ taking into account its own industrial structure, the degree of

protection for consume¡s and the costs,6enefits of the type ofbusiness practices.',2e8

The concerns and difficulties ofdeveloping countries are twìce as many as those

ofdeveloped nations; or, even more than that regarding the preconditions of i¡temational

negotiatìons for an agreement on competition issues. However, these obstacles were not

ignored by the initìators of an ìnternational agreement. Special treabnent ofdeveloping

countries was stressed in the Doha declaration: "Full account shal1 be taken ofthe needs

ofdevelopìng and least-developed country participants and appropriate flexibility Ishall

be] provided to address them."2ee A similar proposal was made during the conference

within the framework of UNCTAD devoted to competition issues. It was suggested that

those developing countries without national competition laws could still adopt an

intemational antitrust agreement, but it would remain inoperative as long as they did not

have national competition laws.300

Nevertheless, the pre-negotiation problems ofdeveloping countries appear to be

overwhelming from their perspective, and new responsibilities related to a new

intemational agreement would be an extra burden added to their existing difficulties

(among others) related to the accession to the WTO.

6,3 Different Initiations for an International Agreernent and Related Concerns

6.3.1 Initiations towards international rules.

The UNCTAD, Consolidated Report of Issues was discussed during the panama,

Tunis, Hong Kong, and Odessa Regional PostDoha Seminars on Competition policy

held from 21 March to 26 Apn12002.

2es Supra rote 29 6 at 37 8 .
2ee WlO, Doho Mi.nisterial Declqration, 14 Novembe¡ 2001, 'TVTA4IN(0I),DEC/ 1, para.25.
300 TJNCTAD Consolidated Report, suprø note 265.
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There were several propositions and attempts to negotiate a¡ intemational

agreement on antitrust issues.

One of the first attempts was withi¡ the initiatives of the Intemational Trade

Organization (ITO). A whole chapter (V) was devoted to the issue of intemational

competition rules, according to fhe 1948 Havana Charter.3ol Article 46 obliges Members

to "... [t]ake appropriate measures against business practices affecting intemational trade

which restrain competition, limit access to markets, or foster monopolístic control ...."

Article 48 regulates the ìnvestigation procedure. It states that the ITO will sawe as

a supranational dispute settlement body, where cases affecting intemational trade a¡e

heard based on the informatìon obligatorily provided by the Member parties to the

dispute. Based on the decision of the case, the ITO can request concemed members to

take appropriate remedial action and may also recommend remedial measures to be

carried out according to the laws of concemed Member Country.

In 1993, the Drafi International Antîtrust Code, known as lhe Munich Code,was

proposed by antib¡rst scholars who met in Munich.3o2 It also proposed the implementation

of certain rules of a¡titrust law embodied in the code into national laws and the task of

the supervision of this process was given to an intemational body, the Intemational

Antihust Authority, which can sue national authorities befo¡e national couris or before a¡

Intemational Antitrust Panel if Membe¡s violate obligations under the agreement.3o3

3or UN Conference on Trade and Emplo ¡..ørettt, Hatana Charter for an Intemqtional Trade
Orgqn¡zation arLd F¡n(lI Act andRelated Documeats (Havana, 21 Nov. 1947-24Ma¡.
1948), tJN Doc. iCITOlll4lt948.
302 Roger Zach, Towards WTO Competition Rules (Bene: Stampfli Publishers Ltd. (Kluwer Law
International), 1999) in the preface.
303 Zaneltin, supra note 69 at234
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Also several other members of academia proposed an intemational agreement under

the aegis of the WTO. They include F.M. Scherer,3oa R. Weignrauch,3os and others. They

also proposed a dispute settlement body, which would be empowered to prosecute

intemational cartelizalion, intemational anti-competitive mergers, and othe¡ anti-

competitive activities having a cross-border effect. There is another group of academics

that propose the use of existing WTO agreements to address the issue of intemational

competition. Supporters of this initiative are Robert E. Hudec, Spencer Weber Waller,

and othe¡s.306 For example, R.E. Hudec argues that the WTO is capable of dealing with

competition issues; a recent Reference Paper in the Telecommunication Agreement

proves this. Hudec also argues that the WTO needs to continue its efforts towards

intemational competition rules patiently, fo¡ even the WTO's best remedies raise serious

prob1ems.307 Existing non-discrimination principles could be applied to antìcompetitive

activities. For example, exclusive distribution agreements could be challenged under the

national treatment principle since they are foreclosing domestic markets for foreign

enterprises. Supporters of the WTO approach also propose to reform certain existing

WTO agreønents to make them more applicable to competition issues, along with trade

issues.

There is an important hitiative by the EC on international agreement. The

importance of this initiative is such that the intemational community proceeded with

actual steps on this proposal. These steps stafed after and in accordance with the 1995

344 lbid, at235
1os Weinrauch, supra nole 1.
30ó Robert E. Hudec, "A WTO Perspective on Private Anti-Competitive Behavio¡ in Worlcl Ma¡kets"
(2000) 34 New England Law Review 1, at 1-100;
See also Weinrauch, supra D:ote I at 127 -128.
3o7 Suprø note 30'l atl-100.
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Report ofthe Group ofExperts. The report proposes t¡e reìnforcement of existing

bilateral antìtrust cooperation, the necessity ofthe adoption of a multilateral agreement

þossibly within the framework of the WTO), rules of whìch would have to be

implemented into the national legislations, and a proposal for a dispute settlement

mechanism.3os

With the call of the EC, a working group on the interaction between trade and

competition policies was launched at the WTO Singapore Ministerial Conference.30e

Based on the recommendations of the Group of Experts, the EC made its fi¡st

proposal to the members of the WTO in 7999, which was unsuccessful. Later on, the EC

offered a mo¡e modest second proposal. According to this proposal the scope of the WTO

negotiations should be confined to tkee issues at this stage:

lF]ftstly, agreemetrt on core principles of domestic competition law aad policy
(tra-nsparency of rules and regulations; the ¡emoval of nationality-based discrir¡rination
between fi¡ms based on their nationality; provision of due process a¡d ¡ecou¡se to
judicial procedures; prohibition of hard core cartels, bid-rigging etc...); secondly basic
cooperation modalities should be put in place and; thAdly, close attention should be paid
to ensuring that a development dimension is an integral part of a¡y multilateral
Êa¡newo¡k on competitioD. On this last point, the introduction of competition law
regimes in fhe least-developed countries would have to be of a progressive a¡d flexible
n"t,rre 310

It proposed to establish a standing WTO Commission on Competition Law Policy

to carry on with the educational and anal).tical .,vork on more complex issues, build

consensus for further progress, and encourage countries to introduce competition

policies.3r1

308 M. Monti, "Cooperation betweer Competition Authorities - a Vision for the Fuhlre" (Japan Foundatioo
Conference, Washingto¡ DC, 23 June 2000), online: European Commission
<htÞ://ec.europa.eu,icomm/competition/speeches/index_speeches by_the_coomissioner.html> (date
accessed: 23 June 2006).
30e WlO, Singøpore M¡nisterial Declaratior, 13 December 1996, WI/'N4IN(96)/DEC, paft.20.
3)o Supra rLote 309,
3tt lbid.
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Proponents of a¡ intematìonal agreement on antìh'ust agreed that the WTO would

be the right place for this task, for reasons such as: a well-established institutional

framework with almost universal membership; most of these countries are now familiar

with the WTO and have permanent delegations in Geneva, which may contribute to

making the WTO option more acceptable and less costly for them; an established dispute

settlement mecharism and experience in the resolution oftrade-related conflicts.3l2

No matter how convincing these ideas and proposals sound, there are several

concems related to them and related to the formation ofan agleernent in general.

6.3,2 Objections against the Adoption of International Àgreement.

As mentioned above, one of the opponents to an intemational agreernent is the

U.S. One of the arguments they raise is that reaching an agreement on contmon

competition rules nearly impossible because of the differences in the objectives of

existing national legislation, which range from the economic aim of the promotion of

efficacy, to the more political goals of market integration and the protection of small

businesses fiom excessive market power; this concern is also supported by many in the

intemational business community.3 l3

This is the U.S.'s haditional argument against efforts to adopt an intemational

agreement on antitrust. We should admit that competition laws are very different from

coùntry to country, but they are similar in terms of the major rules of competition laws

with slight differences. For example, they similarly prohibit cartel activity (though many

countries allow export cartels), the abuse of domilant position/monopolization, predatory

pricing, and vertical anticompetitive agreements. The EC also admits that proceeding

312 Zarretlin, supra at240.

"3 lbid., ut247.
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with the convergence ofthe core principles of competition rules is an effective option

leading to successful results in the future3la rather than failing half way or at the

begiruring of the negotiations. ln its proposal concerning the adoption a.' agreement on

minimum standards, the EC wanted those countries without competition laws (they

comprise of almost half of the members of the WTO) to implement those minimum

sta¡dards of competition law into their national legislatures. The EC wanted those

countries that already have competition laws to change them to make them in acco¡da¡ce

with the agreernent (though national competition laws already contain those minimum

standards, maybe with slight differences).315 In this regard, there a¡e several relevant

points to mention.

From our perspective, this minimum sta¡dards proposal would be more effective

in terms of the foreseeability ofresults rather than extensively negotiated rules covering

all the details of competition issues for two teasons.

Firstly, total convergence ofexisting national antifust laws seems to be

impossible.

Secondly, getting those countries which do not have competition laws to adopt

them according to the detailed provisions of a¡ intemational agreement in spite of their

economic and legal traditions would be ha¡d to expect.

The U.S- lead group further argues that if such an intemational agreement on a

"minimum" set of rules was reached, it would serve no purpose, because one half of the

wro's members already have competition laws, and most of these laws already meet the

requirements of any minimum substantive rules the wro could adopt. Furthermore, the

3ta Mìert, supra note 293.
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"lowest-common-denominator" outcome in the development of competition rules could

legitimate weak and ineffective rules, but competition laws and policies and their

enforcement are very fact-intensive.sl6 The comment above applies to this argument.

Fighting for agreement on extensive rules that cover detailed rules of competition would

receive multiple objectìons, and negotiations would cease right aÍÌer its launch, because

of the dìfferent national competition policies a¡d interests. It seems bette¡ that the first

intemational agreement would be on minimum standards, then later on, after reaching a

higher level of convergence ofnational laws by means of this agreement, countries may

decìde to proceed with the next step, by amendments to the agreement or the adoption of

a new agreement with more detailed substantive rules on competition which also respond

to the new developments of the area. Therefore, the approach would be dlmamic rather

than static, as it was described in the EC approach towards intemational rules as

'þrudent, pragmatic and progressive" by Karel Van Miert (Comrnissioner).317

Another concem related to an intemational agreement and its enfo¡cernent is

bureaucracy ald more complicated administrative control regarding a dispute settlement

system and the other supranational body involved. This concem is one ofthe usual

objections that is raised whenever the intemational community tries to organize an

i¡ternational organization or agreement or other related efforts. From our point of view, if

anything is going to be achieved, then it requires the sacrìfice of time, efforts, finances,

etc- However, instead of giving up from the beginning, we should weigh the two sides of

the problem. Reaching an intemational antitrust agreement is one side of the problem; if

rró J. Klein, ',A Note of Caution with Respect to a WTO Agenda oD Competition Policy" (address before
tbe Royal Instinrte of International Affairs, London, 18 November 1996, online: U.S. Department of Justice
<¡ttp://wlvw.usdoj.gov/atrlpublic/speeches/0998.htm> (date accessed: 13 June 2006).
117 Miert, supra note 293 -
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the efforts continue in spite ofthe short term obstacles, the benefits ofsuch efforts

outweigh the risks of the other side, in the long term. The long-term results include

contribution to the goals of world welfare based on free and stable economies, by

removing private barriers to hade a¡d allocating resources efÊciently, whereas public

barriers are removed through free trade policies. Although there are differences in t¡ade

and competition policies because the forme¡ dsfends the interests ofproducers whereas

the latter protects consumers; trade and competition are complementary regarding the one

final objective.

A ¡elated concem is the interference of an intemational agreement with the

sovereignty3ls of the parties. This is especially so in two cases.tte The first case is when

countries apply their competition laws to anticompetitive conduct that is intemational in

scope. If we consider such an application oflaw from the perspective of intemational

law, the strict "territoriality principle" ofjurisdiction would not allow countries to apply

their laws exhaterritorially. Especially, when countries apply their laws to foreìgn

nationals a¡d conduct that occur¡ed abroad but economically affected this country along

with others. Foreign natìonals might be present in its territory through a foreigr branch.

Lr another case, countries again might regard it as interference with sovereignty where a

supranational dispute settlement body starts reviewing the decisions of domestic

competition authorities or courts interfering with their prosecutorial discretion a¡d

judicial decision-making. From our perspective, intemational agreement can solve this

problem with its supranational body or without it. lf intemational agreement is not

backed by supranational dispute settlement body, it (intemational agreement) could adopt

318 
Zalaettirt, supra note 69 at249

3\e lbid. a¡ 249.
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'þositive comity" prìnciple (see heading 4.3 for more details regarding thìs prìnciple),

where Country A could make request to perform certain investigatory activities from

Country B where t1le anticompetitive act originates or one of the members of the cartel

resides. In this way, there will not be need for unilateral extraterritoriality. If

intemational agreement is backed with supranational dispute settlement body then it is

one of the best solutions which we examined in our heading 5 .7 and 6 .1 .4 .

Several concems a¡e related to developing countries. The implementation of an

agreement, the establishment of a competition agency, a¡d the maintenance of

competition policy and its enforcement could add a¡ extra burden because these efforts

are costly and developing countries have very limited resou¡ces.32o We have to admit that

developing countries, in fact, have these problems; however, to address these problems, it

is suggested that developing counhies will receive technical assista¡ce and the prìncþle

of special and differential treatment will be considered within the framework of a

multilateral agreernent.32 
I

Some argue that addressing govemment barriers to trade is more important than

addressing private ba¡riers imposed by anticompetitive acts.3t' It is t ue that there are stìll

high govemment tmiffs and non-tariffba¡riers, especially in developing countries, but it

is equally true that private barriers to trade are not less important. The long and short-

term harm that is caused by ca¡tels and the abuse of dominant position are much higher,

longer, and capable of distorting intemational hade in comparison to many govemmental

barriers to trade. For example, during 1997, the U.S. Antitrust Division prosecuted

r20 WTO, Working Group on the Interaction between Trade and Competition Policie s, Report of the WTO
Workíng Group on the Interqction betu)een Trade and Compet¡tíon Policies to the General Council on 30
November 2000,W-f lW cTCP/4, (W-fO, 2000), al22.
32r lbid. ar20-22.
\ù .-Á.e¡reoy, s¿¿pra nore Jy af ¿9J.
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íntemational cartels affecting over $10 billion in U.S. commerce."3 Prices were raìsed by

70o/o ìn lhe Lysine case,30Yo in the Citric Acîd case, and over 6 0%o in ïhe Graphite

Electrodes case. During the years of 1997-2002, over $2 billion were imposed as criminal

fines and over 90 percent these fines were obtai¡ed in con¡ection with the prosecution of

intemational cartel activity.32a

For example, ìn rhe Graphite Electrodes case,325 cartel members conspired from

7992 to 1991 . During this period the cartel raised prices overall by more than 60% and in

some markets (Canada) by morethut9}To. it harmed both p¡oducers a¡d consumers of

developed and developing countries. The market share ofthe cartel only in the U.S. was

$275 millions per year, and it is not difficult to calculate the increased part ofthe prices,

as it is reported that in some years, it reached more than 60%. This ca¡tel affected not

only the U.S., but also Canada, Japan, Germany, and many other developed and

developing countries. Fines imposed for cartel activity in the U.S. comprises more thari

$200 million. In the Vitamins case, it comprised of more than $ I bi11ion.326

Fear of subversion of competition goals by trade principles and priorities is one of

the arguments of the opponents ofa¡ international agreunent, especially the U.S.32? This

is a relevant concem. Although some intemational competition and trade issues overlap,

most ofthem do not regulate the same subjects and objects. The result of framing an

intemational antitrust agreement to comply with intemational hade issues will be

addressed in the following subchapter.

321 S- D. Hammond, "A Summary Overview Of The A¡titn¡st Division's Criminal Enforcement program,,
(New York State Bar Association Amrual Meeting, 23 January 2003) funpublished] online: U.S.
Departrnent ofJustice <htt!,://www.usdoj.gov/atrlpubtic/speeches/200686.ht0> (date accessed: 14 June
2006).

"n Ibìd.
32s Levenstztn, supra note 19 at 3l -40.
326 lbid. at7ï.
321 Zatettín, supra nole 69 at244,
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6,4 Assessing the Options for a Multilateral Agreement

6.4,1 Different Approâches to International Competition Rules: Trade Law and

Competition Law Approaches

Since intemational competition issues appeared on the agenda of different

intemational organizations, especially the WTO, trade or competition law approaches for

future agreement have been debated. The problem here is whether the substantive rules of

an international agreement on antitrust should be shaped under the high influence oftrade

law principles and objectives or it should be purely competition issues.

The hade law approach was developed, firstly, because ofthe venue for the

intemational agreement, which is the WTO with its trade agenda. Secondly, the

enfo¡cement of certain competition rules accomplishes the same tasks as intemational

trade policy, including market access and advancement in secto¡s of the economy as a

result ofincreased competition and proper allocation ofresources. As mentioned

previously, the intemational community found the WTO mors fitting for the negotiations

of a¡ intemational agreement on antitrust ìssues.

Among the academia and practitioners, there a¡e different points of views

concerning tlie trade and competition approaches.

Proponents ofthe trade law approach for an international a¡titrust agreement

emphasize market access rules to be one of the principles ofthis agreement.

For example, the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) is in favor ofan increased

role for antitrust in intemational trade issues.328 According to some authors, it wouid give

a greater role to the USTR, and fade officials in general, in an area which traditionally

328 lbid, at244.
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belongs to competition agencies.32e The evidence for the USTR's position is that its use

Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (with 1988 amendments) in two cases: The Auto and

auto parts dispute and the Ko dak/Fuji disptte. Section 301 authorizes the USTR to

address toleration by a foreign govemment of systematic, anticompetitive practices by

private firms that ¡estrict access to the U.S. goods or services to a foreign market.330

Another proponent of the trade law approach argues tåat over time, the panel

reviewing competition issues according to the competition code will invest the code with

quality offtade, rather than a competition polìcy.33r

On the other hand, one of the main opponents ofthe trade law approach is the

U.S. antitrust agency, the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice. The Antitrust

Division is generally against addressing the issùe of intemational competition both by a

multilateral agreement and within the framework of the WTO. It argues that antitrust

goaJs might be subveded by trade principles and priorities.332

Some argue that competition and trade issues are divergent, since the aim oftrade

policy is to protect producers' interests, while competition law protects consumers.333

In my opinion, it is true that there a¡e several antitrust issues that overlap with

trade law issues and several issues contradict. From this perspective, several points are

worth mentioning.

The problem is in generalization and mixing. When I read the arguments of both

opponents and ptoponents for the trade law approach, I discovered that writers usually

32e Ibid, at244.
330 lbid, at242.

"t Duoi"l K. Trrollo,'Norms and Institntion in Global Competition Policy,, (2000) 94 Am. J. Int,l Law, at
493.
332 Zaneìtin, supra rote 69 at244.
133 Weìluauc4 supra note I at 56.
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make generalizations based on only one competition issue that is divergent fiom trade

principles and, více versa, if there is one convergent competition issue with trade

princíples then all competition issues are regarded as such. For example, an exclusive

distribution agreement33a between produceß and distributors forecloses markets to the

products of other producers; thus, it is condemred according to both competition laws

and intemational trade laws. Referring to this, many proponents of the t¡ade law approach

assert that trade a¡d competition rules are complementary; therefore, the trade law

approach to a competition agreement is favored by them. However, competition issues

such as mergers, cartels, abuse of dominance, and predatory pricing are peculiar to

competition laws rather than trade laws, so we carìnot remedy them according to

(intemational) trade rules. From this perspective, the trade 1aw approach to an

intemational competition agreement would be irrelevant.

Multiple goals in one agreement might lead to total failure. The issue of the

adoption of an international antitrust agreement becomes very complicated because of

attempts to address both competition and trade íssues in one agreement. Trade a¡rd

competition include multiple goals, such as: the promotion of efficiency, market

integration and market access, the protection of small and medium-sized busìnesses from

excessive market power, etc. In our view, pursuing a single objective will lead to

expected results in a more efficient way and time. Pursuing trade and competition goals

at the same time might not bring about consensus on actions in the near future, as it was

at the Ca¡cun Ministerial conference in 2003 regarding the stârt ofnegotiations on

competition issues.

334 Exclusive distribution agreement is considered as one of the vertical restraints, therefore, regarded as
aalicompetitive (though some countries tend to allow such restraiDts based on its efficiencies).
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Examining available experiences might show some of the ways for dealing with

problems. Now on the table, we have several problems related to an intemational antitrust

agreement, including the trade or competition approach or mixed, extensive coverage of

issues or minimum principles, special and differential treatment ofdeveloping countries,

etc. By examining the most relevant experience of the EC, we might find lessons on how

they dealt with problems regarding intemational competition rules. However, caution

should be used while considering any EC experience and applying it to WTO agreement

problems. There are many reasons for caution; for example, the EC countries have almost

an equal level of economic development, and more harmonized competition laws in

comparison to the situation among the WTO members, where there is a huge gap in the

level ofdevelopment ofeconomies (developed and developirg countries), divergent

competition 1aws, and even zero experience in countries without competition laws.

To sum up, it would be best to narrow down the scope of the problem that is being

addressed by an intemational antitrust agreement. By nanowing down, I mean to address

anticompetitive acts with competition ¡ules rather than trade and competition at the sâme

time.

6.4.2 Different Approaches to the Extent of Coverage by the International

Agreement: Extensive Rules or Basic Principles of Competition

When it comes to the provisions of the intemational artitrust agreement, there are

active debates on this issue. There are several proposals as to the extent the provisions of

the agreement. The EC, ABA, and certain membe¡s of the academia, such as Eleanor M.

Fox, propose minimum staadards; however, there are seve¡al initiatives by Professor
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F.M. Scherer independently, the group of scholars d¡afted Munich Code, and several

others which propose more extensive rules backed by a supranational antitrust authority.

The minimum standards optìon suggests a core group ofprinciples on restrictive

business practices. This option doesn't require very detailed substantive rules.

On the other hand, the extensive rules option proposes relatively detailed rules

with more complicated institutions that supervise, enforce and adjudicate intemational

anticompetitive acts.

This study suggests that minimum standards would be an appropriate option at

this stage. From this perspective, national competition policies need to come to a

common understanding with regards to the basic principles of competition law.

Unfortunately, there are the following differences: the exclusion ofexport ca¡tels from

competition laws, different assessment criteria of dominant position and mergers,

toleration of vertical agreements of national frms by the govemment are all the result of

the protectionism of national fims, and the promotion of national champions to occupy

intemational markets.

If a¡ intemational agreement is going to be negotiated within the WTO, almost all

of its members, approximately 150, have different laws or national policies, except for

those that do not have competition laws at all.

In sum, when there are such differences conceming the core principles of

competition law among the national legislatures, then the more extensive rules option

with complicated supranational bodies would be impossible to adopt at this stage. The

latter option seems to be more relevant after countríes form similar ideas on the core

principles and incorporate them into their 1aws.
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The issue ofca¡tels will not be left unaddressed in both of the options. In the

minimum standa¡ds optìon, cartels would be the first issue for attention. For several

reasons.

Cartelization practice is one of the main institutions of competition law. The

stnrcture of competition law is divided into four major institutions, including: a)

horizontal agreements which a¡e cartelization practices, b) vertical agreanents, c)

mergers, and d) abuse of dominant position.

Cartelization activity is considered the most harmful of the anticompetitive

activities. For example, the OECD has already declared cartel activity as ". .. the most

egregious violations of competition 1aw."335 The OECD stresses that fighting against

cartels is importa¡t from intemational perspective:

... because their distortion of world trade creates market power, waste, and inefficiency
in countries whose markets would otherwise be competitive -- and particularly dependent
upon co-operaúon -- because they generally operat€ in secrct, and relevant evidence may
be located in many diffe¡ent countries.336

Furthermore, the issue of cartels was one ofthe four issues that appeared in the

Doha Decla¡ation for addressing the future based on the consensus ofparties.337

Therefore, fighting against cartelizalion activity is regarded as one ofthe foremost

issues to address by the intemational antitrust community.

t3s OECD Recommendqtions against Cartels, supla rlote 6.
t36-,.,

]DIA.
t37 W-¡O, Dohø Ministerial Declaration, 14 November 2001, WT 4IN(01),DEC/1,1Na.23-25,
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CONCLUSION

Cartelization practices have already grown beyond the terrìtorial limit of

countries. Therefore, its harmful effects are not only from the perspective of competition

laws, but also intemational trade.

According to Joel Kìein, there are two factors that have contributed to the

intemationalization of anticompetitive activities affecting intemational hade: first, an

increasingly globalized economy, making markets throughout the world economicaiiy

available to previously domestic businesses; second, successive reductions of

govemment-imposed barriers to trade (resulting fiom the various GATT rounds) which

has been opening entry to the markets.33s Many members of the trade community are of

the beliefthat gains that are being made by the reduction in public barriers to trade might

be undermined by the private barriers of enterprises.33e In the second chapter, we cla¡ified

those competition issues that go across the national borders and what is the significance

and place of cartelization practices arnong them.

According to the report reflecting the U.S. antitrust agency's perspective,

antìcompetitive activities ofan intemational dimension are divided into three categories:

First, the tremendous growth ilr transnational mergers has increasingly led to a pre-

merger review of the same transaction by several different countries' competition

authorities;

llE Klein, slpra note 316.
"'- WerDrauch, supra ¡.ole I at 15.

See also Zanôttin, suprønote 69 at244.
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Second, intemational cartel cases where competitors in va¡ious counfies get

together privately to fix prices or allocate territories on a worldwide basis have assumed

increasing prominence;

Third, market-accesS cases in which anticompetitive horizontal or ve¡tical

restraints prevent foreign competitors from being able to compete on a level playing field

have also become more prevalent.3ao

ln my opinion, all ofthese three a¡eas were formulated very accurately and

correctly; however, this list should also include several other types of anticompetitive

activities. One of them is abuse of a domirant position. For example, there is the

ongotng Mîcrosoft case in which the company was accused of abusìng its dominant

position in the European Union markets. Although Microsoft Corporation is a U.S.

producer of information technology products, due to its high shares ofsales in the E.U.

market, the European Commission is challenging Microsoft ir the European Courts for

anticompetitive activities affecting E.U. producers and consumers. The other types of

anticompetitive conduct are export and import cartels. A¡ export cartel may restrict

competition in importing countries; whereas, import cartels affect the markets of

importing countries. The effect of an import cartel may be intemational when the

importers of two or more countries form a cartel for the ìmportation a¡d sale of the same

product.

To sum up, the following anticompetitive activities go beyond national bo¡ders

and restrict fiom both the competition and trade law perspectives: 1) anticompetitive

mergers, 2) intemational cartels, 3) vertical restraints, 4) abuse ofa dominant position, 5)

export cartels, 6) import catels. Among these six t¡res of anticompetitive conduct, half

lao Klein, suprø nofe 316-
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ofthem are cartelization practices. Secondly, cartelization practices are acknowledged as

being the most harmful among anticompetitive activities. Among its negative effects are:

short and long-term restrictions against non-cartel producers to compete freely, price

i¡creases to the detriment ofconsumers, dec¡ease oftechnological and better service

innovations, and market foreclosure for non-cartel competitors from a trade perspective.

For these reasons, the intemational community needs to address the issue of cartels with

joint efforts.

The existing tools that countries have against cartels, such as leniency programs,

are very useful but lìmited. Because it is not up to competition agencies; instead it is up to

cartel membe¡s to decide to come along and take advantage of the lenient punishments.

There are several points to make in this regard. Usually, most of the cartel members think

that they wíll be able to operate ín secret from the competition agency. Secondiy, there

are more incentives to continue cartelization practices because ofthe high profits fiom

their joint activity. Thirdly, according to a leniency program, although a competition

agency discovers a new cartelization practice, its prosecution will still encounte¡

problems of collecting evidences from different jurisdictions which gives rise to

sovereignty concerns again. Another point is that currently only few coultries have

adopted leniency programs, including the U.S., the E.C., Calada, Korea, the U.K., and

Germany. On top of these limitations, many countries have exempted export cartels fiom

the application of competition laws if their activities do not affect the domestic market.

Therefore, the usage and usefulness ofleniency programs is limited.

However, some might argue that the prosecution ofinternational cartels could be

overcome through existing antitrust cooperation. The intemational community has
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addressed the issue ofcooperation in the prosecution of cartels to certain extent by

bilateral and regional agreements, and by following the recommendations and best

practices of intemational organizations knoum as soft cooperation; however, they do not

¡esolve certain important issues that concem the investigation process. One of such issues

is the sharing of information between antitrust agencies, whìch is subjected to national

laws on the confidentiality of information. During the prosecution of international

ca¡telization cases, exchange of information is vital factor for full investigation and

finalization ofopened cases. The issue of the exchange ofinformation is allowed in a few

arangements, including ANCZERTA, the EC, and the bilateral antitrust agteement

between the U.S. a¡d Auskalia. Unforhrnately, these few arra¡gements resolve the case

only when it occurs in these countries. ln Chapter five, examining the obstacles to the

exchange of information revealed that they could be overcome ifevery country put their

efforts towards one goal. For example, one of the obstacles was the fear of smaller

countries that the requests for information by countries with stronger economies, like the

U.S., wouid outnumber those of smaller countries, thus, putting them into disadvantage.

This study suggests, firstly, carTelization cases would not involve smaller countries very

often. Secondly, because ofthe small economy, just one cartel would devastate the whole

cartelized secto¡; therefore, it is very important fo¡ such a country to deter that

anticompetitive conduct. Thirdly, initìatives to resolve the exchange of information issue

are also raising the obligation for fina¡rcial compensation for expenses incurred by the

requested agency collecting the material evìdence, witness testimonies, and other

information. Anothe¡ obstacle is the use of communicated information for other purposes

because antitrust information is at the same time business sensitive information. There
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are several solutions: firstly, initiatives on how to deal with this issue are proposing

certain measures to warranty the confidentiality of communicated information; secondly,

if the exchange of information will be addressed by an intemational agreement with its

dispute settlanent body (DSB), then the required information will go to a third (neutral)

party which is a DSB rather tha¡ a country that needs it for its prosecution. The othe¡

concem ìs that ¡emedying anticompetitive activity is too severe in some countries (which

includes criminal imprisonment). From our perspective, this concern is inappropriate a¡d

those promoting it are considering the issues from one side and forgetting the other side.

Countries that raise this issue are tending to be protective of their national business

community. However, long-term studìes of intemational organizations on this issue came

to the conclusion that cartels will injure consumers, restrict producers, and disto¡t trade.

These organizations are recommending "effective sanctions, of a kind and at a level

adequate to deter firms and individuals from participating in such cartels."3al

Regarding further steps to address anticompetitive conduct, \rye came to a

conclusion that a multilateral agteement has more advaltages than existing bilateral and

regional agreements to address the problem. Some of the important benefits of a

multilateral agreement include: unrestricted membership, unlike regional or bilateral

agreement; as a result ofthis, addressability of i¡ternational anticompetitive activities on

a global scale; a neutral dispute settlement body, which provides the best solution to the

many concems about bias during prosecution and misuse of communicated sensitive

business information.

We need to recognize the different approaches to the futu¡e ofinternational

antitrust by active parties such as the U.S., the E.C., and developing countries- The U.S.

3o' OECD Recommendations agøinst Cartels, supra \ote 6
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would like to keep the existing bilateral and regional a¡titrust cooperation instead of

negotiating an international agreement, whereas, the E.C. takes the opposite approach.

Developing countries are also opposed, because they are not ready from many

perspectives for an ìntemational agreement. However, not all of them are rejecting the

agreement at this stage. When negotiators are promising special treatment for developing

countries and full consideration of thei¡ needs, developing countries should also come

forward to take advantage ofthis offer and cooperate for the formation of intemational

agreement.

Among the different initiatives for multilateral rules in antitrust, the E.C.

approach is responding more to the challenges ofthis stage. Knowing that currently

national competition laws are so diverse, even in some cases in terms of major principles

of competition law, we would not be able to negotiate and enforce a¡r agreement with

extensive rules covering every detail of the competition issue. It could be a failure from

the begìnning, because when Country A approves and Country B disapproves the same

issue, we will not be able to negotiate an agreement. Therefore, the E.C. proposal calls

for minimum rules for an agreement at this stage. Those minimum rules are the major

principles of competition law. These principles would be implemented into national

legìslature at this stage. Later on, when countries make their attitude to competition

issues close¡ to each other, frrther steps may be initiated. Regarding the issue of

resolving disputes, the E.C. is i¡ favor of the introduction ofa dispute settlernent

mechanism. The E.C. considers the WTO as the best venue for the negotiation of an

intemational antitrust agreement, partiy because of the dispute settlement mechanism and

the experience of the organization in it. This study suggests that after the adoption ofan
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intemational âgreement on minimum rules, the short-term should be spent supewising

how the minimum rules of the international agreement are being implemented into

national legislature before the dispute settlement body starts operating. The ¡eason fo¡

this is that before bringing closer the national rules, it would be unwise for a

supranational body to give its decisions on cases and expect to implement them by

national antitrust authorities. Because if an anti-competitive act conducted in country A

is pro-competitive according to its national legislature, but based on a complaint of

country B, the DSB rules out that conduct is anti-competitive and expects/requires this

ruling to be implemented in Country A, such steps would onìy cause füction on

competition issues among countries.

However, cartels as one ofthe core issues of competition laws are prohibitedper

se according to the national legislatures of almost a1l countries. Therefore, regardless of

the E.c. or other approaches, regulation of cartelization practices in an ageement will be

relatively easìer than other forms of anticompetitive activities. The reason why I used the

word relatively but not fully is that in regulating cârtelization practices, again national

laws are not identical. Some types ofcartelization practices, such as export cal:tels, are

legal according to national laws in many jurisdictions. Therefore, they need to be

declared illegal by the national legislatures ofcountries, which is the most probable

action ofthe negotiato¡s ofthe agreement (although it still depends on the negotiators

whether they are going to declare export cartel illegal in an intemational agreement or

give it aa exemption).

The maturity of efforts for intemational competition rules have reached a point

where discussions have moved beyond the issue of its adoption up to the different
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approaches in shaping its substantive rules. Two different approaches, trade a¡d

competition, were proposed towards a¡l intemational antìtrust agreement by academics

and specialists oftrade a¡d competition issues, including on behalf of official

organizations and private initiatives on thsir own behalf. some initiato¡s favored the hade

approach, partly because the WTO was chosen by them as an organization within which

an intemational antitrust agreement should be negotiated. Additionally, anticompetitive

activities that go beyond national borders are affecting competitive processes, as well as

intemational hade. This approach supports an antitrust ag¡eement shaped under the

influence of the trade goals of the organization. on the other hand, some initiato¡s favor

the competition approach because competition issues have their own agenda independent

of trade issues. This thesis supports the competition approach a¡d considers the wro an

appropriate venue for an intemational antitrust ageement because it is an established

institution wìth a dispute settlement body and experience. This thesis advocates the

competition approach because it acknowledges that changing the tasks and goals ofthe

competition agenda would lead to losses and an imbalance ofthe economy in general.

Furthermore, pursuing both trade and competitìon goals in one agreement would not give

the expected results at all. Instead, narrowing the purpose down to only antitrust issues

and pursuing one goal through professionally crafted rules would be an appropriate

approach. Trade issues have already been addressed by intemational agreements, such as

GATT, GATS, and others within t}le fiamework of the WTO. At this time, we do not

need to shape intemational competition rules from a trade perspective. The matters that

need to be kept in mind at this stage are resolving competition tasks and reaching

competition goals.
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